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ABSTRACT
Results of a preliminary simulation of an Advanced Hingeless
Rotor XV-15 Aircraft are presented. A simulation mathematical
model was used to study the control and handling qualities of
the NASA/Army XV-15 Tilt Rotor Aircraft with Boeing Hingeless
rotors. The mathematical simulation model is described and
the results obtained using the model are presented. A piloted
evaluation was conducted and the pilot's comments on the air-
craft handling qualities are detailed.
xiii
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SUMMARY
A simulation model was developed in order to study the perfor-
mance and control requirements of the NASA/Army XV-15 tilt
rotor aircraft equipped with Boeing 26-foot diameter hingeless
rotors in place of the existing 25-foot diameter gimballed
rotors. Using the model, a piloted simulation was conducted
to determine the handling qualities of the aircraft in hover,
transition and airplane flight.
The mathematical model of the hingeless rotor XV-15 (HRXV-15)
comprises the basic 6 degree-of-freedom equations of motion
(extended to account for a moving center of gravity), airframe
and rotor aerodynamics, including interference effects, a
representation of the engine performance and dynamic response,
and a model of the flight control and thrust management system.
The aerodynamics of the airframe, i.e., wings, tails, fuselage,
is based on data furnished by NASA. The forces and moments
generated by the large hingeless rotors are calculated explicitly
using a set of equations derived from an analysis of full-scale
and model-scale wind tunnel test data.
The mathematical model of the airframe was validated by compar-
ing the airframe forces and moments with those obtained from an
existing NASA simulation model of the current gimballed rotor
XV-15 aircraft. The math model of the hingeless rotors was
validated by a series of correlations with test data.
The validated simulation model was used to determine the
schedules and phasing of the primary aircraft controls. In
particular, the feasibility of scheduling rotor cyclic with
stick position for the purpose of minimizing blade loads was
established. The initial results show that a reasonably wide
transition corridor can be provided that is essentially free
of blade load limitations over an adequate maneuver range.
The results of the piloted simulation indicate that the aircraft
has good overall flying qualities, SAS on and off. The piloted
investigation was conducted without cyclic-on-the-stick installed.
It is intended to evaluate pilots opinion of this feature during
subsequent studies.
It is recommended that the math model be upgraded to reflect
newly-acquired rotor data and that autorotation and systems
failure studies be conducted.
xv
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Definition Units
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Definition
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p_3R_
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function of flap deflection
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function of flap deflection
Rotor diameter
Aircraft download-to-thrust ratio
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lateral cyclic angle
Damping coefficients of the landing
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wlth lateral cyclic angle
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wlth longitudinal cyclic angle
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Change In hub yawing moment coeffi-
cient with longitudinal cyclic angle
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De fini tion
Lateral-directional SAS function --
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Lateral-directional SAS function --
Lateral-directional SAS function --
Aerodynamic force on nacelle Ib
Landing gear oleo strut vertical force ib
Landing gear oleo strut lateral force ib
Longitudinal generalized force ib
Lateral generalized force ib
Vertical generalized force ib
Landing gear oleo strut longitudinal ib
force
Multiplier on rotor normal force ND
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Multiplier on rotor hub pitching ND
moment
Multiplier on rotor torque
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Governor gain
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H
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!
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De finition
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Longitudinal SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS galn
Lateral directional SAS gazn
Lateral directional SAS galn
Lateral directional SAS galn
Lateral directional SAS galn
Longitudinal SAS gain
Longitudinal SAS gain
Governor throttle gain
A
Longitudinal SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Gravitational constant
Height
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Horizontal distance between wing
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Horizontal distance between wing
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Horizontal distance between wing
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I (F)
XX
De finition
Height or angular momentum
Angular momentum of nacelle about
aircraft center of gravity
Distance from wing pivot plane to ft
fuselage mass element center of
gravity
Height of pivot above wing chord line ft
or angular momentum of nacelle about
the pivot
Landing gear oleo strut deflection ft
during ground contact
Distance from wing pivot plane to ft
wing mass element center of gravity
Angular momentum of an element of
mass about its own center of gravity
Wing vertical bending deflection ft
Rotor hub height to rotor diameter ND
ratio
Distance from aircraft center of ft
gravity to bottom of right main gear
following a positive pitch rotation
Distance from aircraft center of ft
grav±ty to bottom of right main gear
following a positive roll
Mass moment of inertia
Vehicle mass roll moment of inertia
about center of gravity
Mass roll moment of inertia of air-
craft components about their own
center of gravity
Mass roll moment of inertia of fuse-
lage mass element about its center
of gravity
Units
ft or Ib-ft-
sec
ib-ft-sec
lb- ft-sec
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
xLvi
Symbol
ix x (W)
!
Ixx
Iyy
Iyyo
Iyy (F)
(w)
Iyy
Ixz
Ixz o
i (F)
xz
(w)
Ixz
!
Ixz
Izz
TZZo
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Definition
Mass roll moment of inertia of wing
mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass roll moment of inertia of the
tilting portion of each nacelle about
its center of gravity
Vehicle mass pitch moment of inertia
about center of gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of air-
craft components about their centers
of gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of fuse-
lage mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of wing
mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of the
tilting portion of each nacelle about
its center of gravity
Vehicle mass product of inertia about
center of gravity
Mass product of inertia of aircraft
components about their own centers of
gravity
Mass product of inertia of fuselage
mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass product of inertia of wing mass
element about its center of gravity
Units
slug-f! 2
slug-ft 2
slug-f! 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-f! 2
slug-f! 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
xLvii
Mass yaw moment of inertia of aircraft slug-f! 2
components about their own centers of
gravity
Vehicle mass yaw moment of inertia
about center of gravity
slug-f! 2
Mass product of inertia of the tilting slug-ft 2
portion of each nacelle about its
center of gravity
Symbol
(F)
Izz
I (w)
ZZ
I !
ZZ
i
1
Jxx
Jyy
Jzz
A
i
KI
KD1 ND4
T T
KMI KM4
T T
K..2
K_ 3
KST
n
KwI*KWI0
K6 B
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Definition Units
Mass yaw moment of inertia of fuselage slug-ft 2
mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass yaw moment of inertia of wing
mass element about its center of
gravity
slug-ft 2
Mass yaw moment of inertia of the
tilting portion of each nacelle about
its center of gravity
slug-ft 2
Incidence angle deg or tad
Unit vector in i direction
Dummy inertia, Izz-Iyy
Dummy inertia, Ixx-Izz
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
Dummy inertia, lyy-Ixx
Unit vector in j direction
slug-ft 2
Wing slipstream correction factor ND
Coefficients of curve fit equation
for wing download as a function of
rotor height/diameter ratio
ND
Coefficients of curve fit equation
for wing pitching moment as a func-
tion of rotor height/diameter ratio
ND
Multiplier on slipstream rolling
moment coefficient
ND
Miltiplier on slipstream yawing
moment coefficient
ND
Landing gear spring constants ib/ft
Coefficients for wing bending
equations
Multiplier on longitudinal cyclic
pitch available from longitudinal
s ti ck
in/in
xLviii
Symbol
K_ e
K6 R
K_ RUD
K6 s
K6' s
K
Ko
K1
K 2
K 3
K4
K 5
K6
K7
K 8
K 9
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Definition Units
Ratio between longitudinal stick
motion and elevator deflection
deg/in
Multiplier on longitudinal cyclic
pitch available from pedal displace-
ment
in/in
Ratio between pedal and rudder
deflection
deg/in
Multiplier on longitudinal cyclic
pitch and differential collective
available from lateral stick
in/in
Lateral cyclic pitch/degree of
differential collective pitch
deg/deg
Wing stiffness in torsion
Coefficient of fuselage drag coeffi-
cient equation to account for drag
due to sideslip
Coefficient in fuselage drag coeffi-
cient equation
Coefficient in fuselage drag coeffi-
cient equation
ft- Ib/rad
i/rad 3
1/rad 2
i/rad
Coefficlent in fuselage lift coeffi-
cient equation
Coeffic£ent in fuselage lift coeffi-
cient equation
Coefficient in fuselage pitching
moment coefficient equation
Coefficient in fuselage pitching
moment coefficient equation
i/rad
i/rad z
1/rad
i/rad 2
Coefficient in fuselage side force
coefficient equation
i/rad
Coefficient in fuselage side force
coefficient equation
i/rad
Coefficient in fuselage yawing moment
coefficient equation
I/rad
xLix
Symbol
KI0
K20
K21
K22
K30
K31
K32
K34
K35
K36
K37
K38
K39
K40
K41
K42
m
Ls
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Definition Units
Coefficient in fuselage yawing moment I/tad 2
coefficient equation
Wing/body interference effects on C .
,.B
Wing planform effects on C_8
Wing planform and lift effects on CNB
Coefficient in nacelle drag coeffi-
cient equation
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad
Coefficient In nacelle drag coeffi-
cient equation
i/rad 2
Coefficient In nacelle lift coeffi-
cient equation
i/rad
Coefficient in nacelle pitching moment i/tad
coefficient equation
Coefficient in nacelle pitching moment i/tad 2
coefficient equation
Coefficient in nacelle side force
coefficient equation
i/tad
Coefficient _n nacelle side force
coefficient equation
i/rad 2
Coefficient _n nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equation
i/rad
Coefficient an nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equation
I/rad 2
Coefficient In nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equation
i/rad
Coefficient zn nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equatlon
i/rad 2
Coefficient in fuselage lift coeffi-
cient equation
ND
Unit vector in k direction
Nacelle shaft length from pivot to
spinner
ft
L
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Symbol
£AC
_F
£w
M
m
M/T
mf
mN
mw
N
NF
N I
N1 IND
Definition
Rolling moment
Distance from nacelle pivot to
nacelle center of gravity
Units
ft- Ib
ft
Horizontal distance from nacelle pivot ft
to aircraft component center of
gravity positive - positive forward
from pivot
Horizontal distance from horizontal
tail quarter chord to wing aero-
dynamic center
Horizontal distance from pivot to
center of gravity of fuselage mass
element
Wing root lift/foot
Horizontal distance from pivot to
center of gravity of pilots' station -
positive forward from pivot
Horizontal distance from pivot to wing
mass element center of gravity
Pitching moment
Pitching moment, or aircraft mass
Pitching moment/rotor thrust
Mass of fuselage structure
Mass of one nacelle
Mass of wing
Yawing moment
Rotor normal force
Engine gas generator speed
Engine gas generator indicator
Engine gas generator speed at sea
level standard, static conditions
ft
ft
Ib/ft
ft
ft-lb
ft-lb or
slugs
ft-lb/!b
s Iugs
s i ugs
s lugs
ft-lb
Ib
rev/min
--m
rev/min
Li
Symbol
Nle IND
NII
P
PC
pN
pR
P
Q
QIND
QMAX
QN
QR
Q*
q
qs
R
RHP
RN
RR
r
r
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Definition
Referred engine gas generator speed --
indicator
Engine power turbine speed
Engine power turbine speed at sea
level standard static conditions
Body axes roll rate
Horizontal distance from wing leading
edge to pivot location
Nacelle axes roll rate
Nacelle wind axes roll rate
Body axes roll rate
Body axes pitch rate or rotor
torque
Torque indicator
Maximum engine torque available
Nacelle axes pitch rate
Nacelle wind axes pitch rate
Engine torque at sea level standard
static condition
Body axes pitch rate or freestream
dynamic pressure
Dynamic pressure of rotor slipstream
Body axes yaw rate or rotor resultant
force or rotor radius
Rotor horsepower
Nacelle axes yaw rate
Nacelle wind axes yaw rate
Body axes yaw rate
Radius vector --
Units
rev/min
rev/min
rad/sec
ft
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec or
ib-ft
ND
ib-ft
rad/sec
rad/sec
ib-ft
rad/sec or
ib/ft 2
ib/ft 2
rad/sec or
ib or ft
_m
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
Lii
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Symbol
r n
S
Definition
Landing gear tire radius
Surface area
Units
ft
ft 2
SF Rotor side force ib
SHP Shaft horsepower
SHP* Engine shaft horsepower at sea level
standard static conditions
T Rotor thrust ib
TEA Engine referred turbine inlet
tempe rature
deg
(TIGE/TOG E) Ratio of the rotor thrust in ground
effect to the thrust out of ground
effect
TI-_T 3 Coefficients of curve fit equations
for rotor/rotor interference
ND
t Time sec
U Body axes longitudinal component of
velocity at aircraft center of gravity
or rotor hub, wing, horizontal and
vertical tail velocities referred to
rotor shaft and local surface chord
axes, respectively
ft/sec
U ! Body axes longitudinal component of
velocity at rotor hub and wing aero-
dynamic center
ft/sec
UpA Body axes longitudinal component of
velocity at pilot's station
ft/sec
V Total velocity ft/sec
V t
V'
Rotor tip speed
Resultant flow through rotor disc
ft/sec
ft/sec
V.
V
Non-dimensional rotor forward velocity ND
Total velocity vector ft/sec
Liii
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Symbol Definition Units
V Body axes lateral component of
velocity at aircraft center of
gravity or rotor hub wing, horizontal
and vertical tail velocities referred
to rotor shaft and local surface
chord axes, respectively
ft/sec
V, Body axes lateral component of
velocity at rotor hub and wing
aerodynamic center
ft/sec
v i
Vp A
Rotor induced velocity
Body axes lateral component of velo-
city at pilot's station
ft/sec
ft/sec
V, Non-dimensional rotor induced velocity ND
WoL. Fuselage water line position in.
W I Weight of aircraft components Ib
WDTIND Fuel flow indicator
W Body axes vertical component of velo-
city at aircraft center of gravity
or rotor, hub, wing, horizontal and
vertical tail velocities referred to
rotor shaft and local surface chord
axes, respectively
ft/sec
W' Body axes vertical component of
velocity at rotor hub and wing aero-
dynamic center
ft/sec
WpA Body axes vertical component of velo-
city at pilot's station
ft/sec
Xsubscript Longitudinal distance, measured
positive forward from nacelle pivot
along body axes
ft
aXsubscrip t Longitudinal force, measured positive
forward along body axes
ib
Xaero Total longitudinal aerodynamic force
at center of gravity measured positive
forward along body axes
ib
Liv
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sy ol
xsprscript
shbscript
XNorth
Definition
Longitudinal force, measured positive
forward along body axes
Longitudinal ground track velocity
Ysubscript Lateral distance, measured positive
along right wing along body axes
Units
ib
ft/sec
ft
&Ysubscript Lateral force, measured positive along ib
right wing in body axes
Yaero Total lateral aerodynamic force at Ib
center of gravity measured positive
along right wing in body axes
Lateral force, measured positive
along right wing in body axes
ySprs cript
subscript
YEast Lateral ground track velocity
Zsubscrip t Vertical distance, measured positive
down nacelle pivot along body axes
&Zsubscrip t Vertical force, measured positive
down along body axes
Zaero Total vertical aerodynamic force at
center of gravity, measured positive
down along body axes
Vertical force, measured positive
down along body axe_
Vertical ground track velocity
Vertical distance from nacelle pivot
to center of gravity of aircraft
component, positive down from nacelle
pivot along body axes
zsprscript
subscript
Zdown
Angle of attack
Z
Angle of sideslip
Vertical distance between wing fuel
center of gravity and wing mass
element center of gravity
8
!
aw 'fuel
Ib
ft/sec
ft
ib
ib
ib
ft/sec
ft
rad
rad
ft
Lv
Symbol
4'
W' fuel
I
_WlW
O
'CR
'HT
6STEER
_o
ZiLR
_iRL
_w
_wl_w4
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Definition Units
Vertical distance between fixed
nacelle center of gravity and wing
mass element center of gravity
ft
Vertical distance between wing center
of gravity and wing mass element
center of gravity
ft
Control element (surface or stick)
angular or linear displacement
deg or in.
Vertical distance between cargo center ft
of gravity and fuselage mass element
center of gravity
Vertical distance between crew center
of gravity and fuselage mass element
center of gravity
ft
Vertical distance between fuselage
center of gravity and fuselage mass
element center of gravity
ft
Vertical distance between horizontal
tail center of gravity and fuselage
mass element center of gravity
ft
Nose wheel steering angle, positive
right
deg
Vertical distance between vertical
tail center of gravity and fuselage
mass element center of gravity
ft
Wing or rotor downwash angle rad
Wing downwash angle at zero wing
angle of attack
rad
Rotor/rotor interference angle, left
rotor on right rotor
tad
Rotor/rotor interference angle, right
rotor on left rotor
tad
Wing on rotor interference rad
Rotor sideslip angle or damping ratio tad or ND
Wing damping ratio ND
Lvi
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Symbol
H_, rue i
Hw,NF
Hw 'W
n
C
nCR
nF
nHT
nHT
nVT
!
nVT
nTR
e
Definition
Horizontal distance between wing fuel
center of gravity and wing mass
element center of gravity
Horizontal distance between fixed ft
nacelle center of gravity and wing
mass element center of gravity
Horizontal distance between wing ft
center of gravity and wing mass
element center of gravity
Horlzontal distance between cargo ft
center of gravity and fuselage mass
element center of gravity
Horizontal distance between crew ft
center of gravity and fuselage mass
element center of gravity
Horlzontal distance between fuselage ft
center of gravity and fuselage mass
element center of gravity
Horizontal tail efficiency ND
Horizontal distance between horizontal ib
tail center of gravity and fuselage
mass element center of gravity
Vertical tail efficiency factor ND
Horizontal distance between vertical ft
tail center of gravity and fuselage
mass element center of gravity
Transmission efficiency
Aircraft pitch or Euler angle or
temperature ratio
Wing twist angle rad
Rotor collective pitch angle at deg
three-quarter radius
Angle between the rotor shaft and a rad
line drawn through the nacelle center
of gravity from the pivot
Units
ft
ND
rad or ND
Lvii
Symbol
U s
U o
u I
_RI_R4
0
_h
T
rD
TE
THT
TLAS
VVT
rp
T r
T_
_6s
T
_r
rl
T2
¢
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Definition
Rotor advance ratio -- V/_.R
Tire sliding coefficient of friction
when sliding sidewards (for concrete)
Tire rolling coefficient of friction
(for concrete)
Coefficient of rolling friction for
brakes
Terms in wing immersed area calcula-
tion
Ambient air density
Fuselage sidewash angle
Ambient density ratio
Angle between freestream velocity and
rotor resultant force
Engine response time constant
Engine response time-constant
Horizontal tail effectiveness
Load alleviation system time constant
Vertical tail effectiveness
Lateral directional SAS time constar.t
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Rotor thrust response time constant
Rotor thrust response time constant
Aircraft roll angle or Euler angle
Units
ND
ND
ND
ND
slug/ft _
rad
ND
rad
sec
sec
ND
sec
ND
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
rad
Lviii
Symbol
_p
_i+_5
×
_wl_Uw3
Definition
Rotor swashplate phase angle
Functions in wing vertical bending
equations
Rotor wake skew angle
Aircraft yaw angle or Euler angle
Rotor or engine rotational speed
Angular velocity vector
Natural frequency
Wing natural frequencies
D210-ii161-i
Units
rad
tad
rad
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
Lix
Subscripts
A
AC
ACT
AE RO
a
B
c
CG
CR
C/4
DUM
E
EFF
e
F
FAC
FUEL
FUELcG
FUS
F'
f
GLAS
GYRO
g
HL
Available
Aerodynamic center
Actuator
Aerodynamic force
Aileron
Longitudinal stick
Cargo
Center of gravity
Crew
Quarter chord
Dummy variable
Engine
Effective
Elevator or effective
Fuselage
Fuselage aerodynamic center
Fuel in wing
Fuel center of gravity
Fuselage
Fuselage minus landing gear
Flap
Load alleviation system
Gyros copi c
Ground or gust
Left rotor hub
L x
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Subscripts
HR
HT
HTCG
IGE
i
L
LAS
LE
LG
L-L
LN
LR
LRH
LT
LW
LW o
MAX
N
NF
NFCG
NL
NR
NT
n
OGE
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Right rotor hub
Horizontal tail
Horizontal tail center of gravity
In ground effect
Immersed
Left wing or rotor
Load alleviation system
Left engine
Landing gear
Rotor lead-lag
Left nacelle
Left rotor
Left rotor hub
Left wing tip
Left wing
Left wing referred to freestream
Maximum
Nacelle or natural frequency
Fixed portion of nacelle
Fixed portion of nacelle center of gravity
Left nacelle
Right nacelle
Tilting portion of nacelle
Landing gear index, n=l left gear, n=2 right gear,
n=3 nose gear
Out of ground effect
Lxi
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Subscripts
P
POWER
PA
R
RE
REQ
RIGID
RN
RR
RRH
RT
RUD
RW
RW o
S
SP
STALL
T
TH
VT
VTCG
W
WAC
WCG
x
Power, nacelle pivot, or rotor polar moment of
inertia
Power
Pilot station
Right wing, rotor or rudder pedal
Right engine
Required
Rigid
Right nacelle
Right rotor
Right rotor hub
Right wing tip
Rudder
Right wing
Right wing referred to freestream
Rotor shaft, side, or lateral stick
Spoiler
Stall
Tail, total or wing tip
Throttle
Vertical tail
Vertical tail center of gravity
Wing
Wing aerodynamic center
Wing center of gravity
Along the longitudinal axis, positive forward
Lxii
Subscripts
Y
D210-1116 l-1
Along the lateral body axis, positive out
right wing
z Along the vertical body axis, positive down
Denotes a vector quantity
S upe rs cripts
(c)
(CR)
F
F'
HT
(HT)
IGE
LW
N
NL
NR
RW
T
VT
(VT)
W
(W 'FUEL )
(Wf')
(W'NF)
(W'w)
Refers to cargo or payload weight
Refers to aircraft crew weight
Fuselage
Fuselage less landing gear
Horizontal tail
Refers to horizontal tail weight component
In ground effect
Left wing
Nacelle
Left wing tip at pivot
Right wing tip at pivot
Right wing
Total of horizontal and vertical tail
Vertical tail
Refers to vertical tail weight component
Wing
Refers to wing fuel weight
Refers to fuselage weight component
Refers to weight of fixed portion of nacelle
Refers to wing weight component
Lxiii
Superscripts
lJ
I I I
4,.
A
D210-11161-1
Denotes an interim calculation or coefficient
in local wind axes
Denotes an interim calculation
Denotes average value
Denotes interim calculation or calculation in
freestream wind axes
Denotes an interim calculation
Denotes an interim calculation
Denotes a unit vector
Lx iv
Cc
C
Z
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
i.i Background
The work reported in this document was undertaken as part of
a more extensive program which has as its objective the flight
test demonstration of a NASA-Army XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research
Aircraft which will be modified by replacing the current gim-
balled rotor with a larger diameter hingeless rotor fabricated
from advanced composite materials. The current NASA-Army tilt
rotor research aircraft project is aimed at verifying the
feasibility of the tilt-rotor concept through investigation
of the performance, stability and handling qualities of the
XV-15 tilt rotor. This aircraft utilizes 25 foot gimballed
rotors constructed of bonded aluminum honeycomb and stainless
steel. Replacement of these rotors by advanced-technology
fiberglass/composite hingeless rotors of larger diameter,
combined with an advanced integrated fly-by-wire control sys-
tem, will further enhance the flying qualities, performance,
maneuverability and rotor system fatigue life of the XV-15.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of the subject program were (a) to develop
a parametric simulation model of the HR_-I5, (b) to use the
model to conduct engineering studies to define acceptable pre-
liminary ranges of primary and secondary control schedules as
functions of the flight parameters, (c) to conduct engineering
evaluation of performance, flying qualities and structural
loads, and (d) to have a Boeing-Vertol pilot conduct a simu-
lated flight test evaluation of the aircraft.
All of these objectives have been fully met and are reported
in the paragraphs which follow.
1.3 Mathematical Modelling Approach
A full force mathematical representation of the aircraft is
used rather than a linearized derivative representation. This
is considered necessary because of the degree of non-linearity
in the behavior of the forces acting on the aircraft in tran-
sition. For example, the rotor forces are functions of higher
powers of flight parameters such as _, u and CT, and aerody-
namic interference effects between rotor and empennage are
significantly non-linear. XV-15 data for airframe aerody-
namics, c.g. ranges, stick and pedal travels were used, but
no constraints were piaced on the design of thrust management,
rotor control or stability and control augmentation systems.
Some difference in detailed requirements are to be expected
and in addition, there are fewer constraints in achieving an
ideal design when a fly-by-wire capability is envisioned.
i-i
1.4 Mathematical Model Development
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The general format and architecture of earlier tilt rotor simu-
lation models developed at Boeing Vertol was retained where
possible for the subject activity. This required a conversion
of the basic airframe aerodynamics provided by I_ASA for the
XV-15 to a form compatible with Boeing Vertol usage. In
addition, the H-tail configuration of the k_-15 required that
the approach to rotor-empennage interference be changed to one
using an extensive data bank of aerodynamic interactions.
An advance on previous practice was the use of rotor data based
on full scale and model scale results and represented by a set
of equations giving the rotor hub forces and moments, and
blade loads as functions of the flight parameters. This repre-
sents a significant improvement over earlier practice, which
used a data bank and time consuming look-up approach.
1.5 Nacelle Configuration
In the subject simulation the entire wing tip package, includ-
ing the engines is assumed to tilt in the same manner as the
XV-15. In the HRXV-15 the engine may be retained in a hori-
zontal position while the rotor and drive train tilts. However,
since this question was not resolved when the simulation effort
was initiated, it was decided to retain the XV-15 nacelle con-
figuration. The issues involved in this decision are not
related to flying qualities, but have more to do with oper-
ational qualities such as the effect of jet efflux on the
landing surface and the general accessibility of nacelle
components for maintenance. Thus the conclusions reached in the
present simulation activity will be valid whether or not the
engine tilts along with the remainder of the nacelle.
1.6 Status of Current Simulation
The subject simulation and design investigation is a prelim-
inary effort indicating generally acceptable flying qualities
and performance for a tilt rotor aircraft of the same general
configuration as the XV-15, but using 26-foot diameter hinge-
less soft in-plane rotor in place of the gimballed 25-foot
diameter rotors currently installed. It is desirable that this
simulation should be updated as more detailed design work on
the compatibility of the Boeing rotor system with the _-15
proceeds under NASA Contract :_AS2-9015. Two areas are
identified where continued activity is considered desirable.
First the rotor force and moment mathematical model should be
upgraded to reflect more fully the comprehensive data acquired
on test during Contract NAS2-9015. Second, the definition of
primary control system schedules can be further refined to
provide additional speed and maneuvering capability through
transition. This topic is discussed in detail in Appendix G.
1-2
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT
The hingeless rotor XV-15 Tilt Rotor Aircraft combines the NASA-
Army XV-15 airframe and engines with a Boeing 7.92 meter (26 feet)
diameter fiberglass hingeless rotor system and fly-by-wire
controls. Figure 2.1 presents an artist's impression of the
HRXV-15. The figure shows the aircraft with fixed engines
although the present simulation was conducted with tilting
engines as on the current XV-15. Figure 2.2 gives the general
arrangement of the HRXV-15. Design gross weight is 5896 kg
(13000 ib) and maximum weight is 6803 kg (15000 ib).
2.1 Component Data
With the exception of the rotorsrdata on the aircraft was
obtained from Reference 1 and 2.
2.1.1 Rotors
The HRXV-15 uses Boeing-developed 26 foot diameter, hingeless,
soft in-plane rotors of fiberglass composite construction. The
hingeless rotor concept simplifies the design of the hub and
upper controls compared to a gimballed or articulated system.
This design simplicity yields high reliability, safety and
low maintenance. These improvements derive from the reduction
in the number of parts and bearings required in the rotor hub.
The large control hub moments and in-plane forces generated by
cyclic control provides the capability for good pitch and yaw
control of the aircraft at low speeds. This control power
also enables the aircraft to be trimmed over a large center-of-
gravity range.
Etch rotor is three-bladed of solidity 0.1154. Twist, thick-
ness and airfoil section characteristics are presented in
Figure 2.3. The rotor hover and cruise performance together
with its dynamic and structural integrity have been successfully
demonstrated in full-scale wind tunnel tests.
2.1.2 Power Plant
The XV-15 is powered by 2 cross-shafted front-drive, free-turbine
Lycoming LTCIK-4K (T53-L-13B) engines. The engine performance
figures used in this simulation are detailed in Section 7.0.
2.1.3
The untwisted high wing is swept forward 6.5 ° at the leading
edge and possesses 2 ° positive dihedral. The forward sweep
was introduced to accommodate the high blade flapping angle
experienced with the current gimballed rotor arrangement. This
2-1
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forward sweep is not required when hingeless rotors are uti-
lized because of the modest blade flapping developed. In the
present simulation the sweep is included, however.
The wing root and tip airfoil sections are NACA 64A223. The
control surfaces consist of flaps and flaperons, the flaperons
being connected to the flap controls so that they droop as the
flaps are lowered. Figure 2.4 shows the relationship between
aileron setting and flap setting.
2.1.4 Horizontal and Vertical Tails
The horizontal and vertical stabilizers form a H-tail config-
uration. The vertical fins are located at the extremities of
the horizontal tail. The horizontal tail has a 30 percent
chord plain elevator and the vertical fins a 25 percent chord
rudder. The horizontal tail incidence is ground adjustable.
The nominal setting is zero degrees.
2.1.5 Confi@uration Dimensions
Table 2.1 presents a summary of the HRXV-15 dimensions, areas
and other pertinent data.
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TABLE 2.1
HINGELESS ROTOR XV-15 TILT ROTOR - DIMENSIONAL DATA
Area (Reference)
Span (Between Rotor _)
Chord
Aspect Ratio
Sweep
Center of Pressure:
SoL,
B.L.
W.L.
ROTORS
NO. of Blades per Rotor
Diameter
Disc Area per Rotor
Solidity
Direction of Rotation (Airplane)
Rotor Speed
Nacelles 90 deg (HOVER)
0 deg (AIRPLANE)
Polar Moment of Inertia
s.n.
B.L.
W.L.
Location of Shaft
Pivot Points
Distance from Hub to Pivot
Point
16.815m2(181 ft 2)
9.81 m (32.17 ft)
1.6 m (5.25 ft)
5.72
6.5 degree fwd.
7. 396 m (291.17 in)
+2. 604 m (102.5 in)
2. 435 m (95.85 in)
3
7.925 m (26.0 ft)
49.325 m 2 (530.93 ft 2)
0.1154
UP INBOARD
57.7 rad/sec (551 rpm)
40.4 rad/sec (386 rpm)
764.8 kg.m2 (564 slug ft _
7.26 m (300.0 in)
+4. 902 m (193.0 in)
2.54 m (i00.0 in)
1.423 m (4.667 ft)
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TABLE 2.1
NACELLES
Center of Gravity
(Nacelle at 90 deg)
Mass per Nacelle
Nacelle Inertias
Distance from C.G. to
Pivot Point
Angular Depression of
C.G. below Hub-to-
Pivot Line
Distance of Tail Pipe
below Pivot
FUSELAGE
Center of Pressure
PILOT STATION COORDINATES
S.L,
B.L.
W.L.
I
X
Iy
I z
S,L.
B.L.
W.L.
Eye Level
Seat
S,L.
B.L.
W.L.
S.Lo
B.L.
W.L.
(continued)
7. 409 m (291.7 in)
+4. 902 m (193.0 in)
--3.0 m (118.0 in)
903.95 kg (61.94 slugs)
113.38 kg.m2(81.4 slugs ft 2)
584._ kg.m 2 (431.0slugs ft 2)
515.3 kg.m 2 (380.0slugs ft 2)
0.503 m (1.65 ft)
0,432 tad (24.75 deg)
54.42 cm (23 ins)
"/.442 m (293.0 in)
0.0
2.134 m (84.0 in)
5,311 m (209.1 in)
0,419 m (16.5 in)
2.083 m (82.0 in)
5.467 m (215.25 in)
0,419 m (16.5 in)
1.283 m (50.5 in)
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TABLE 2.1
HORIZONTAL TAIL
Area
Span
Chord
Aspect Ratio
Center of Pressure
VERTICAL TAILS (ONE PANEL)
Area
Span
Chord
Center of Pressure
LANDING GEAR
Coordinates of
Gear Down
Main
Nose
Tyre Radii
Main
Nose
S.no
B.L.
W.L.
s.n,
B.L.
W.L.
S,L.
B.L.
W.L.
S.L.
B.L.
W.L.
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(continued)
4.668 m 2 (50.25 ft 2)
3.911 m 2 (12.83 ft)
1.195 m (3.92 ft)
3.276
14.224 m (560.0 in)
0.0
2.616 m (103.0 in)
2.346 m 2 (25.25 ft 2)
2.341 m (7.68 ft)
1.135 m (3. 725 ft)
14.479 m (570.02 in)
+1.956 m (77.0 in)
--2.939 m (115.69 in)
8.28 m (326.0 in)
+1.302 m (51.25 in)
0.483 m (19.0 in)
3. 531 m (139.0 in)
0.0
0.411 m (16.2 in)
26.1 cm (i0.26 in)
16.5 cm (6.48 in)
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3.0 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
This section presents the derivation of the airframe equations
of motion and the simplifications that were made in order to
obtain the final equations as presented in Appendix E. The
treatment accounts for all six rigid-body degrees-of-freedom
including the effects of the tilting nacelles and rotors. The
principal features of the derivation are:
o Assumption of X-Z plane of symmetry
o The basic equations are derived about the
instantaneous center of gravity of the air-
craft since the center of gravity is strongly
dependent on nacelle incidence.
o Rotor and engine gyroscopic terms are included.
o The wing elastic degrees of freedom do not
couple inertially. The coupling occurs only
through the aerodynamic terms.
o Wing aeroelastic effects are not included in
the center of gravity calculations.
3.1 AXES SYSTEM
A set of right-handed orthogonal axes OXYZ is placed at the
center of mass of the aircraft and is fixed in the aircraft
such that OX lies in the lateral plane of symmetry and is
positive forward parallel to the fuselage water line zero.
remaining axes are placed as shown in Figure 3.1.
The
The orientation of the aircraft is defined with respect to a
set of earth-fixed axes C X'Y'Z'. With the axes OXYZ initially
parallel to C X'Y'Z', the aircraft is yawed to the right about
0 through an angle %, then pitched up about OZ through the
angle e, and finally rolled right about OX through the angle _.
If V and _ are the aircraft velocity and angular velocity
vectors relative to the earth-fixed axes, the projections of
these vectors on the moving axes are U, V, and W for the
components along OX, OY, and OZ, and P, Q, and R for the angu-
lar velocity components.
Thus,
vs ui+ vi+ wE (3.1)
__ s Pi + Qi + Rk_ (3.2)
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where the unit vectors i, j, and k lie along OX, OY, and OZ.
3.2 AIRCRAFT GROUND TRACK
The components of V relative to the earth-fixed axes are ob-
tained in terms of U, V, W and _, e, % as, (See Reference 2 ),
dX '
d=
- U cos % cos 9 + V(sin $ sin e cos $ - cos _ sin _)
+ W (cos _ sin G cos % + sin e sin _)
U cos e sin $ + V(sin ¢ sin e sin _ + cos # cos $)
+ W (cos ¢ sin e sin _ - sin ¢ cos $)
-U sin e + Vsin _ cos % + Woos _ cos %
Integration of these equations gives the aircraft ground track.
A further relationship may be obtained between the rate of
change of the Euler angles (_, e, %) and the components of the
angular velocity in the moving axes system, viz,
- (Rcos¢ + Qsin _)sec e
- Q cos ¢ - Rsin (3.a)
$- P ÷_sin 0
(3.3
3.3 FORCE EQUATION
The total external force, F, acting at the aircraft center of
mass is given by
v]d (mY) -m + n x_F- -
where m is the mass of the aircraft and _ is the rate of
6
change of V with respect to the moving re_erence frame OXYZ,
i.e.
6V
A ,A .A
--=-6 i + vi + wk
_t -- --
If F has components F x, Fy, and F z
then
(3.5)
(3.6)
along the respective axes
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thus
Q R
V W
Fx " m (U + QW - RV)
Fy - m (_ + aU - PW)
_z " m (_ ÷ PV - QU)
(3.7)
The forces Fx, Fy and F z are given by
E x " XAZRO - mg sin e
Fy = YAERO + mg sin _ cos e
F z = ZAERO + mg cos # cos %
(3.8)
Where XAERO, etc., are the components of the total aerodynamic
force acting at the aircraft center of mass.
Substituting equations (3.5) in equations (3.7), the follow-
ing equations are obtained for the aircraft accelerations,
6 = XAERO
m - g sin 8- QW + RV
. YAERO + g cos 8 sin # - RU + PW
m
• ZAERO
W- m + g cos _ cos _ + QU - PV
(3.9)
3.4 MOMENT EQUATION
The derivation of the equat/ons for the total moment acting
about the aircraft center of mass is complicated by the fact
that the center of mass changes position due to the tilting
nacelles. Thus the centers of gravity of the principal air-
craft component masses of the wings (mw), fuselage (including
tails) (mf), and nacelles (mN) , move with respect to the ref-
erence axes OXYZ placed at the instantaneous overall center of
gravity of the aircraft. The equation of motion for such a
mass element will first be obtained and the total moment found
by adding the contributions of all the elements.
3-4
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3.5 EQUATION OF MOTION FOR A MASS ELEMENT
With reference to Figure (3.1) O'xyz is a right-handed set of
axes placed at the center of gravity of the representative mass.
The axes are parallel to the set OXYZ. The mass, m, rotates
about its own center of gravity with angular velocity _ which,
in general, differs from _ the angular velocity of the aircraft.
If r is the radius vector-from O to O' then the velocity of the
center of mass of the element is
v = ___r+ _ x r (3.10)
-- 6-t -- --
The angular momentum of this mass about O is
h = m (r x V) + ho (3.11)
where ho is the angular momentum of m about its own center of
mass and is given by
m
ho= I _
where =
m
Ixx -Ixy -Ixz
i-Iyx Iyy -Iy z
-Izx -Izy Izz
(3.13)
and Ixx, etc., are the momr:nts and products of inertia of the
mass about O'xyz.
The total moment, G, about the aircraft center of mass is given
by
dh 6h
G = --= = __--+ _ x h
-- dt 6 t -- --
Using equations (3.10), (3.11), and (3.1_ in (3.14), the moment
becomes
G " m 61_ x/_r- + fix r) ÷ r x _6 [6r__ ÷ n x rl] e ___(i__)6 -- %6t ....
+ m __ x r x k6t + _- x + __ x __ (3.15)
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which reduces to
g - 2m_ r. _t; mr x _ + m _-- (r.r) -mr r. _0
-- - -- 6t -- -- _t
-2m _ (__.r) -m(r.n) (nxr) + I _ + __ x
(3.16)
The only masses that possess angular velocities different from
that of the aircraft are the nac$11es, which are free to pitch
about O' with angular rate i = oI___N . Thus __ may be written
generally as dt
__- p__+ (O + _._)_.+ _ __ (3.1_)
NOW, with r - X__ + Y_ + Z_,_ where X, Y, and Z are the in-
stantaneous coordinates of the individual mass center relative
to the aircraft mass center, the various terms of equation
(3.16) are, in component form,
6r
r. _-= 4 XX + YY + ZZ
-- 6t
62r ^ ^ ^
r x _ = (xz-zx)!- (xz-z_i + (xx-xx)k_
_n
m
m
6t
(£.r_)- (x2 + y2 + Z 2) "^ -a(Pi_+ Qi + _) (3.18)
re
6n
-=- x9 + YO + zA
6t
_.r = XP + YQ • ZR
(r._) (0_r) - (XP+YQ+XR) (QZ-RY) i_- (PZ-P_X)je (PY-XQ)
i 6__. (Ixx_-Ix_e)_+ I_yc0+i'N)[+ (Izz_-Zx=9)_
6t --
-- " Ixz-RQIMy-R_NIyy)i
-(PR Izz-p2Ixz-PR Ixx + R2Ixz)1
A
+(QR Ixz+PQIyy ÷ P[NIyy - PQ Ixx)k
where, in the last two terms, the products of inertia Ixy and
Iy z are zero from symmetry considerations.
Substituting. the above relations into equation (3.16) and
noting that Y- and _ are always zero (no lateral motion of the
3,6
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individual masses) the following expressions are obtained for
the components of the moment _ = _L ! + AM_ + AN_:
AL U pCIxx + re(Y2 + Z2)] _ (_+pQ) [Ix z + m XZ]
÷ RQ[Izz-Iyy+m(Y2-Z2)] + m YZ(R2-Q 2) - IyyR _N
AM _ Q [Xyy+m(X2+Z 2)] - (R2-P 2) [Ixz + mXZ]
+ PR [Ixx-Izz + m(Za-X2)] • Iyy_ N
+ m {xz-x_ + 2_(z_÷x_)-xY (9+RQ)+Yz (PQ-_)]
AN " R [_zz+m(X2+Y 2)] - (P-RQ) [Ixz+m XZ]
+ PQ [Iyy-lxx + m(X2-Y 2)] + IyyP IN
+ m [2x_R - x] - 2xzv - 2Y_Q - xz (_+w)÷xx(Q2-P2)]
Summing the rolling moment equation:
L- IXX P-Iy_: (R+PQ) + (Izz-Iyy)RQ
+ mN (R2-Q2) (ZNR-ZNL) Y.N ÷ mN _ Y1q (ZNR-Z.NL)
-2Q(_N_-_L)X_-2_(_NRZ_ _ + _mzm) + 2v(_z_ +
ZNLZNL )- (Q-PR) (X_/R-XgqL) YN]+ 2mfZf (PZf -
.,
RXf) + 2mwZw(PZ w - P.Xw)-R Iyy (iNL ÷ INR)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
where Ixx, IXZ, IZZ, and Iyy are the inertias of the aircraft
about its center of gravity, and the subscripts f, w, NL and
NR stand for fuselage, wing, left nacelle and right nacelle.
The remaining symbols are defined in the List of Symbols.
Similar expressions are obtained for the pitching moment and
yawing moment. In the interests of brevity the remainder of
the discussion will be limited to equation (3.21).
Evaluation of the terms of the rolling moment equation indicate
that this equation may be simplified considerably without a
significant change in accuracy. For example, terms containing
(XNR-XNL) may be dropped beqause XNR is normally identical to
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XNL' i.e. the nacelles are raised or lowered together at the
same rate. Equation (3.21) may thus be written
L=IxxP-Ixz (R+PQ) + (Izz-Iyy) RQ + toNY N (ZNR-ZNL) (3.22)
where the last term has been retained in consideration of the
high differential nacelle accelerations encountered during hover
maneuvers.
From the relationships presented in Appendix C the last term of
Equation (3.22) may be rewritten as
-_mNYN [_NR cos (iNE-A) + i_L sin (i_L-A)
-i_R sin (iNR-I) - _NL cos (i_L-A)]
which may be approximated to
-£mNYN [_NR cos (iNR-A) - _NL cos (iNL-A)_
since the nacelle rates appear as squared terms.
(3.23)
(3.24)
Similar treatment of the pitching moment and yawing moment
equations results in the following final form of the moment
equations.
LAZRO = IXX_-Ix2(R÷PQ) + (Izz-Iyy)RQ
-£mNYN [_NR cos (iNR-A) - _NL cos (iNL-I) ]
MAERO " IYYQ - Ixz_R2-PI) + (Ixx-Izz)PR (3.25)
+ _NR Iyy o + £mN [XR cos (iNR-_) - Z R sin (iNR-_ _)
. N
÷ [Zyyo ÷ CxLcos - zL sin
_A_RO - Z= _-IXZ (_-RQ) + _Zyy-ZXX)P0
+ _mNYN [_NR sin (iNR-A) - _NL sin (iNL-A)]
where the moments LAERO, MAERO, and NAERO represent the sum cf
the aerodynamic moments and rotor/engine gyroscopic moments
about the aircraft center of mass. I_y O is the nacelle pitch
inertia referred to the nacelle-fixed axes system described in
Appendix C. Equations for the aircraft inertias are also
presented in that Appendix.
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3.6 EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR NACELLES
The equation of motion for a nacelle is required in order to
obtain the moment exerted by the nacelle on the wing tip at
the pivot. This moment is then used in the equations for wing
twist.
The angular momentum of a nacelle about its pivot point is
given by
_p- (_t-!p)x mNV+ hoN
(3.26)
where
= mn (rxV) + h_m - mn_ p x V
r is the radius vector from aircraft c.g. to nacelle
c.g.
V is the velocity of the nacelle c.g.
h0N is the angular momentum of the nacelle about its
own c.g.
m N is the nacelle mass
and is the radius vector from aircraft c.g. to nacelle
pivot
The term m n (rxV) + hoN is the angular momentum of the nacelle
about the aircraft c.g. (= h_G).
i.e - - raN(%x V)
The moment about the pivot is
5P = __2 - ___-_-mn __d(_ X _v)= _:G- AG_ (3.27)
dt dt dt
Since the quantity __g has already been obtained (equations
(3.18), (3.19), and (3.20)), only the remaining term needs to
be evaluated.
f_r_= 6v )I
_G = m N _ (r.pxV) " toni6_. _- x V + _p X --= + _(_p X V
-- -- -- 6t --
"6
6t ----
+n_x Epx +gxr_
(3.28)
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Expansion of these terms results in the following expression
6r 6r . -r[____ + rp x
_G _ m_ x - + n . - + - (r.£p)
- 6t - -_t - _ _ -
-r_ _. _÷a_ . - 2-=s_ (_" _a)
+ _(_ "_-)- _'_-)c_-_-)1
We require only the j component of this vector in order to ob-
tain the nacelle pivot pitching moment.
(3.29)
The components of the vectors _p, r and __ are
^ A A a A A
_o" xp! + YNi ÷ Zpk_=- XCGi- + YNJ- ZCG_
^ A
A A A
__" P! + 0i +
Noting that the j components of __rD ' ---_r are zero (since YN is
• 6t . _t sa constant), the above expression yze_a
AM = mN[XNZcG-ZNXcG + ZcGXN + ZNXCG + PQ YNZN
(3.30)
- RQ XNYN]
Combining this equation with Equation (3.19) and using the
transformations given in Appendix C, the final equation for the
right-hand nacelle pivot actuator pitching moment becomes, after
some simplification,
+ (R2-p2) sin (iNR-X) (iNR-X _ -(R2-p 2) I_z ° sin iNR cos iNRCos
lyy ° + £ -- AERosin(iNR-_) ZAERO cos (iNR-_
m
+ MNRAERO
(3.31)
where MNRAERO includes the moment resulting from nacelle aero-
dynamic loads and the rotor gyroscopic moments. The terms
XAERO and ZAERO are, respectively, the total aircraft aerody-
namic X and Z forces.
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The corresponding equation for the left nacelle actuator moment
is obtained by substituting -YN=YN and changing the R subscript
to L.
3.7 DETERMINATION OF ROTOR GYROSCOPIC MOMENTS
The gyroscopic moments axe most readily obtained as follows.
A set of axes O"x'y'z' is taken at the rotor hub (rotor c.g.)
parallel to the nacelle-fixed set of axes OXoYoZ o. Associated
with each axis are the corresponding unit vectors i' j' and
k'. The angular velocity of the rotor with respect to these
axes is the vector
_--= _R_' (3.32)
where _R is the rotor rotational speed.
The angular momentum of the rotor with respect to its c.g. is
h_o = _R_
where __R is the inertia matrix
' 1
I_ z
the off-diagonal terms being zero since the axes O"x'y'z'
principal axes of inertia of the rotor and hub.
are
In component form the angular momentum of the rotor is
A l A
= I_,aRi- --i_a_i_' (3.34)
With respect to the inertial axes OYXZ, the components of h_o
are
.
h_.o " l_.qRcos I_1_- IR_Rsin i_4_- (3.35)
The hub moment is therefore given by
GHu - ah___== + x
6t 6t
where __ = p_ ÷ Q_ +
(3.36)
(3.37)
Substitution of equations (3.35) and (3.37) into equation (3.36)
results in the following equations for the rotor gyroscopic
moments.
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Lgyro - IR_ R cos i N - IRn R (IN÷Q) sin iN
5gyro IRP_ R sin iN + IRR_ R cos iN
Ngyro =-IR6 R sin iN - IR_ R [IN+Q) cos i N
(3.38)
(3.39)
(3.40)
The above terms appear in the Computer Representation (Appendix
E) as additions to the rotor aerodynamic forces and moments.
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4.0 AIRFRAME AERODYNAMICS
This section discusses the mathematical equations and repre-
sentations of the aerodynamic data for wings, tails and
fuselage. The rotor aerodynamics is presented in Section 5.
The airframe aerodynamic data was extracted from Reference I,
supplied under the contract. In this reference the aerodynamic
data is generally presented as tables which are suited to the
interpolation approach used in that simulation model. However,
the Boeing tilt rotor simulation model was originally struc-
tured to accept equations for the aerodynamic forces and moments
rather than to perform table look-ups. A restructuring of the
Boeing simulation math model into a table look-up format was
considered and rejected because of the adverse impact on cost,
schedule and time-frame. Therefore, the aerodynamic data was
analyzed and expressed in the form of equations for the various
component forces and moments. For the most part, the resulting
equations yield results that are in sufficient agreement with
the data. In some areas, notably rotor-on-tail interference,
it was not possible to use a simple mathematical expression
for the data and a table look-up format was utilized.
The representation of the aerodynamics used in the present
simulation is given in detail in Appendix E and the values of
the coefficients used in the equations are listed in Appendix
F. The aerodynamics equations are written in local wind axes.
All equations for lift, drag, pitching moment, etc., of the
aircraft components are written to cover the complete range of
angle of attack and sideslip from 0° through +180 °.
4.1Fuselage
The equations used to represent the lift, drag and pitching
moment of the fuselage are:
CDF = (CDoF+ KII FI + cos2 + KO CDoFfl-cos
+ (i -£-t/tG)
_CDLG
(4.1)
CLF = (K42 + .K3 _) cos2BF - K 4 sin 3 18FI (4.2)
(4.3)
F = KI3 B_
C%
CMF = [-.ii + .36 sin (6.6 + 3.3 _F )] COS28 F +
_CML G (i- _-t/tG)
4-1
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where eF' 8F are the angles of attack and sideslip of the
fuselage
_' = sin s cos _ (4.7)
F F F
BF sin BF cos BF (4.8)
t G is the extend/retract time constant for the landing gear and
the coefficients are based on the reference wing area and chord.
Correlation of these equations with the data of Reference 1 is
presented in Figures 4.1 through 4.3.
4.2 Win_-Nacelles
The aerodynamic forces and moments on the complete wing-nacelle
combination are obtained by first considering the wing to be
rigid and uninfluenced by the rotor slipstream. Forces are
next obtained assuming the wing to be wholly-immersed in the
slipstream. A simple method is then used to obtain the
forces for the partly-immersed wing.
Power-off data on the wing-nacelle lift, drag and pitching
moment, as a function of nacelle angle and flap position, were
obtained from Reference i. This data was linearized to suit
the existing math model structure. At angles of attack beyond
stall the lift, drag and pitching moment equations are extended
to +90 ° to provide a representation of wing operating conditions
at l--ow transition speeds. Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 show the
results of the linearized representation compared with the data.
4.2.1 Rotor Slipstream Interference
The method used to compute the slipstream affects was developed
at Boeing and gives acceptable agreement with wind tunnel test
data for a wide range of configurations.
The method uses momentum theory to find the speed and direction
of the full-contracted slipstream in the neighborhood of the
wing. From this, the effective angle of attack of the wing in
slipstream is calculated and the forces computed from the power-
off data at this angle of attack assuming the entire wing to be
immersed.
At the angle of attack of the wing outside the slipstream, the
wing forces and moments are obtained from the power-off data.
These forces are then scaled by the ratio of unimmersed to total
wing areas to yield approximately the forces acting on the
4-2
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immersed wing. The sum of the approximations to immersed and
unimmersed wing forces is now formed and is then multiplied by
a correction factor to obtain the final forces. The immersed
wing area is calculated as described in Appendix D.
The following is an outline of the method
T
The sketch represents a thrusting rotor at angle of attack a.
The induced velocity at the disc, vi, is obtained by solving
the following quartic equation:
2 2 = 14 + 2V,v_ cos _ + v,V,v,
where v, = vi//T/2pA
(4.9)
(4.10)
V, = Vo//T/2pA (4.11)
The resultant angle of attack of the wing in the slipstream is
calculated as
ss anlE' -2visincosiw 412
and c = ew - ass is formed.
The aspect ratio of the immersed portion of the wing is calcu-
lated as
Si (4 13)
AR i = __
c 2
where S i is the immersed area and c is the wing chord. Let C{
be lift on the wing that would exist if no slipstream were
present, and CL" the lift that would exist if the wing were
wholly immersed. Then the resultant lift is
' [si (eL" cos _ -CD" Sin e) + q/qs [i -si ]c{l
CLs = KA L S-- S--
(4.14)
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where the factor K_ is a correction factor to account for the
fact that the lift-sharing between immersed and unimmersed
portions is not simply proportional to the respective areas.
From a consideration of mass flows the factor K_ can be shownto be
, = V, + (CL_I/CL) v,K A • (4.15)
V, + v,
where CL_ i _ (4.16)
CLa - _ + CLe w [I/AR i - I/AR]
Similarly the drag and pitching moments for the wing in the
slipstream are
Cos snc0cos Ss
I cM 1CMs K A + CM* (1 Si) qS qs (4.18)
This procedure is carried out for the left and right wing
panels and the forces used to compute rolling and yawing
moments.
4.2 Horizontal Tail
The horizontal tail lift and drag coefficients are obtained
from a linear representation of the data of Reference i.
= C L + 8 (4.19)
CLHT _ _eHT CLH8
where eeH T is the effective horizontal tail angle of attack and
CLH88 accounts for the slight reduction in tail effectiveness
that occurs with sideslip. The effective horizontal tail angle
of attack is
--1
aeH T = iHT + Tan (W'HT/U'HT) - E +THT _e (4.20)
where _e is the elevator angle
4-4
is the elevator effectiveness
_HT
is the wing-on-tail downwash angle
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and ! !
WHT ' UHT are obtained from
= WHT - ViH T Sin i N (4.21)
U_T = UHT + ViH T Cos i N (4.22)
where ViH T is the rotor-on-tail downwash velocity. This
velocity is a function of the rotor induced velocity, sideslip
angle, fuselage angle of attack, - nacelle angle and airspeed.
No simple equation represents the variation of ViH T and it is,
therefore, obtained from tables.
The wing downwash angle, E, is a function of nacelle angle and
flap deflection. The math model representation is
dc
= So + _ (Uw - £AC W/U2) (I-GEF) /i-/_ / (4.23)
where eo = f4 (i_,6)
dE
d--_ = f5 (iN' _)
e--w is the wing mean angle of attack
£AC is the distance from tail c/4 to wing c/4
GEF is the ground effect factor
and /i-_ -T is a correction for Mach number. The data of
Reference 1 was curve fitted to yield equations for e O and
de/da:
0
dE
de
FOR a W > 16 ° , £ = _@16 (i-(a-16)/12)
= f4 (IN'_)=2"55 -.0303 iN+4.56x10-4i _ +.0673_-3.609xi0 -482
- f5(iN,_)=0.317+.00078i N +i.008x10 -3161-5.567x10'6_2
aW <-16 ° , e = e@_16(l+(a+16)/12)
(4.24)
JOwl > 28 ° e = o 4-5
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Figure 4.4 shows the results of equations 4.24 compared with
the data of Reference i.
4.3 Vertical Tails
The left and right vertical tails are treated separately. The
rotor-on-tail interference velocity is calculated from
ViHT _
Viv T = -:-- v i (4.25)
vi
where ViH T is the rotor-on-tail downwash velocity and _i is the
mean induced velocity at the rotor discs. This velocity is
then resolved into components chordwise and spanwise at the
vertical tail
UiV T = Viv T Cos iN (4.26)
WiV T = Viv T Sin iN (4.27)
These components are then added to the inertial velocity
components and the resultant vertical tail angles of attack
calculated. The vertical tail lift and drag are then computed
from a linearized representation of the data of Reference i.
4.3 Ground Effects
The effects of operating near the ground on the wing and tail
aerodynamics are represented in the model. The proximity of
the ground increases the wing and tail lift-curve slopes and
reduces the wing-on-tail downwash. The change in lift-curve
slopes of the wing and tails with distance from the ground was
obtained from Reference 3 di'ectly. The change in downwash
was computed from
_ b 2 + 4 (h-H)2
_--= b z + 4 (h+H) z (4.28)
where b is the wing of span
h is the tail root quarter chord height
above the ground
and H is the wing root quarter chord height
above the ground.
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The mathematical representation of the forces and moments gene-
rated by the 26-foot hingeless rotors is presented. The forces
and moments are expressed in equation form as functions of the
nondimensional flight parameters e.g. _, e, CT. The equations
were obtained from a regression analysis of full-scale wind
tunnel test data. Where test data was not available, for
example at high cruise speeds, supplementary data was obtained
by calculation.
The resulting equations permit the rapid computation of thrust,
power, normal force, side force and pitching moment in real
time. Without the equations, the only alternative would be a
large table look-up and interpolation procedure that would
adversely affect simulation time-frame. Calculation of the
forces and moments by rotor performance programs on-line in
real-time is not feasible because of the complexity required
to treat flap-lag coupling of soft-in-plane hingeless rotors.
The accuracy of the equations is demonstrated by a series of
correlations with test data presented in Figures 5.2 through
5.17. Agreement is acceptable for preliminary simulation.
5.1 Sign Convention
The sign convention for rotor forces and moments is defined in
Figure 5.1, which shows the rotors under combined pitch
(eT.L. = iN + eF ) and sideslip 8. The resultant rotor angle
of attack is given by
= cos -I (cos _ cos 8)
R T.L.
and the rotor disc "sideslip" angle is
-i rTan 8 ]
_H = Tan [_l_-_ _T.L.
The resulting rotor forces and moments are defined with respect
to the plane containing the resultant rotor angle of attack
e.g. normal force lies in this plane while rotor side force is
perpendicular to it.
5.2 Isolated Rotor Aerodynamics
The equations used to represent the isolated rotor aerodynamics
are presented below. The equations are used to compute the
rotor wind-axes forces which are then resolved through the
rotor sideslip angle into nacelle axes and hence transferred
to aircraft body axes for use in the equations of motion.
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5.2.1 Thrust Vs 875
The thrust produced by the rotor at any flight condition is
obtained from the following equations
_ = 875 - tan-l[ _0.75c°sel_ 6. 3015_ + 5.5816p 2
- 8 _ sin e + 1.8 (i)
and CT is given by
C T = 0.000679 _ + 0.000015 %2
+ 0.0022 _ + 0.000211 U2_
(2)
5.2.2 Thrust Vs Power
Once thrust has been established the power coefficient is
given by
Cp = .00015 + .795 CT 3/2 + _(.00005+.000843p + .910 C T)
+ p [ 0°00674- 0146p - (3 4-8p)C T] L_L
" " 180
+ [(.08756--2.18p) CT -.00043488] p sin e
(3)
5.2.3 Normal Force
Normal force is obtained as the sum of three terms
CNF = F(P,_,CT) + _CNF
_AI
A1 + _CNF B 1 (4)
_B 1
where the cyclic pitch derivatives are functions of _, p, and
CT •
In performing the analysis the cyclic derivatives were first
defined as:
_CNF = 0.00002175 + 0.0014483_ 2 - 0.0000734_
_AI (5 )
- 0.0006p sin 2e + 0.00425 CT
and
_CNF = 0.0000425 - 0.0010492_ - 0.0017028_ 2
_B 1 (6)
+ 0.0017892p sin e - 0.0245 CT
5-3
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The following expressions may be used to calculate normal
force with zero cyclic pitch.
For 0 < _ < 0.6
CNF = CNF 1 0.089_ _ sin 2u + [0.172753_C T
+ 73.444_ CT2 (I-_)]K 0 _ _ ! 0.6
where K = sin u for u > 20"
(7)
and K = sin _(I0-0.45e °) for 0 < _ < 20
For 0.6 < _
CNF = (CNFI) (1-0.8(_-0.6)) (8)
5.2.4 Side Force
Side force is defined in a similar manner to normal
force
CSF = F(_, C T, u)+ _CS--F A 1 + _Cs----_FB1
_A 1 _B 1
(9)
where the cyclic derivatives are given by:
_CsF
_A 1
= -0.0000425 + 0.0010492_ + 0.0017028_ 2
+ 0.0245 C T - 0.001735 _ sin e
(lO)
and
_Cs_____F= 0.00002175 + 0.0Q14483_ 2 - 0.0000734_
8B 1
+ 0.00425 C T - 0.00067758 _ sin 2_
(ii)
The side force at zero cyclic is given by the following
equations :
CSF = 0.00566 _ sin _ - 0.0037249 _ (URAD)2
(12)
+ 0.016 _ sin u CT(90-_ °) + 2.830 _3sin _ C T
where _° = tan [_-_i cos _I
and 1j i = _ + CT2) 1/2 la 2 /2 1/a (14)
If _/2; u = _-_
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5.2.5 Hub Pitching Moment
Pitching moment is computed in the same manner as normal force
and side force.
_CpM _CpM _CpM
CpM = F(_, _, RPM, CT)+ _A----_-A1 + _B 1 B1 + _-_-- Q (15)
where the cyclic pitch derivatives are functions of e, _, RPM
and CT •
_CpM
_A 1
= Q.0002094 + 0.00111967_
_ 0°00072556_ 2 - 0.00000764_ (RPM-386)
+ 0.00036524 sin 2e + 0.0020 C T
(16)
and
BCP-_--_M = -0.000111245 + 0.0000729_
_B 1
+0.0004375_ 2 -0.0025 CT
(17)
-0.00000711_ (RPM-386)
+0. 0006304_ sin
F=CpM 0 = 0.012857 _ sin e -0.014163_ 2 sin u RPM
+ 0.0036344 _ sin 2u - 0.0074613_ sin _ 3-_
+ _CpM
(18)
_Cp M = _(-.393141xI0 -2 + .201377x10-2e
_CT -42
-.220903 x I0 )
+ _2(.120036+.634542xi0-2_ +.799823 x10-3_ 2)
+ _3(-.141322-.170706 x i0-i_ -.61 I04xI0-3_2)
(19)
5.2.6 Hub Yawing Moment
The yawing moment derivatives due to cyclic pitch are similar
to the pitching moment der ivatives and are given by
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8CyM = -0.000111245 + 0.0000792
_A 1
0.0004375 _2-0.0025 C T
-0.00000713 _ (RPM-386)
(20)
+0.0005 _ sin
and
_CyM
_B 1
= -0.0002094 -0.00111967
+0.00072556 _2 + 0.00000764 _ (RPM-386) (21)
-0.002 C T - 0.0004702 _ sin 2u
The yaw moment at zero cyclic pitch is given by the following
equations
for 0 < _ < 0.37
CyM = (0.023736 _ -0.0010)_ sin _ -1.6 _2 CT sin u (22)
.IIRPM -i) in• • . rRPM -l]J13--_ _ s+ _ 00816 - 0 003366 _-0 006303L386
and for _ > 0.37
CYM = (0.02476-0.19798 (_0.7024) 2) sin u (23)
"RPM _/RPM I)]-1.6 _a CT sin u + _ 00816-.003366U -.006303L3- _ - [386 -
5.2.7 Pitching Moment due to Pitch Rate
-i000 dCpM = 1.5 + _ 0 < _ < .2
dQ -- --
= 0.25 + 7.26 _ .2 < _ < .39
= 4.1681 -2.79_ D > .39
5.2.8 Yawing Moment due to Yaw Rate
dCyM = - dCpM
dQ
l
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5.3 Rotor/Rotor Interference
A procedure for calculating rotor-on-rotor interference effects
is included in the mathematical model. Rotor-on-rotor inter-
ference arises during sideward flight at low airspeeds with
the rotors up and, to a lesser extent, during slipped flight
in the transition configurations. The basis for the method is
as follows.
,/
I
The above sketch depicts the tilt rotor aircraft flying side-
wards at low speed. The wake of the upwind rotor interferes
with the inflow to the downwind rotor producing a change in
this rotor's forces and moments.
Reference 5 presents calculated values of the normal component
of the induced velocity near a rotor having a triangular disc
loading, for different wake skew angles, X. This data was used
to compute an interference velocity at the downwind rotor. The
resulting rotor angle of attack was used in the calculation of
the forces and moments. The rotor/rotor interference effect
is washed out with nacelle angle and sideslip angle so that
there is no interference at the high end of transition and in
cruise. The equations used to calculate interference are pre-
sented in Appendix E under the rotor/rotor interference section.
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5.4 Accuracy of the Rotor Equations
Figures 5.2 through 5.17 present correlations of the predic-
tions of the rotor equations with test data obtained from
full-scale tests conducted in the Ames 40'x80' wind tunnel and
reported in Reference 4. While the correlation appears
reasonable, the data on which it is based is limited in scope.
In order to broaden the data base, tests were recently con-
ducted on a 1/4.622 Froude scale Boeing tilt rotor model under
NASA Contract NAS2-9015. This test generated sufficient ex-
perimental data to define the hingeless rotor characteristics
over the entire range of flight speeds expected of the XV-15
aircraft. Unfortunately the results were not available in
time to update the rotor math model equations. This step is,
however, being proposed in the near future.
Nevertheless, some of the elements of the test data have been
correlated with the 40'x80' full-scale data and with the math
model equations in order to check the fidelity of the existing
equations and to assess scale effects between the sets of tests.
Figures 5.18 through 5.20 present rotor normal force due to A 1
cyclic pitch. The derivative is overpredicted by the math
model in hover, but improves at 45, i00 and 140 knots over the
operational range of angle of attack. Figures 5.21 through
5.23 show the normal force response to B 1 cyclic. The effect
is underpredicted at hover, 45 knots, and i00 knots at high
nacelle angles. At 140 knots agreement is satisfactory. In
the cruise mode at zero angle of attack the math model equations
fit the data reasonably well.
The effect of B 1 cyclic on pitching moment is presented in
Figures 5.24 through 5.26. The math model equations generally
underpredict the eff&zt at all speeds, the error increasing
with rotor angle of attack.
The above discussion is intended to show that the rotor re-
presentation employed in the current simulation is reasonably
adequate for a preliminary assessment of the flying qualities
and performance of the hingeless rotor XV-15. It also serves
to emphasize the need for a thorough revision of the analytical
representation based on the more extensive data now available.
Additional wind tunnel testing is also required to define the
performance of the rotor at low power levels and in steep
helicopter descents, and in autorotation. At present the rotor
performance in these modes is obtained from the rotor equations
which are based on test data that do not include these regions.
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5.5 Wing-on-Rotor Upwash
The presence of a lifting wing generates an upwash field at the
rotor disc plane which changes the rotor forces. This effect
is evident from Figure 5.27 which shows the derivative of
normal force with angle of attack and the derivative of side
force with yaw angle. For an isolated rotor these derivatives
would be identical. The equations used in the simulation
math model contain this effect implicitly. However, more
analysis is required to account for wing upwash in an expli-
cit manner that will permit treatment of the effects of changes
in flap setting on the wing lift and hence the upwash field at
the rotors.
5.6 Blade Loads and Aircraft Flight Boundaries
The success of the tilt rotor aircraft concept depends to a
large extent on the ability of the designer to provide a
simple, reliable control system that will ensure adequate con-
trol effectiveness while maintaining low alternating loads on
fatigue-critical elements. In the controls design phase it is
essential therefore that a means exists for estimating alter-
nating loads on these elements. The most important fatigue-
sensitive elements are the rotors whose loads tolerance defines
the safety, maneuverability, and flight boundaries of the air-
craft.
In order to design the control system for the hingeless rotor
XV-15, an equation was developed to calculate blade loads.
This equation and the impact of blade loads on the aircraft
control system design is discussed in Appendix G.
5.7 Ground Effect
The effects of operating near the ground on the rotors are in-
cluded in this model. Ground effects on the rotor are diffi-
cult to predict analytically, especially in forward flight.
Wind tunnel test data for the Boeing Model 160 powered model,
Reference 6, was plotted as a thrust ratio versus effective
rotor height/diameter ratio, for two rotor advance ratios.
This data, shown in Figure 5.28 was curve fitted and linearly
interpolated for advance ratio.
The equation for the effective rotor height to diameter ratio
(h/D)EF F was derived by dividing the rotor hub height by
[sin(_+i N) cos _]. This yields the rotor height along the
shaft. For the cruise condition the hub height is infinite,
(h/D)EF F is infinite and the augmentation ratio due to ground
effect is unity.
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6.0 CONTROL SYSTEM
Control of the HRA_-15 tilt rotor aircraft is accomplished by
means of rotor and fixed-wing controls with the rotor controls
phasing out during conversion to airplane flight. The rotor
controls consist of longitudinal and lateral cyclic and differ-
ential collective. The airplane controls are differential
flaperon deflection (ailerons), flaps, elevator and rudder.
The airplane controls are operative during all phases of flight
from hover to high speed cruise. Rotor cyclic inputs are re-
tained beyond transition in order to reduce blade loads and
provide high fatigue life. This is d±scussed in Section I_.0.
Cockpit controls consist of a lateral/longitudinal control
stick and rudder pedals; a central throttle lever controls
(via the governor) engine power and collective in hover and
early transition. At the high speed end of transition and
throughout cruise, movement of the throttle commands only
engine power setting as in a conventional airplane. Nacelle
incidence is controlled by a beep switch on the throttle lever.
Flaps are selected via a flap lever operating through detents.
Control stick and rudder trim is provided by hat switches on
the stick. Trim rates are varied with dynamic pressure so as
to maintain sensitivity at all speeds. A magnetic brake is
incorporated for force zeroing. Page E-7 and E-8 of Appendix
E present schematics of the overall control system layout.
6.1 Longitudinal Control
Longitudinal control in hover is by longitudinal cyclic pitch.
This is phased out as the nacelles are tilted forward and
becomes zero in cruise. The elevator provides pitch control
in airplane flight. Elevator angle is scheduled through tran-
sition to minimize trimmed stick travel.
6.2 Lateral-Directional Control
In hover, roll control is accomplished by differential collec-
tive (thrust) and yaw control by differential longitudinal
cyclic (thrust vectoring). Differential engine power accom-
panies differential collective in order to ensure roll control
in the event of cross shaft failure and also to minimize cross
shaft torque.
As transition proceeds from hover to airplane flight, the
ailerons and rudder become mo_e effective and the differential
collective and differential longitudinal cyclic control gains
are scheduled out with nacelle incidence. A small amount of
differential collective is retained in cruise to provide
favorable yaw with aileron deflection.
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In hover, forward motion of the throttle lever commands both
increased collective pitch and increased engine power. The
governor makes fine adjustments to the collective to maintain
rpm. Over-travel of the pilot's throttle lever beyond the
position for maximum power shuts down the governor and leaves
the collective pitch connected directly with the throttle lever
as in a helicopter. This feature gives a collective pitch
flare landing capability in emergencies.
During transition, rotor collective pitch is scheduled with
nacelle angle, thereby minimizing the amount of adjustment
required from the governor. The collective authority of the
throttle lever is also reduced with decreasing nacelle angle
until, in cruise, movement of the throttle commands only engine
power. Rotor rpm is maintained by the governor via blade pitch.
6.4 Force Feel System
The force sensitivities (force per unit displacement) of the
pilot's stick and pedals are varied as a function of dynamic
pressure in order to prevent excessive control sensitivities
at high speeds. The force gradients were selected to provide
a constant stick-force-per-g characteristic and good harmony
between longitudinal and lateral controls. Control breakout
forces and gradients are given in Appendix F.
6.5 Stability Augmentation Systems
Stability augmentation systems (SAS) are provided to enhance
aircraft flying qualities. The systems consist of longitudinal,
lateral and directional SAS. The system block diagrams are
given in Appendix E.
The longitudinal (pitch) SAS incorporates a pitch rate feedback
and a longitudinal stick pickoff. In addition, a pitch atti-
tude signal is used to provide attitude stabilization without
an autopilot. An autopilot is not represented in this simu-
lation. The signals are shaped and put through an authority
limit. The SAS actuators introduce control motions in series
with the pilot's stick inputs. The longitudinal SAS commands
longitudinal cyclic pitch to provide the required damping in
hover and transition. This is not required in cruise and is
phased out at 175 knots.
The lateral (roll) SAS operates in all flight modes. It con-
sists of roll rate feedback for increased roll damping, a roll
attitude feedback to give roll attitude stability, and a
lateral stick pickoff. Roll attitude retention is provided
when the stick is centered. In addition, a sideslip feedback
is incorporated to compensate for dihedral effect. Roll SAS
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commands are added in series with the pilot's stick.
The directional (yaw) SAS operates throughout the flight
envelope. The yaw channel consists of yaw rate feedback for
increased directional damping in hover and transition, yaw
attitude feedback for yaw stability, and rudder pedal pickoff
for quickening. A heading-hold feature is provided when the
rudder pedals are centered. A turn coordination feature
enables pedal-free turns to be made down to about 50 knots.
The yaw SAS command is input to the control system as inches
of equivalent rudder pedal.
6.6 Thrust Management System (Governor)
The thrust and power management system for a tilt rotor air-
craft must be compatible with both the helicopter and air-
plane configurations. Thrust control for the hover task, rpm
control, gust response (especially in the cruise flight
regime), and effect on aircraft flying qualities must all be
considered. For a tilt rotor aircraft it is desirable from
a practical viewpoint to have one type of governing for both
the helicopter and fixed-wing flight regimes. Collective
pitch governing offers the following advantages:
o It is more readily adapted to the hover flight
regime than the fuel governor is to cruise
o It has better gust response characteristics
o It is fast acting and has high accuracy
o Thrust response to pilot control can be easily
shaped with feed forward loops
o It has been demonstrated successfully in hover,
transition and cruise in the CL-84 aircraft
With collective pitch governing there are two areas in the
thrust management system to be considered: (i) design of the
collective pitch governor; and (2) the feed forward loops for
shaping pilot thrust control. The block diagram for this sys-
tem is shown in Appendix E.
The governor was designed to meet the following objectives:
(i) 0.3 percent steady state error in 2.5 to 3 seconds; (2)
2 percent rpm overshoot; and (3) satisfactory effect on air-
craft flying qualities in the all-operational mode (i.e., all
aircraft components operational and performing as designed).
A single governor reference that uses the rpm signals from each
rotor and averages them, satisfies the design criteria. To
achieve the required accuracy and transient response goals,
integral as well as proportional feedback of rpm is necessary
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in both the hover and cruise regimes. Governor gain is
scheduled with nacelle incidence to maintain a near optimum
level of governing throughout the flight envelope. Gains are
varied linearly as the rotor rpm is changed from hover to
cruise. The second requirement of the governor system is
shaping the rotor thrust output for a pilot throttle input.
Considerations in determining the proper shaping include:
(i) throttle sensitivity
(2) time constant to reach 63% of steady-state thrust
(3) allowable thrust overshoot
Variable pilot's control sensitivity is employed to give the
optimum sensitivity in the hover power range yet maintain full
power control within a reasonable throttle throw (8 inches).
Shaping of the pilot command with collective quickening is
used to improve the thrust time constant and thrust response
transient shaping so that the pilot may perform the precision
hover task with a minimum of difficulty. In the cruise regime,
shaping of the thrust output is unnecessary and is phased out
during transition.
The thrust/collective pitch control system is designed in such
a manner that, during hover, when the pilot moves his control,
he commands both a change in engine fuel setting and a change
in collective setting. The governor then operates with a time
lag to trim the collective to the value required to maintain
rpm. The mechanical collective change feature is washed out
as a function of nacelle incidence so that when nacelle inci-
dence is decreased to zero, the pilot commands only engine fuel.
6-4
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7.0 ENGINE MODEL
This section describes the representation of engine perfor-
mance and dynamics. The basic engine cycle performance data
consists of tabulated values of four variables: power, fuel
flow, gas generator shaft rpm, and power turbine shaft rpm.
These parameters are a function of Mach number and turbine
inlet temperature. All data are in referred, normalized for-
mat as shown in Table 7.1. Because of the normalized, referred
format, all data are valid for any ambient conditions. The
effects on engine performance of operating at non-optimum power
turbine speed are included in the model. The referred format
also facilitates the inclusion of engine thermodynamic and
mechanical limits. Limitations on engine cycle operation may
be input in any combination of the following: fuel flow,
torque, gas generator speed, gas generator referred rpm or out-
put shaft speed. The flow charts which describe this routine
mathematically are shown in Appendix E, and the performance
data in Appendix F.
A simplified model of the Lycoming T53-L-13B engine was used
in the tilt rotor mathematical model. The model basically
consists of two first-order lags in series with variable time
constants and gains. The output of the model is rate-limited
to reflect actual engine performance. This simplified model
gives satisfactory results for both large and small power
transients. The block diagram for this system is shown as part
of the thrust management system block diagram shown in Appendix
E.
TABLE 7.1 ENGINE CYCLE DATA FOP/_AT
REFERRED
VARIABLE SYMBOL NO"dIALI ZED FOP/I
Thrust
Power
Gas Generator rpm
Power Turbine rpm
Fuel Flow
Turbine Inlet Temp.
FN
SHP SHP/6 /_-- SHP*
N N//e N*
II II
Wf Wf/_ /TF*
N
Wf/_ /_- SHP
T T/e
Where: * = Max. Power Setting, S£atic, Sea Level, Std. Day
e = Ambient Temperature (OR) Divided by 518.69°R
6 = Ambient Pressure (osia) Divided by 14.696 psia
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AIRFRA/_IE WEIGHT, C.G. _D INERTIAS
In the derivation of the basic equations of motion, the air-
craft was divided into three elements: the fuselage of mass
mf, the wings (mw) , and the tilting nacelles each of mass n_.
The components of these mass elements are:
o Fuselage Mass Fuselage and contents
Horizontal tail and contents
Vertical tail and contents
Crew and trapped liquids
Cargo
o Wing Mass Wing and contents
Fuel carried in wing
Fixed nacelles/engines
o Tilting l_acelle Mass Tilting nacelle/engines
including the rotor and
hubs
The center of gravity of the aircraft with respect to the pivot
reference line is calculated from
mf£f + mw£ w
XCG = m
n_
+ Z _-- [Cos(il_L-l) + Cos(ii_R-k) ]
mfhf + mwh w _
ZCG = m - £ m-- [sin(iIIL-k) + Sin(ii_R-X)]
where the distances £f, £w, 4, and the angle I are defined in
the sketch below.
In the present simulation a weight and CG breakdown by com-
ponents was not available so values of mf, £f, n_; etc. were
chosen so that the CG calculated from the above equations agreed
with the centers of gravity at design gross weight 5896 Kg
(13000 Lbs) as quoted in Reference i.
The aircraft inertias were obtained from Reference i.
variation of inertia with nacelle tilt is given by
The
Ixx = Ixx o + XII ii_
• Tr
Iyy = Iyy o + _i2 il_
Izz = Izz o + KI3 i1_
Ixz = Ixz o + X I iN
4
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+X'
Note:
HU_ _
/
ZC G PIVOT
_' hf
m _ XCG
(AIRCRAFT C.G.) _,f_
/
mf
Positive distances +Z'
are indicated by the
direction of the
arrows
The quantities required to compute mf, Zf, _¢, £w' m, Z, _,_,
hf, h w are available from an aircraft three-view drawing and a
standard mass properties buildup.
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9.0 AEROELASTIC REPRESENTATION
The stability and control characteristics of airplanes may be
significantly influenced by distortions of the structure under
transient loading conditions. A simplified representation
of wing elastic distortion was therefore developed that could
be used to study these effects.
Two aeroelastic degrees of freedom are included in the tilt
rotor mathematical model. These are first mode wing vertical
bending and first mode wing torsion. The assumptions made in
deriving the wing bending and torsion relationships are as
follows:
o No coupling between bending and torsion
o Wings are cantilevered from fuselage
o Elliptical loading for rigid untwisted wing
o Aerodynamic loads act at the quarter chord
o Wing elastic axis coincident with cross shaft
o Wing center of mass assumed to be on the elastic axis
o First torsion mode linear
The equations used to compute bending and torsion are derived
in Appendix A. The wing twist at the tip is calculated from
the following equation
i{St 8 t = _LqAC T - NEIE_E[ (r Cos ii_ + p Sin iN)_ 1 + X2r]
W W
+
MAERO - ZAERO _WAC
where Kst
8t
_MACT
NE
I E
nE
is the wing torsional spring constant
is the wing twist angle in degrees
is the nacelle actuator moment
is the number of engines operating at the tip
is the engine inertia of rotation
is the engine speed
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r is the body axis yaw rate
P is the body axis roll rate
K1 is zero for non-tilting engines, unity if tilting
K2 is zero for tilting engines, unity for non-tilting
M_RO is the pitching moment about the wing a.c.
-Z W is wing lift forceAERO
XWAC is the distance from the pivot line to the wing
aerodynamic center
Assuming a linear mode shape from wing tip to root and zero
twist at the root, the wing elastic twist at the wing aerody-
namic center is obtained. This incremental twist is added to
the rigid body twist and the resulting angle used in the wing
aerodynamics equations.
The equations used to calculate wing vertical bending are:
where
hl = _2w (F - hI) - 2_w _w hl
,N ' ZW ' , N ' ZAERO
: - wl° Ro- + -B--
+ Kw5 p
_AC = XW6 hl; hWAC = Ew6 hl
h I is the wing tip deflection
_w
is the first bending mode natural frequency
_w
_,
ZAERO
W'
ZAERO
N'
LAERO
is the first bending mode vertical damping
fraction
is the vertical nacelle aerodynamic force
is the vertical wing aerodynamic force
is the aerodynamic torque at the tip
m is the aircraft normal acceleration
"AERO /
9-2
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and
¶
P is the roll acceleration
Kwl through Xw6 are constants
These equations determine the wing bending modal accelerations
at each time frame using current values of the aerodynamic
loads. Integration yields the velocity of the tip and the
wing aerodynamic center. These velocities are then added to
the rigid body velocities and the angle of attack are deter-
mined.
9-3
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!0.0 _{ATH MODEL CHECKOUT _ND VALIDATION
This section presents results of the mathematical model check-
out and validation phase of the contract. Validation was made
by:
(i) Comparing the H_-I5 airplane-less-rotors
component forces and moments with data from
the current XV-15 Ames simulation math model.
(2) Taking stability derivatives and comparing
the airframe contributions with published
derivatives from the Ames simulation.
The force and moment validation was accomplished by setting
up the math model at the same pitch attitudes and control
settings as those quoted in the k_es data. Table 10.1
presents comparisons at 160 and 260 XTS in the airplane mode
and at 40 and 80 XTS in the helicopter mode. The agreement
between the two math models is generally within 10%.
Table 10.2 shows comparisons of the aircraft stability deri-
vatives at 40 and 80 knots in helicopter flight and at 160
knots in the airplane mode. The contributions of the airframe
and rotors to the total are shown separately.
The comparisons indicate that the airframe derivatives are in
good agreement considering the different structures of the
math models. 2_otable differences appear in the derivatives
Yp and, to a lesser extent, Yr- The differences are attributed
to the way in which the angles of attack at the vertical fins
are computed. In the Boeing model the angle of attack and
dynamic pressures at each fin are computed separately whereas
in the model of Reference i, the angle of attack seems to be
computed as if the aircraft had a single fin in the plane of
symmetry. This difference in treatment results in lower
angles of attack at each fin (for a given roll rate) in the
Boeing model and hence reduced side force.
10-1
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AIRCRAFT TRIMMED FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
AND BOUNDARIES
This section presents the aircraft trim attitudes and control
settings both in level flight and in steady turns at constant
altitude for forward and aft CG conditions at design gross
weight - 5896 Kg (13,000 Lbs). Data is also presented on
blade loads, as estimated using the method discussed in Appen-
dix G. Most of the data shown was obtained at sea level stan-
dard conditions, though some results at altitude are included.
All the results presented were obtained with the preliminary
cyclic-on-the-stick and stick-offset schedules as determined
by the parametric study described in Appendix G. It should
be emphasized that the trimmed flight characteristics and
boundaries presented here are preliminary only, since many of
the control laws, gains, etc. are themselves preliminary and
are likely to change as a result of further control system
development and design studies on the Advanced Hingeless Rotor
XV-15 to be completed in 1977.
In the following graphs aft CG is defined to be at sea level
301.2" (40.28% MAC) and forward CG at sea level 291.7"
(25.2% MAC). The rotor blade cyclic angles quoted are the
values of cyclic in the rotor wind-axes system, i.e., lateral
cyclic is the value at # = 0 ° , and longitudinal cyclic the value
at _ = 90 ° . Wing stall is defined to occur at a wing angle
of attack in the slipstream of 13 ° . This value is the angle
of wing C_4AX at iN = 90 ° and flaps set at 40 ° .
Ii.i Steady Level Transition
The aircraft trim pitch attitudes, elevator and longitudinal
stick positions, wing-in-slipstream angle of attack and A 1
and B 1 cyclic pitch required, are presented in Figures ii.i
through 11.10. The data was obtained with flaps set at 40 °
for both the forward and aft center of gravity positions.
The variation of trimmed fuselage pitch attitude is shown in
Figure ii.i for aft CG and Figure 11.2 for fo_ard CG. The
trimmed pitch attitudes are also the wing angles of attack on
those portions of the wing not influenced by the rotor slip-
stream. Pitch angles are slightly lower for the forward CG
condition at high nacelle angles and low airspeeds while at
low to intermediate nacelle positions and higher airspeeds
the trim attitudes tend to be slightly higher. For both
loading conditions the variations are smooth and continuous
from hover to cruise.
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Figures i1.3 and I1.4 present the angles of attack of slip-
stream-immersed portions of the wing, if any part of the wing
is, in fact, immersed. _
At high nacelle angles, above approximately 40 knots airspeed,
the rotor slipstream does not impinge on the wing and hence
the operating wing angle of attack would be obtained from
Figures ll.1 and 11.2. This point will be returned to later
in connection with wing stall boundaries.
The variation of elevator deflection with airspeed at various
nacelle angles is shown in Figures 11.5 and 11.6. The values
shown are the total elevator deflection - scheduled elevator
plus pilot-command elevator. At airspeeds below about 90
knots raising the nacelles requires more positive elevator to
lower the nose to trim attitude. The close bunching of the
curves near 100 knots at aft CG is due to the cruise cyclic
on the stick inputs.
Longitudinal stick travel through transition is presented
in Figures 11.7 and 11.8. The gradients with airspeed are
stable, i.e., forward stick - increasing airspeed. At aft
CG the stick gradients at i N = 0, 15 ° are steep below ii0
knots. In this region the aircraft is approaching stall and
therefore a #airly large gradient is desirable.
Figures 11.9 and ii.i0 present the A 1 and B 1 values of cyclic
required to trim through transition. The cyclics required
above 80 knots and at nacelle angles below 60 ° show the in-
creasing contribution of the cruise cyclic on the stick. The
apparent sudden change in size of both A 1 and B 1 near hover
arises from the fact that swashplate cyclic is input at _ = 30 ° .
Aircraft power and thrust required from hover through cruise
at fixed nacelle angles is plotted in Figures Ii.ii through
11.14. The rotor torque required is presented in Figures 11.15
and 11.16. Cruise descent torque values are high because the
flaps are at 40 ° in this plot. The torque corresponding to
100% is equivalent to 1550 horsepower at 551 RPM. Thus the
MIL (30 minutes) power setting occurs at 90.6% torque and
NRP occurs at 80.6% torque.
ll.l.l Blade Loads
The estimated blade aiternating bending moments are presented
in Figures 11.17 and 11.18. The bending moments are at 12.5%
radius and were computed using one empirical blade loads
equation. Comparisons of the loads calculated using the
equation with measured loads obtained from tests of a full-
i1-2
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scale rotor in the Ames 40' by 80' tunnel, indicates that the
predictions are within +20% of measured data. While more
work needs to be done to improve blade loads prediction,
nevertheless the computed loads are not unreasonable and can
be used to assess the rotor loads and establish fatigue mar-
gins in both steady level and turning flight and maneuvers.
The blade load level of 4064 Nm (36,000 in.-lbs) is marked on
the figures and is the infinite fatigue life allowable level.
The blade loads are seen to be sufficiently low throughout
transition to ensure a reasonably wide conversion corridor
without operating past the infinite fatibue life allowables
in sustained flight
11.1.2 Transition Corridors
First estimates of the transition corridors, flaps down, at
forward and aft CG are presented in Figures 11.19 and 11.20.
The lower boundaries are wing stall (power on), blade loads
infinite life allowables, and maximum up-elevator. In air-
plane flight with nacelles down the wing stalls before
full up-elevator travel is reached. At aft CG, the wing stall
line forms the lower boundary until at about 30 ° nacelle in-
cidence the (M-3_) 108 cycles blade loads line defines the
limit from 80 knots to hover. At forward CG, the wing stall
line defines the low speed boundary down to about 50 knots
and 47 ° nacelle angle, after which rotor loads become limit-
ing.
At the high speed end of transition the conversion corridor
is bounded by torque limits, blade loads, flap loads and
maximum elevator deflection.
The elevator and blade loads boundaries are clearly dependent
on control system design and as such are functions of the
cyclic and elevator schedules and gains used in the control
system model. In the aft CG case the high nacelle angle
cases are limited by maximum elevator deflection whereas for
the forward CG case the blade loads are the limiting factor.
There is room for further optimization in this area by use
of a reduced elevator offset at iN = 90 ° . At iN = 90 ° the
envelope is limited at 96 knots by loads in the forward CG
case and at 90 knots by elevator at aft CG.
Below 70 ° the corridor is bounded by either the blade loads
limit or the transmission torque limit. Since the trans-
mission for this vehicle is not yet designed, torque levels
associated with the engine power levels have been used to
provide a benchmark and to provide some insight as to the
effect of transmission design criteria on the corridor width.
ll-3
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The loads limits are in the same general vicinity as the
control and transmission limits and it seems likely that a
control system can be found which will provide a corridor
limited only by torque and control travel.
11.2 Transition - Sustained Turns
The data presented in Figures 11-21 to 11-83 was calculated
in steady coordinated turns. Figures 11-21 to 11-27 are for
a i N of 90 ° at 40 knots. The control variations are normal
and smooth and the maneuver capability at this condition is
probably power limited, although the infinite life blade
bending loads are exceeded at about 2g's with a forward CG
(see Figure 11-27).
Similar data is shown in Figures 11-28 to 11-35 at iN = 90 °
and a velocity of 80 knots. The aft CG case is not limited
up to a bank angle of 55 ° whereas in the forward CG case the
turn is limited by fatigue blade loads at 12 ° bank. A better
compromise between the elevator and cyclics to trim at this
iN should allow an expanded envelope at CG forward and restrict
the aft CG case more until equal performance is achieved in
both cases. This should also help the lg envelope limits
previously discussed. There is a small tendency to reverse
the longitudinal stick travel at high _ to hold the turn but
it is less than 0.15" (0.381 cm). This reversal is probably
due to the discontinuity in pitch damping from the rotors at
this advance ratio. The model fidelity should be checked
further in this area.
Figures 11-36 to 11-43 present the turn data for iN = 60 ° at
60 knots. The control positions and variations of thrust and
power etc. are normal. For the aft CG case it is unlikely
that rotor loads will be limiting until above _ = 60 ° (2g's)
whereas for the forward CG case the rotor loads become limit-
ing at _ = 15 °.
A similar situation exists at 90 knots (iN = 60 °) where the
aft CG case is not rotor loads limited (data Figures 11-44 to
11-47) until a bank angle of approximately 64 ° (2.28g's). _he
forward CG case is blade load limited at 31.5 ° bank or 1.73g's
and the data is plotted in Figures 11-48 to 11-51. At ll0
knots aft CG and 120 knots forward CG the data shows much the
same trends, Figuresill-52 to I1-59.
Data for coordinated turns with iN = 30 ° are shown in Figures
11-60 to 11-83 at 110, 130 and 150 knots. At ll0 knots the
sustained turns are limited by fatigue blade loads to 1.86g's
(aft CG) and 1.5g's (forward CG). At higher speeds rotor loads
limits are higher than 2g's or a 60 ° banked turn.
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FIGURE ll.27. ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING MOMENTS IN COORDINATED
TURNS - GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
_F = 40 ° iN = 90 ° V = 40 KTS FWD CG
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FIGURE II. 28 .CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION AFT CG V = 80 KTS iN = 90 °
6F = 40° GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.29 CONTROL DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 90 ° V = 80 KTS
AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS)
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FIGURE i1.30 ROTOR THRUST IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 900 V = 80 KTS
_F = 400 AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg
(13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ll.31 ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS 12.5% R IN
COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION - iN = 90 °
V = 80 KTS 6F = 400 AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg
(13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ii .32 COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION, CONTROL DATA
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) FWD CG, SL STD DAY
iN = 90 ° V = 80 KTS
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FIGURE 11.33 COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION, FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
iN = 90 ° V = 80 KTS
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FIGURE ii .34 THROTTLE POSITION IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
iN = 90 °, _= 80 KTS, GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB)
_F = 40 FWD CG
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FIGURE ll- 35 ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS 12.5% R IN COORDINATED
TURNS GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) iN = 90 ° V = 80 KTS
SL STD DAY FWD CG
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FIGURE 11.36 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
iN = 60 ° V = 60 KTS 6F = 40o GW = 5896.7 Kg
(13000 LBS) SL STD DAY AFT CG
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FIGURE 11-37 THROTTLE POSITION AND ROTOR THRUST IN COORDINATED
TURNS IN TRANSITION - i N = 60 ° V = 60 KTS
6 F = 40 ° AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS)
SL STD DAY
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FIGURE IIi386CYCLIC PITCH IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
iN = 60 ° V = 60 KTS _F = 40 ° AFT CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE I1.39;ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS IN COORDINATED TURNS
IN TRANSITION - i N = 60 ° V = 60 KTS 6 F = 40 °
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY AFT CG
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FIGURE 11.40 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
iN = 60 ° V = 60 KTS GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS)
FWD CG _F = 40°
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FIGURE II_4Z_ CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION iN = 60 ° V = 60 KTS
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) FWD CG _F = 40°
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FIGURE 11.42 COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) FWD CG
--_F = 40o SL, STD DAY V = 60 KTS
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FIGURE ii. 43. ALTERNATING BLADE BENDING LOADS IN COORDINATED
TURNS IN TRANSITION iN = 60 ° V = 60KT_ F = 40 °
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY FWD CG
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FIGURE ll-44- CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 60 ° V = 90 KTS AFT CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) _F = 400 SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.45 CONTROL DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 60 ° V = 90 KTS
_F = 400 AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg
(13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE II.46CYCLIC AND THRUST DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS
IN TRANSITION - iN = 60 ° V = 90 KTS 6F = 40 °
AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ll.47ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADSoIN COORDINATED
TURNS IN TRANSITION - iN = 60 V = 90 KTS
_F = 400 AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS)
SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ii. 48 CONTROL POSITION IN TRANSITION COORDINATED
TURNS iN = 60" V = 90 _F = 40" FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ii. 49 CYCLIC PITCH IN COORDINATED TRANSITION TURNS
iN = 60 ° V = 90 KTS _F = 40 ° FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.50 ROTOR THRUST COEFFICIENT IN TRANSITION
COORDINATED TURNS iN = 60" V = 90 KTS
_F = 40" GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB)
FWD CG SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.51 ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS IN COORDINATED
TURNS IN TRANSITION _ = 60 ° V = 90 KTS
_F = 40" GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) FWD CG
SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.52 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 60 ° V = 110 KTS 6F = 40 °
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY AFT CG
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FIGURE ii.53 CONTROL DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 60 ° V = 110 KTS
_F = 40o AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg
(13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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II. 54CYCLIC AND THRUST DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 60 ° V - 110 KTS _F = 400
AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.55 ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS IN COORDINATED TURNS
IN TRANSITION - iN = 60 ° V = 110 KTS _F = 40o
AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ii .56 CONTROL POSITIONS IN TRANSITION COORDINATED
TURNS ix = 60 ° V = 120 KTS _F = 40" FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.57 CYCLIC PITCH IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
i N = 60" V = 120 KTS _F = 4_ FWD CG SL STD DAY
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB)
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FIGURE ii. 58 ROTOR THRUST COEFFICIENT IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION iN = 60" V = 120 KTS _F = 40 ° FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE Ii.59 ESTIMATED BLADE LOADS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION i_ = 60 ° V=I20ETS _F = 40° FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ii. 60 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 30 ° V = ii0 KTS _F = 40o
AFT CG
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FIGURE 11.61 CONTROL DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
AFT CG iN = 30 ° V = 110 KTS 6 F = 40 °
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.62 CYCLIC AND THRUST DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 30 ° V = 110 KTS _F = 400
AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ii. 63 ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS 12.5% R
_F = 400 AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS)
SL STD DAY V = 110 KTS iN = 30 °
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FIGURE 11.64 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS
iN = 30 ° V = ii0 KTS GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB)
FWD CG _F = 40_ SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.65 COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION - CYCLIC PITCH
FWD CG iN = 30" v = ii0 KTS SL STD DAY
_F = 40° GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB)
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FIGURE ii .66 ROTOR THRUST IN COORDINATED TURNS SL
iN = 30 ° V = ii0 KTS _F = 40° FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB)
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FIGURE i1.67 ESTIMATED BLADE LOADS IN COORDINATED TURNS
iN = 30 ° V = ii0 KTS FWD CG _F = 40o
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE II.68 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION iN = 30 ° V = 130 KTS _F = 4_
FWD CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE II.69 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION iN = 30 ° V = 130 KTS _F = 40"
FWD CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE II.70. TRIM DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
• iN = 30 ° V = 130 KTS _F = 40" FWD CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE II.71.ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS AT 12.5% R IN
COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION iN = 30"
V = 130 KTS _F = 4_ FWD CG SL STD DAY
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LB)
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FIGURE ll. 72. CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
iN = 30 ° V = 130 KTS _F = 40o AFT CG
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.73 CONTROL DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN TRANSITION
iN = 30 ° V = 130 KTS AFT CG 6F = 40 °
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.74 CYCLIC AND THRUST DATA IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 30 ° V = 130 KTS _F = 40o
AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE ii. 75 ESTIMATED BLADE BENDING LOADS IN COORDINATED TURNS
IN TRANSITION - iN = 30 ° V = 130 KTS _F = 400
AFT CG GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) SL STD DAY
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FIGURE 11.76 CONTROL POSITIONS IN COORDINATED TURNS IN
TRANSITION - iN = 30 ° V - 150 KTS _F = 400
GW = 5896.7 Kg (13000 LBS) AFT CG SL STD DAY
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11.3 Trimmed Cruise Flight
The aircraft steady flight characteristics with iN = 0 ° are
shown in Figures 11-84 to 11-90 at sea level for forward and
aft CG locations and 0, 20 and 40 ° of flap.
In cruise flight the fuselage attitude is approximately equal
to the wing angle of attack. Power on stall occurs at _ = 13 °
and lies between 93 Xts and ii0 Kts depending on flap setting.
The stick position data, Figure 11-85, show that as stall is
approached the stick gradient become steep. For _F = 40° the
stick gradients become small, but are still stable (i.e.,
stick forward with increased speed). No adverse pilot reaction
was received to this low gradient. The small discontinuity
in the stick travel at 205 Xts (aft CG) is due to the cyclic
pitch input from the longitudinal stick. This cyclic patch
input is rate limited. The elevator deflection to trim is
shown in Figure 11-86 and reflects the same characteristics
as the stick position data.
The transmission torque levels in cruise at 386 RPM are shown
for 0, 20 and 40 ° of flap in Figure 11-87. The torque level
of 100% is equivalent to 1550 HP at 551 P_M and corresponds to
a transmission designe6 to take the full takeoff power avail-
able. This of course means that the normal rated power torque
level at 551 RPM is at 80.6% and this level reflects a trans-
mission designed for 1250 HP. At this level the aircraft will
fly at 197 Kts with 40 ° of flap which exceeds the flap placard
speed. At 6F = 0 the same torque level would limit the sea
level cruise speed to 240 Kts. At 100% torque the aircraft
can fly up to 264 Kts at sea level.
Figure 11-88 shows the cruise cyclic pitch inputs used to
control 'the alternating blade loads. The alternating loads
at i[_ = 0 for 6F = 20 and 40 ° are shown in Figure 11-89 and
indicate load levels less than endurance limit loads from
stall up to the flaps down q limit. Apart from the flap limit
the loads do not limit the 6F = 40° case until a speed of
200 Kts. Figure 11-90 shows the alternating loads as a function
of airspeed for both forward and aft CG positions for the
6F = 0 case. The loads are not a problem in ig flight.
Figures 11-91, 11-92 and 11-93 show similar data at 1524m
(5000 Ft)and 3047m (i0,000 Ft) altitude.
The trimmed flight characteristics are much the same as before
except that the torque becomes limiting at higher speeds. Rotor
loads are not a problem anywhere in the flight envelope shown.
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11.4 Coordinated Turns in Cruise
The control positions for trimmed coordinated turns in cruise
at GW = 5896.7 Kg (13,000 Ibs) at sea level are shown in Figures
11-94 to 11-97 and display normal fixed wing airplane control
inputs. The maneuver envelope is limited by transmission
torque limits, stall and blade fatigue loads as shown in Figure
11-98. The loads boundary shown in Figure 11-98 is the fatigue
endurance limit of the fiberglass spar. Up to 180 knots the
airplane's turn capability is limited by wing stall. After
180 knots the limiting factors are transmission torque then
blade endurance limit loads and wing stall. The blade endur-
ance limit line lies very close to the wing stall limit. The
transmission torque limit is likely to be the limiting factor
in excess of 163 knots. The "torque i" limit corresponds to a
transmission designed for 1250 HP rotor in hover. Uprating
the transmission limit to 1550 HP (engine T.O. power setting)
at 551 RPM increases the available speed by approximately 20
knots.
11.5 Sidewards Flight
The airplane characteristics in sidewards flight with i N = 90 °
are shown in Figures 11-99 and 11-100. n_he control data show
that a sidewards velocity of 49 knots can be achieved before
running out of rudder pedal travel. The alternating blade
bending loads in sidewards flight are shown in Figure ii-i00.
Alternating loads exceed 4064 Nm (36,000 ibs) at 29.5 knots
sidewards. The airplane is controllable up to higher speeds
but blade fatigue damage would result.
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STABILITY AND CONTROL
Preliminary stability and control characteristics of the Hinge-
less Rotor XV-15 Aircraft were evaluated over the range of air-
speed from hover to high speed cruise. The evaluation was per-
formed using the mathematical model to obtain dynamic responses
to pulses and to provide stability derivatives. The stability
derivatives were used in a small perturbation, coupled lateral/
directional analysis to yield the stability hoots. The eval-
uation was conducted at sea level, at aft CG and at 13000 pounds
gross weight with the rotor rpm governor operating. All results
presented are for SAS-off. Laboratory and piloted evaluation
indicates that the SAS provides adequate augmentation.
It sholld be noted that the results presented here do not re-
flect rotor loads control systems (cyclic-on-the-stick). The
effect of these systems on stability and control will be in-
vestigated during an upcoming design study.
12.1 Control Power
Pitch, roll and yaw control power of the Hingeless Rotor kqf-15
at selected nacelle angles and airspeeds through transition
an_ cruise, is presente_ in Figures 12.1 through 12.3. The
amount of control power available per inch of control dis-
placement at a given nacelle angle depends on the rotor cyclic
and aerodynamic control surface gains. For the HRXV-15 the
elevator, rudder and aileron gains (degrees/inch) were kept
the same as the current XV-15. The cyclic gains were chosen
by selecting values in hover that produced good hover control
without compromising blade fatigue life. These values _ere
then reduced by the sine of the nacelle angle as conversion
progressed. No further optimization of control gains was
attempted at this time until further work is completed on the
cyclic-on-the-stick loads control system.
As can be seen from the figures, Ditch control power about all
three axes in hover, transition and cruise is high and well
above the minimums specified in MIL-F-83300. The hover pitch
control power of 0.66 rads/sec2/inch is comparable to present-
day helicopters. Roll control power at nacelle angles above
30 degrees is in excess of requirements at all airspeeds. At
30 ° nacelle angle and below 160 knots, roll control power is
near specification minimums due to a com_ination of non-optimum
gains and the low nacelle angles. It is planned to improve
the control power in roll at these configurations by reworking
the gain schedules. Yaw control power is above minimums
throughout the envelope except at 60 ° nacelle angle and 70
knots. This condition is, however, close to the stall boundary
for the aircraft.
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As determined from the simulator evaluation, pilot opinion of
the control power for the unaugmented aircraft is favorable.
12.2 Control Feel and Stick Forqe/_
The control force-feel gradients and breakouts utilized in the
HRX_-I5 piloted simulation were the same as those used in the
NASA/Army XV-15. During the simulation the pilot stated that
the stick forces felt high during low speed flight. In high
speed flight the stick force per g was noted as being low.
The force gradients were changed accordingly to yield a vir-
tually constant 15 ibs/g at mid CG position. Figures 12.4
and 12.5 present the revised force gradients and breakouts and
Figure 12.6 shows the stick force/g variation with airspeed
in the airplane mode. Also shown are the stick force/g for the
current XV-15 force-feel schedules.
12.3 D[namic Stability
Dynamic stability of the HRXV-15 was investigated in hover,
transition and cruise flight. The simulator mathematical model
was used to generate time histories of aircraft response to
control applications. The model was also used to provide
stability derivatives which were then used to obtain the roots
of the characteristic equations from a longitudinal lateral-
directional coupled analysis.
12.3.1 Longitudinal
The responses of the HRXV-15 to longitudinal stick pulse inputs
were obtained SAS-off, governor-on, at aft CG, 13,000 pounds
gross weight. The selected responses covering the flight range
from hover to cruise are presented in Figures 12.7 through 12.14.
The short period mode, as shown by the pitch attitude responses,
is well-damped throughout the flight envelope. In hover, the
initial response (Figure 12.7) is well damped and is followed
by a phugoid oscillation of period 15,seconds. This long
period oscillation is slowly divergent with a time to double
amplitude of 57 seconds and damping ratio -.03. The hover
pitch response, SAS-off, is annoying but manageable by the pilot.
Figure 12.8 shows the pitch response for 90 ° nacelle angle and
60 knots, a typical mid-transition configuration. The short
period is nearly dead beat, ensuring precise pilot command of
pitch attitude. The ensuing phugoid is divergent oscillatory
of 16 seconds period and time to double is 16 seconds. If the
nacelles are lowered to 60 ° at 60 knots (Figure 12.9) the short
period remains highly damped and the phugoid becomes lightly
damped (_ = .19) with period 23 seconds and time-to-half-
amplitude 13 seconds.
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Figures 12.10 through 12.12 show the effect of reducing
nacelle angle at constant (i00 knots) airspeed. Short period
response is very highly damped and response reduces as
nacelles are lowered because of the cyclic gain reduction with
nacelle angle. The phugoid is positively damped throughout,
with tl/2 varying from I0 seconds at i N = 60 ° to 21 seconds at
iN = 0 ° .
The longitudinal response in cruise mode with flaps up and
nacelles fully down is shown in Figures 12.13 and 12.14 re-
presenting the low and high speed conditions. Initial pitch
response is highly damped and the phugoid period varies from
38 seconds at 140 knots to 46 seconds at 240 knots. Times to
half amplitude are 66 seconds and 46 seconds respectively.
Longitudinal response characteristics are summarized in Figures
12.15 through 12.17, which present the frequencies, damping,
and periodic times of the short period and phugoid, as deter-
mined from analysis of the characteristic roots.
In general, the longitudinal characteristics of the unaugmented
HRXV-15 are estimated to be acceptable throughout the flight
range. At airspeeds below 80 knots and nacelle angles above
75 ° the phugoid is mildly divergent. Pilot experience in the
simulator showed that this condition is readily controllable.
12.3.2 Lateral-Directional
Lateral-directional responses of the unaugmented aircraft to
lateral stick and rudder pulses are presented in Figures 12.18
through 12.24.
In the he'licopter configuration (i N = 90 ° ) 6t 60 knots, Figure
12.18 shows the response to a right stick pulse of 0.5" for
1 second. The initial roll damping is high and the resulting
roll/yaw coupled oscillation is slightly negatively damped
(-.08) and period 9 seconds. The roll/yaw coupling arises from
the rotor aerodynamic contributions. This response meets Level
2 requirements of MIL-F-83300. Application of a 0.5 inch rudder
pulse shows that the requirement to change yaw angle by 6
degrees in 1 second is met, and that the aircraft rolls right
for right pedal, thus satisfying the dihedral requirement.
Figure 12.19 presents the aircraft response to stick and rudder
with 60 ° nacelle angle and 60 knots. The dutch roll response
meets Level 2 requirements (_N = -.032 _D = .489).
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Figures 12.20, 12.21 and 12.22 show the responses with nacelle
angle of 60 ° , 30 ° and 0 ° at 100 knots. The dutch roll response
rapidly improves, meeting Level 1 requirements at 60 ° and ex-
ceeding them at 30 ° and 0 ° nacelle settings. The spiral mode
is stable throughout. At all conditions proverse yaw response
to lateral stick is attained. There is, however, a small
amount of negative dihedral in response to rudder pulses, i.e.,
the aircraft initially rolls left during a right pedal input.
Cruise lateral-directional responses are shown in Figure 12.23
at 140 knots and in Figure 12.24 at 240 knots with flaps up.
The roll mode is well damped with positive spiral stability
evident at each speed. The dutch roll response is also well
damped and meets the requirements of Level 1.
The lateral-directional characteristics are summarized in Figures
12.25 through 12.27 in the form of characteristic frequencies,
damping, etc. Figure 12.27 compares the unaugmented aircraft
response in dutch roll with the various levels of MIL-F-83300.
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13.0 PILOTED SIMULATION
This section presents the results of the real-time piloted
simulation conducted to evaluate the handling qualities of the
Advanced Hingeless Rotor k_-15 Aircraft. The mathematical
model of the airframe that was used to drive the simulator is
as described in the body of this report except that the cyclic
schedules used to control rotor loads were not available for
incorporation in time for the simulation.
The effect of cyclic on the stick on the aircraft flying
qualities and handling will require careful evaluation during
subsequent studies.
The mathematical model of the rotor forces and moments was
that detailed in Section 5.0. As pointed out in that section,
rotor performance at lower power settings and in autorotation
is obtained essentially by mathematical extrapolation, since
the rotor has not yet been tested in these ranges of operation.
Therefore, aircraft performance and pilot comments on low
power descents and autorotation should be weighed accordingly.
Approximately 15 hours was spent in actual piloted evaluation
with about 40 hours tie-in time used to debug the system and
make changes in response to pilot comments.
13.1 Simulator Description
The Boeing Vertol simulation facility consists of a 6 degree-
of-freedom, small-motion pilot cabin driven by signals from
a Xerox Z9 digital computing system. The pilot's cabin is
equipped with an adaptable instrument panel, a variable flight
control force-feel system, and an out-of-the-window visual
display. The visual display is generated by a black-and-white
television camera moving over a terrain model. The image is
viewed by the pilot through a large collimating l_ns providing
a field of view measuring 38 degrees vertically by 53 degrees
azimuthally with 0 degrees depression angle.
The limited-motion, 6 degrees-of-freedom pilot's cabin has
the following performance:
Motion System Performance
Payload (including pilot) 770 Lbs
Travel Limits (stop-to-stop total):
Vertical ]
Longitudinal_ 12.7 cm (5 in.)
Lateral J
13-I
D210-II161-I
Pitch 13 deg.
Roll 19 deg.
Yaw 19 deg.
Pitch Tilt 26 deg.
Rate Limits with Zero Acceleration:
Vertical
Longitudinal
Lateral
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
+0.66m/s (+26 in./sec.)
+l.04m/s (+41 in./sec,)
+0.66m/s (+26 in./sec.)
+69 deg./sec.
+97 deg./sec.
_155 deg./sec.
Acceleration Limits for Zero Rates (incremental values):
Vertical
Longitudinal
Lateral
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
19.63m/s 2 (+64.4 ft./sec. 2)
10.79m/s 2 (535.4 ft./sec. 2)
8.81m/s 2 (528.9 ft./sec. 2)
+248 deg./sec. 2
5414 deg./sec. 2
_745 deg./sec. 2
13.2 Configuration of Pilot's Cabin
The cabin of the simulator was configured to represent approxi-
mately the layout of the NASA-Army XV-15 aircraft instrument
panel and controls. Because the simulator was also being used
to evaluate current Company helicopter designs, some compro-
mises had to be made in instrument placement so as to minimize
configuration changes when switching back and forth between
aircraft models.
13.2.1 Instruments and Controls
Instruments and primary controls were positioned in the single-
seat cabin such that the pilot flew as if from the right seat.
Figure 13-1 shows the instrument panel layout used throughout
the simulation and Table 13.1 details the instruments and
ranges. The pilot's force-feel system was programmed to deliver
breakout forces and gradients according to the current XV-15
force-feel system shown in Figure 13.2.
The control stick in the simulator was mechanically limited to
+43" longitudinally and laterally, and the pedals to +2.5".
A beep force-trim hat switch was mounted on the stick enabling
the pilot to zero out stick forces and to make small trim ad-
justments to the aircraft. Initially a constant beep trim
rate of 1/2 degree per second was used. Later in the program
beep rate was washed out as a function of dynamic pressure
according to the equation
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CAB INSTRUmeNTATION
Instrument
Vertical Situation Indicator
Horizontal Situation Indicator
Airspeed
Pressure Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Rate of Climb
Turn and Bank
'g' Meter
Nacelle Angle
Clock
Sideward Velocity
Angle of Attack
Wing Flap Position
Rotor Speed
Engine Torque Meters (2)
Range
+90 ° Pitch and Roll
+120 ° Heading
0 ÷ 520 XIAS
0 + i0,000 Ft
0 ÷ 1,000 Ft
+ 6,000 Ft/Min
+ Needle Widths
_i-I/2 Ball Widths
-I, +3 'g'
0 ÷ 120 °
+40 Knots
+20 °
0 ÷ i00 °
0 ÷ 125%
0 + 125%
PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROLS
Stick (+4.8" Longitudinal and Lateral)
Pedals (+2.5")
Power Lever (0 ÷ 8" Normal; 0 + i0" Emergency)
Nacelle Position Thumb Switch on Power Lever
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT AND FEATURES
Back Drives to Trim Stick and Pedals while in Initial
Condition (I.C.)
Landing Gear Up - Down Switch with Indicator Light
Flap Select Lever 0 ° , 20 ° , 40 ° , 75 °
Detent Switches on Spring Cartridges (Pedals & Lateral Stick)
Magnetic Brake on Pedals, Longitudinal and Lateral Controls
Longitudinal and Lateral Beep Force Trim on Stick
Power Lever Null Meter
Toe Brakes
Specified Force Feel System
TABLE 13.1. HRX_-I5 PILOT STATION FEATURE SUMMARY
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beep trim rate = 0.5 - .00131 qF inches/second
A magnetic brake, operated by a button on the stick, was used
to zero stick and pedal forces simultaneously. This was used
mostly in hover and low speeds since at higher speeds an
objectionable stick 'jump' was experienced by the pilot.
Detents on the lateral stick and pedals were set to +0.05 inches.
The HRXV-15 uses a single throttle lever, side-arm controller
style, to command the power of both engines and to provide
collective pitch lead in hover and transition with rotor speed
controlled by the governor. Rotor rpm is scheduled with
nacelle angle. A proportional thumb switch,loaded-to-center,
with detent, breakout and gradient was mounted on the hand
grip and controlled nacelle tilt angle. Figure 13.3 shows the
power lever mounted beside the left arm rest of the pilot's
seat. The power lever has a normal travel of 8-inches encom-
passing the range of engine powers from flight idle to maximum.
For single or dual engine features, direct pilot control of rotor
collective pitch is obtained by moving the lever through a
detent set at the 8-inch travel point. Once through the detent,
the rotor governor is switched off and an additional 2-inches
of travel is available with the power lever acting as a
collective lever.
A flap lever and a landing gear up-down select lever were
mounted on the left sidewall of the simulator cabin. The flap
lever commanded flap settings of 0, 20, 40 and 75 degrees only.
Flap extend/retract rate was fixed at 5 degrees per second.
A 4 second cycle time on the landing gear switch was used.
A stall warning light was mounted on the right side of the in-
strument panel but failed to function during the test period.
Approach to stall was monitored by the pilot using the angle
of attack indicator.
13.3 Piloted Evaluation
During the simulator evaluation period much time was spent in
correcting errors in the visual display and in trouble-shooting
computer/simulator interface problems. Some of these problems
were solved, but many persisted throughout the period. _ever-
theless, about 15 hours of productive pilot flying was logged,
sufficient to provide a basis for a preliminary evaluation of
the Hingeless Rotor XV-15.
The problems that persisted during the evaluation were asso-
ciated with the motion base and the visual display. The
visual display was the subject of frequent comments by the
pilot concerning poor resolution, field of view and brightness.
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Some degree of improvement in brightness-of-scene was achieved
by repositioning the terrain illumination and by altering the
television camera brightness/contrast contacts. Image reso-
lution was found to be especially poor when flying in the hover
mode near the ground and this contributed to increased pilot
workload in precision hover and low speed maneuvers close to
the ground. The limitations on field of view, especially the
down and side views, resulted in a degradation in the quality
of visual cues available during turns and in sidewards flight.
The motion base realism was criticized by the pilot throughout
the evaluation period. He complained of abrupt washout and re-
centering motions especially at low airspeed. At higher air-
speeds, noise on the pitch and roll acceleration channels pro-
duced an annoying small amplitude, rapid pitching/rolling sen-
sation. Attempts were made to filter out the noise with limited
success.
Prior to the forthcoming evaluation by a NASA pilot it is hoped
to be able to adjust the simulator motion b:se to the pilot's
satisfaction.
13.3.1 Pilot's Report and En_ineerin@ Comments
Presented below is the pilot's preliminary evaluation of the
aircraft, followed by Engineering comments, which are keyed
to pilot remarks by the numbers in the righthand margin.
Pilot's Report
During the period October 2 through October 29, 1976, approxi-
mately 15 "flight" hours, in 6 sessions, were spent in quali-
tative evaluation of the XV-15 simulation. Detailed comments
are presented below. It should be noted that evaluation
results of dynamic maneuvers would probably be tempered in
real world by stress/structural limitations which were not
presented or displayed to the pilot.
The pilot did not use standard pilot ratings, since there was
no baseline of simulation fidelity to measure against. Ideally,
for a program of this type where the simulated aircraft is a
"paper" aircraft, prior to the evaluation the pilot should fly
a simulated aircraft in which he has actual flight experience
to establish a simulation baseline. It is recommended for the
forthcoming NASA pilot evaluation, a CH-47 simulation be
available for his assessment. 1
Prior to the NASA evaluation, some work needs to be done on
the Boeing Vertol simulator to optimize visual and motion
cues and improve cockpit displays and functions. Specific
shortcomings are:
13-8
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Visual Display - Poor resolution and brightness, inadequate
field of view. The Cab Fresnel lens apparently degrades
picture quality, since the monitor picture is more distinct
than the cockpit display. A second window would improve
field of view; the present field inhibits maneuvering, par-
ticularly in pitch up maneuvers at low altitude when visual
reference is lost and pilot must revert to cockpit instru-
ments to maintain adequate control. The ultimate objective
should be a 2-3 window color picture, since strong visual
cueing is mandatory with a limited or "nudge" motion base.
Motion Base - Primary complaints were acceleration washout
and recentering time constants appeared too short. Response
to pulse control inputs was too abrupt and unreal. Lateral
or roll cues for low speed side force conditions appeared to
be exaggerated and tended to be disorienting. Spuriour jolts
and jostles unrelated to aircraft happenings occurred, evi-
dently due to "noise". These were disconcerting and annoy-
ing, but not disorienting. If the above recommended CH-47
simulation is mechanized for the NASA pilot, the motion
settings can be optimized by a Boeing Vertol pilob during
this simulation checkout phase.
Cockpit Display - Power lever/nacelle beep switch configur-
ation should be changed to approximate the Bell/NASA simu-
lator configuration. Present nacelle switch is thumb oper-
ated up and down. It is felt that a fore-aft switch oper-
ation would be more acceptable human factors-wise.
Much difficulty was experienced trying to establish and
maintain vertical speed velocity trim conditions due to
apparently oversensitive vertical speed indications. The
instrument displays simulated instantaneous vertical speed,
and some attempt was made to filter the signal. However,
the optimum balance between good sensitivity and excessive
lag was not achieved.
Lateral velocity and sideslip angle indicators should be
relocated closer to the primary scan area and have better
illumination.
If the NASA evaluation math model should include stress
parameters, some form of cockpit indication related to
stress limits, like the C.G.I., should be installed. Also,
a stall warning light should be provided.
2
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Introduction
Approximately 15 simulation hours were flown to evaluate flying
qualities of the Hingeless Rotor XV-15 Tilt Rotor Aircraft
throughout its normal flight spectrum. Cooper-Harper pilot
ratings were not used because the pilot did not have an
opportunity to fly a simulated actual aircraft to establish a
simulator fidelity baseline.
Test Conditions
The initial flight period was devoted to pilot familiarization
of the aircraft and simulator. The subsequent evaluation
included hover and low speed maneuvering and forward flight to
80 KIAS in the helicopter mode (90 ° nacelle angle), forward
flight characteristics at various intermediate nacelle angles;
conversions at normal and max nacelle rates; power on and off
wing stalls clean and with landing gear and flaps extended;
silgle engine failures at cruise in the airplane mode and from
hover, IGE and OGE, in the helicopter mode; helicopter mode
autorotations; optimum airspeed approaches at 90 ° and 75 °
nacelle angles. Most conditions were evaluated SAS on and
off and at most forward and aft center of gravity locations.
Helicopter approaches to hover in 15 knot crosswind, helicopter
and airplane cruise in turbulence were performed.
Test Results
Helicopter Mode (Hover and Low Speed Maneuvering). Configur-
ation - 90 ° nacelle angle, 40 ° flap angle, landing gear down.
Response to pitch, roll and yaw pulses, SAS on, was good with
dead beat return to trim in pitch and roll attitude and yaw
rate. Initial pitch response appeared to have approximately
.25 second lag, noticeable but not objectionable. SAS off,
pitch appeared statically stable, dynamically unstable; roll
and yaw statically stable. Precision maneuvering laterally,
longitudinally and vertically was difficult, requiring excessive
pilot workload. However, considering that response character-
istics were comparable to contemporary helicopters, this was
attributed to weak visual and motion cues.
Acceleration from hover to 80 KIAS was sluggish, requiring an
initial uncomfortable (up to 15 ° ) nose down attitude with a
trim attitude of 10 ° nose down required at 80 knots. Decel-
erations also appeared sluggish but were affected by pilot
inhibition to steep flare attitudes, since with the limited
visual field of view, flares much in excess of i0 ° nose up
lost visual ground reference.
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Low speed turns, 40 to 80 Kts, were acceptable, with reason-
ably good coordination (1/4 ball or less).
Transitions (0 ° - 90 ° - 0 ° Nacelle Angles)
Normal rate transitions were accomplished SAS on and off with
no problem except maintaining zero R/C in pitch. Again, it
felt that stronger cues would have greatly diminished pilot
workload. Maximum rate transitions (90 ° in 7 seconds), SAS on
and off, were controllable with considerable pilot effort.
With so many parameters to monitor and control (flight path,
torque, nacelle and flap angles, angle of attack) this maneuver
is not recommended for normal operations and should be reserved
for emergency situations with adequate altitude.
STOL Mode (45 ° to 75 ° Nacelle Angles)
Level flight and turns were acceptable. During 75 ° approach
at 80 kts, power was reduced to establish a 1,000 ft/min
descent rate and control was lost thru rotor rpm decay caused by
an exceedance of the governor limits. This was corrected by
a governor change, i0
Airplane Mode - SAS On
Good attitude stability and maneuver response. Some diffi-
culty was experienced in maintaining zero vertical speed
in trimmed level flight. This may have been poor simulation
display, but regardless, an altitude hold capability in
pitch would be a desirable feature. Roll attitude hold
about any bank angle, comparable to YUH-61A and CH-147, is
possibly a questionable characteristic for a fixed wing
airplane. This provides neutral spiral stability, where
possibly positive stability would be more desirable. Yaw
steps produced pure sideslip with zero bank angle; roll
attitude hold results in no apparent dihedral effect. ii
This is not necessarily undesirable but is abnormal for an
airplane. Turns to 45 ° , pedal fixed, were well coordinated
and rolling pullouts _45 ° bank angle with 3g were per-
formed with no problem.
Airplane Mode - SAS Off
Response to pitch, roll and yaw pulses was satisfactory with
slow return toward initial trim. Turn coordination, pedals
fixed, was somewhat degraded (less than 1/4 ball slip) and
more pilot effort in pitch was required to maintain zero
R/C than SAS on.
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Stalls
Power on and off, clean and gear and flaps down were docile
and easily recoverable. Stalls were evidenced by angle of
attack and sink rate indications, with some nose drop
tendency but no roll off. Recovery was effected by re-
leasing back pressure and allowing airspeed to increase by
diving and/or power application. No stalls were performed
from steep banked turns.
Turbulence
No problems experienced SAS-on, other than an increase in
pilot workload to maintain zero R/C. SAS-off pilot work-
load increased to degree where IFR capability would be
marginal if mission tasks over and above flight path
control were greater than moderate. 12
Single Engine Fail_ures
Helicopter mode - IGE. Single engine power cuts from a 20
foot hover were performed. Remaining engine increased to maxi-13
mum torque and aircraft settled to the ground, with reasonable
ground contact. Prior to attempting failures from an O.G.E.
hover, minimum single engine level flight speed was determined
to be 20 KIAS. O.G.E. engine cuts were initialed from 800
feet, pilot reaction delayed one second, and aircraft pitched
over to achieve 20 Kts, with a height loss of i00 feet (re-
peatable). This indicates a height velocity diagram of
20 - 200 with the nose at 20 Kts would probably be conser-
vative.
Airplane Mode
No noticeable effect other than a light longitudinal
deceleration.
Dual En@ine Failures
Helicopter Mode
Initialed from 70 Kts by retarding power lever to minimum
at a moderate rate. The first attempt resulted in an
unrecoverable pitch down. Subsequent attempts were con-
trollable but resulted in an indicated 5,000 feet/minute
autorotative rate of descent. No attempt was made to
flare to a landing. This power off condition requires con-
siderable investigation to determine if it is possible to
land either in the helicopter, STOL or airplane configur-
ation. It should be noted that in the airplane mode,
without pilot control of rotor pitch (feathering), wind-
mill braking effect of these large rotors would result in
14
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excessive rates of descent. The alternative to a satis-
factory power off landing capability is crew ejection.
Airplane Mode
Throttle cuts from level flight cruise resulted in no
aircraft response other than a rapid longitudinal
deceleration.
General
Controls
Pitch, roll and yaw controls are conventional and common
to both helicopters and fixed wing aircraft. The power
lever motion is fore and aft like an airplane throttle and
compromises standard helicopter thrust control orientation,
with the exception of the forward cockpit side arm thrust
control in the Bell AH-IG Cobra. No problems were en-
countered using this control in the helicopter mode.
Although sensitivity per unit displacement is greater than
a conventional thrust lever, the side arm location allows
wrist action control of minor power changes permitting pre-
cise pilot control of the vertical axis.
Vernier beep trim is provided on the stick for pitch and
roll force and attitude trim adjustments, while a mag brake
button on the stick allows instantaneous force retrimming
in pitch, roll and yaw. It was found that if pitch and
roll trim rates were optimized for good force and attitude
trimming in hover, the rates were too fast for vernier
attitude trimming in airplane forward flight, and vice ver-
sa. If some compromise rate cannot be established, it is
possible the trim rate may have to be variable with q.
Nacelle Angle Control is provided by a power lever mounted,
thumb operated, variable rate switch. The motion axis is
up and down, functionally related to nacelle movement.
It is felt that this switch orientation should be related
to resultant aircraft response, which is acceleration-
deceleration, and should therefore be actuated fore and
aft. This is the orientation in the NASA Bell XV-15
simulator, which would be more familiar to a NASA evaluation
pilot.
Conclusions and Recommendations
l. Except for the helicopter autorotative and airplane power-
off landing problems noted above, overall flying qualities,
SAS on and off, are considered acceptable throughout the
flight envelope.
15
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Some real world limitations may be imposed by stress/
structural considerations not mechanized in this
simulation.
. It is recommended that for any follow-on evaluation of
this aircraft simulation, the pilot should be provided a
simulated known aircraft to establish a baseline of simu-
lation fidelity•
• Improvement of cockpit controls and instrument panel dis-
plays is highly desirable.
• Optimization of simulator visual and motion cues is man-
datory.
Engineering Comments
A CH-47 simulation will be made available for NASA pilot base-
line familiarization.
The visual di=play system will be reviewed and attempts made
to improve resolution and brightness• It is unlikely, however,
that much can be done to extend the field of view since this
is governed by the existing television camera arrangement and
cockpit display system• Work is in process to build an im-
proved simulation visual system that will provide forward,
sidewards and downwards vision. Unfortunately this work will
not be completed until mid 1977.
It is planned to try to adjust the motion base, using a Boeing
Vertol pilot, prior to evaluation by the Ames pilot.
The existing up-down nacelle switch will be repositioned on
the throttle lever to operate in the fore-and-aft directions•
This will involve some reworking of the present throttle lever
hardware.
This will be corrected for the upcoming NASA pilot's evalu-
ation•
Space considerations on the simulator instrument panel may not
permit this, but it will be investigated.
A monitor will be installed to provide the pilot with an indi-
cation of blade loads. In addition, an aural warning is being
considered• A stall warning light was provided during the
simulation, however, it did not function. This will be correct-
ed.
1
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The 1/4 second lag in pitch was subsequently traced to the
visual system and has been corrected.
The difficulty experienced by the pilot in maintaining zero
rate of climb was due, in part, to the oversensitive rate-of-
climb meter as mentioned in Number 5.
The cause of the governor failure was traced to the rotor power
versus collective relationship. This is discussed in Section
12.0.
The roll attitude hold feature in cruise flight will be modi-
fied such that it is inoperative except during feet-and-hands
off level flight.
Turbulence level was set at 5 fps RMS about all axes.
The engine dynamic model used in the simulation is that of a
single engine. Dual engine performance is simulated by doubling
of the single engine model output during each time frame.
Engine failures were, therefore, simulated by multiplying the
output by a factor which decayed from 2.0 to 1.0 in 3 seconds.
As stated in the introduction to this section, the rotor math
model is not yet validated for low power descents or auto-
rotation.
Beep trim rate was reduced as a function of dynamic pressure
during the final stages of pilot evaluation and appeared to be
acceptable.
The nacelle angle control will be repositioned.
10
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A simulator mathematical model of the NASA/Army XV-15 tilt
rotor aircraft equipped with a Boeing hingeless rotor system
was developed and used to perform preliminary studies of the
aircraft's performance, handling qualities, and stability.
The following conclusions are drawn:
. The aircraft has good overall flying qualities, SAS On
and SAS Off, throughout the flight envelope. With no
stability augmentation, the aircraft is easily controlled
with some increase in pilot work load at low airspeeds.
. Control power and damping are adequate in hover and low-
speed transition. At higher transition speeds and in
cruise flight, control provides good attitude and maneuver
response.
. A wide speed-maneuver corridor free from structural limi-
tations has been provided throughout transition and cruise
regimes. This is the result of careful control parameter
scheduling and the use of cyclic-on-the-stick in transi-
tion and cruise. Closed-loop load alleviation systems
are not required and will not be used.
Recommendations for Future Work
i. Update of Simulation Model
The mathematical model should h _ updated to reflect the
results of design studies projected under an extension to
Contract NAS2-9015 (Hingeless Rotor XV-15 Design Inte-
gration Feasibility Study and checks of the critical
flight areas repeated as required. In addition, it is
recommended that the rotor representation should be
upgraded to fully reflect data obtained in wind tunnel
tests under Contract NAS2-9015 (Wind Tunnel Test of
1/4.622 Scale Model, NASA-CR 151936-151939).
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2. Autorotation
Additional wind tunnel tests and analysis should be per-
formed to determine the performance of the rotor at low
power settings and in autorotation. The existing rotor
math model does not cover these regions of rotor operation
adequately and new data are required to extend the range
of validity of the model. While the pilot's comments
concerning autorotative landing capability are, no doubt,
due in large part to inadequate modelling of this region,
nevertheless, this phase of flight operation requires
further investigation.
3. Control System Failure Simulation and Evaluations
Specialized modifications to the systems simulation
should be made to allow representation of failure modes
(e.g., hydraulic pressure loss, hardovers and recovery,
etc.).
4. Further Development of Load Alleviation
Development of the cyclic-on-the-stick load reduction
feature should be continued and evaluated with the pilot
in the loop. This is required as part of the general
updating noted in (i).
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APPENDIX A - TREATMENT OF WING FLEXIBILITY
As described in Section l0 the large separation which exists
between the natural frequencies of vibration of the wing struc-
ture and the aircraft rigid body motions, enables the elastic
deformations of the wing structure to be calculated on a quasi-
static basis.
In the simple treatment presented below, the bending and tor-
sion modes are considered to be uncoupled. The wing is treated
as a cantilever with a built-in root end. The wing is free to
twist about the elastic axis which is assumed to coincide with
the nacelle pivot line. The center of mass of each chordwise
strip is also taken to lie on the pivot line. The unloaded
wing has neither geometric nor aerodynamic twist.
WING TWIST
Spanwise twisting of the wing takes place under the action of
the nacelle aerodynamic and inertial moments, the wing lift
distribution, and the spanwise distribution of aerodynamic
pitching moment. The nacelle aerodynamic moments consist of
rotor hub loads, transferred to the pivot, together with the
aerodynamic loads on the nacelle itself. Nacelle inertial
moments include the gyroscopic effects of the rotor drive
system.
With reference to Figure A.I, MN is the moment supplied or
absorbed by the nacelle tilt actuator. If K8 is the wing
stiffness as seen by the wing tip, then
M N = K@ 8T (A-l)
The total moment about the elastic axis due to wing aerody-
namics, nacelle loads and engine gyroscopic torque is
T = m dy + M N + Mgyro (A-2)
o
The aerodynamic moment about the elastic axis at any station
y is given by
M = Mc/4 + £x (A-3)
where Z is the section lift and x is the distance from the
quarter chord to the elastic axis. In terms of the section
aerodynamic coefficients,
1 2c2 ½m(y) = _pV Cmc/4 + pV2c2C£_ (A-4)
c
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The section lift coefficient, C£, is given by
dC£
= k d-_- (_ - So) /1-12--Y,_--"_c£
% DI / __
(A-5)
where _R is the wing root section angle of attack
Cp is the rotor induced downwash, assumed constant
spanwise
s o is the section zero-lift angle
8 t is the structural twist at station y
The factor k /i (_'- is introduced so that, for the untwisted
wing, the lift distribution is elliptical. The value of k is
obtained from the rigid wing elliptical loading as
k- 4 (A-6)
- _ CLa
a o
Thus the equation for C£ becomes, with URIGID = ._R-£p - So,
C£
In equation (A-4) we can write, for low angles of attack,
Cmc/4 = Cmo + dCmc/4 C£ (A-8)
dC£
and therefore
re(y) = _ 0V2 Cm o + _C£ " + -c C£ (A-9)
The equation for the total wing twisting moment, equation
(A-2), can now be written as,
T = Mactuator + MGYRO + 4l-pV2c 2 b +lCmo 2 DV 2c 2
+ C£dy
dC£ o
(A-10)
A-2
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Figure A. 1. Wing Geometry for Derivation of Flexibility
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Using equation (A-7), assuming a linear structural twist from
root to tip and performing the indicated integrations, the
equation for total wing twisting moment becomes
T = K%8 T = Mactuator + Mgyro + _, _V2bC2Cmo* pV_c_ /4 +
X CLub( 3_RIGID+67 48T) (A-f1)
The equation for the actuator moment is given in the equations
of motion, Section 5.0.
1
Rearranging, and writing q = qs (I-CT s) = [ PV2
1 c2 [6_Urigid( dCm + x ) +bwemo]8T = MN+Mgy r°+2-qs (I-CTs) w dC--_.
- _, qsbwCw CL a (I-CT s) dCm +
[A-12)
where CMo , the zero-lift wing section pitching moment coeffi-
cient, is a function of flap deflection:
Cm o = C1 + C26f + C36f 2 (A-13)
Knowing the tip value of twist, the twist at any other span-
wise station is obtained by assuming a linear variation of
twist from zero at the root to the tip value.
WING VERTICAL BENDING
The spanwise bending moment at any spanwise station y, on the
wing is the sum of the bending moments due to wing aerodynamic
lift, wing weight, nacelle lift, nacelle weight and net torque
on the nacelle. The expressions for each contribution to the
bending moments are derived below.
o Bending moment due to wing loading.
Assuming an elliptical distribution of lift the bending
moment is given by
M a (Yl) = £(y) (y-yl)dY (A-14)
Yl
bZ2/ 
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where £n is the lift per unit length at the wing root. Intro-
ducing the spanwise variable 8=cos-l[2Y) making the required
substitutions and integrating, the bering moment at any point
y is:
M (Y) = Z°b24 [½ (sin 8-% c°s 8)- ! sin3@16 (A-15)
o Bending due to nacelle net vertical load.
The net vertical force on nacelle is
F=F a - nW N
where F a is
load on the
force is
the aerodynamic force and nW N is the inertial
nacelle. The bending moment due to nacelle
MN(y) = F__b (1-cos 8) (A-16)
2
o Bending due to wing weight.
Assuming a uniform distribution of wing weight
b/2
MW(yl ) ---n J w(y) (y-yl)dY
Yl
and w(y) = 2W/b where W is the weight of one wing panel
• _ 2nW b/rj2
.. MW(y I) - _ (y-yl)dY (A-17)
Yl
nWb 1
i.e. MW(y) = - T (1-cos 8 - _ sin28)
o Bendinq due to nacelle torque (rqllin@ moment)
T(y) = constant = T (A-18)
Total bending moment at station y is therefore
M(y) = Ma(y) + MN(y) + MW(y) + T (A-19)
Assuming a linear variation of EI from root to tip given
by
r-
ll-a (2_-_II= EI O (l-a cos @), (A-20)EI(y) = EI o
L t_;J
A-5
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the curvature ofthe wing due to bending is
M(y)
El (y) = d2Zdy2 = £°b2_ [(sin 0-8 c°s 8)-I/3 sinSS)]+Fab[l-- a c_s 0 2EIo[
÷ ___ [0 1 ]El o [ (l-a cos 8)
1-cos 8 ell a cos
(A-21)
Double integration of this equation yields the following ex-
pression for the bending deflection of the wing at any point
y on the span:-
_ _ nWNb'
z(y) = Lb_ _i + b3Fa _2 -- _3
8zEI o 8EI o 8EI o
nWwb 3 + Tb___3
8El o _4 4El o _5 (A-22)
where
° n
o o
- 8 cos 8)- 1 sin'%
l-a cos 8 dy dy
2°32 If4oo looselacosedYldY
dy
_5 = ; l-a cos 8
o o
and where the wing lift (2 wing panels) L = _ £o b. The function
_i through _5 were obtained numerically and are presented in
Figure A.2.
W
Since L -- -2 ZAERO
Fa= N
- ZAERO
N
T = - LAERO
A-6
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1
nW = -- m
w 2 w
ZAERO
m
nwN = _ iT
1
= _ mw _AC
where m
w
m
m
aWAC
_w
is the mass of two wing panels
is the total aircraft mass
is the acceleration of the wing aerodynamic
center
is the acceleration of the wing tip
and since the values of _I through _ are constant for any
given station y on the wing we can w_ite the final equation
for wing bending in the form
N W N
h I = KW 1 ZAERO + KW 2 ZAERO - KW 3 LAERO - KW 4 _T
- KW5 aWAC
where h I = -z
= b3_2
_I aE-q-
o
b3,
2
4_EI
o
= b_ 5
KW3 --4EI
o
_4 --mNb'*28EI
o
KW 5 8EI o
This is the form given in the computer representation. The
bending deflection at the aerodynamic center and at the wing
tip are obtained using the values of _i + _5 appropriate to
these stations.
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APPENDIX B - DERIVATION OF LANDING GEAR EQUATIONS
Presented below are the equations for landing gear forces and
moments arising from ground contact. The derivation accounts
for brake and friction forces together with a simplified re-
presentation of the oleo dynamics. Nose wheel steering is not
included.
With reference to Figure B-I the distance from the center of
gravity to the bottom of the right main wheel following a
positive pitch rotation is
h 8 = X sin 8 - Z cos 8 - r (B-I)
where X and Z are the coordinates of the hub of the wheel
relative to the C.G. and r is the tire radius. If the air-
craft is now rolled right, through the angle _, the bottom of
the right gear moves through a distance.
he = [Y sin _ + (Z+r) (cos ¢-i) 3 cos 8 (B-2)
The height of the bottom of the wheel above the ground is
therefore
h = HCG + h 8 - h_
(B-3)
and the oleo deflection during ground contact
hT = HCG +h 8 _h#
cos _ cos e
is given by
(B-4)
By differentiation of equation B-4 and making small angle
assumptions regarding the aircraft pitch and roll angles during
touchdown, the rate of change of oleo strut deflection is ob-
tair_d as
HCG
hT - + XQ - YP (B-5)
cos _ cos e
Assuming that the oleo response is that of a second order
system, the equation of motion for the landing gear is
FG = KST hT + DST hT (B-6)
where KST and DST are the equivalent spring rates and damping
for the oleo, and F G is the force on the landing gear strut.
B-I
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| h _/Cos e
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h _/Cos e
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Tire Friction and Side Force
The friction force acting on each tire during ground contact
is resolved into a force F along the line of intersection of
the plane of the wheel andUthe ground plane, posi£ive forward,
and a side force F at right angles to F lying in the ground
plane and positiveUto starboard. The friction force F is
assumed to be proportional to oleo force and the amount of
braking exerted by the pilot. The side force is proportional
to the oleo force.
The components of tire friction are:
= u (B-7)
F (_0 + Ul BG) FG Z ]u--_
Fs = Us FG z _ (B-8)
IVl
where Uo, _ and u s are the coefficients for rolling friction,
brake friction and sliding friction. B G is expressed as a
percentage of full brake pedal deflection. The signs of the
forward and sidewards velocity are introduced to properly
orient the tire forces.
The force and moment contributions of each landing gear to the
aircraft total forces and moments are, assuming small angles;
-- - 8
AX n F_n FGZ n
= + ¢AY n F s FGZ
n n
= _ + FGZAZn FUn8 - Fsn n
+ AX (Zn + r + h T )AMn =-AZnXn n n
n
AL n = AZn Yn- AYn(Zn + rn + hT)
(B-9)
(B-10)
(B-II)
(B-12)
(B-13)
AN =-AX Y + X AY (B-14)
n n n n n
where n=l, 2 and 3 denote the left main gear, right main gear
and nose gear, respectively.
The total contribution of the landing gear forces to the forces
and moments at the center of gravity of the aircraft are:
B-3
3_XLG =
n=l
AX
n
3
_YLG = [ _Yn
n=l
3
AZLG = [ _Zn
n_l
3
_LLG = [ _Ln
n=l
3
AMLG _ _Mn
n=l
3
_NLG [ _Nn
n=l
B-4
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APPENDIX C - VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION TRANSFORMATIONS
AND CENTER OF GRAVITY/INERTIA EQUATIONS
C.I Velocity Transformations
The calculation of aerodynamic forces on wings, fuselage,
nacelles, and tail surfaces requires that the angle of attack
and relative wind velocity at these surfaces be known. These
velocities are obtained most conveniently in terms of the velo-
city of the pivot reference point.
With reference to Figure C.l, the velocity of a general point
in the aircraft relative to the airplane center of gravity is
V- _r + n x r (C-i)
- 6t -- --
where r is the radius vector from the c.g. to the point and __
is the-angular velocity of the aircraft. Thus, expanding
equation C-l, the velocity of the pivot relative to the c.g. is
= Xp + QZp - YpR
v6 = - PZp - xpR (C-a)
= + PYp - Qxp
where Xp, Y- and Z_ are the distances of the pivot from the
c.g., measured positively forward, to the right and downwards,
respectively. If we measure all distances from the pivot loca-
tion then Xp = -XgG, Yp = -YcG -- 0, Zp = -ZCG and the velocity
of the pivot relatmve to inertial space can be written t
Up = U + _
Vp V + Vp
!
Wp = W + wp
= U - XCG - QZcG
= V + PZcG - XCG R
= W + QXcG - ZCG
(C-3)
where U, V, and W are the components of the velocity of the air-
plane center of gravity.
The velocity of a point in the aircraft relative to the pivot
is
C-I
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u = X + QZ - YR
v= Y + RX- PZ (C-4)
w = Z + PY - QX
where X, Y, and Z are measured from the pivot to the point. By
adding equations (C-3) and (C-4) the velocities of the follow-
ing components are obtained relative to inertial space. The
indicated distances are measured relative to the pivot.
Velocity of Horizontal Tail Aerodynamic Center
UHT = Up + ZHTQ
VHT = Vp + XHT R - ZHTP
WHT = Wp - XHTQ
Velocity of Vertical Tail Aerodynamic Center
(c-5)
UVT = Up + ZvTQ
vVT = Up + XVT R - ZvTP (C-6)
wVT = wp + XvTQ
Velocity of Left Wine Aerodynamic Center -Body Axes
U_w = Up + Q (ZwA C + hlLwA c) + YWAC R
V_W = Up + XWAC R - P(ZwA C + hlLwA c) (C-7)
w_w = wp - YWACP - _AC Q + hI
LWAC
where hlLwAC is the elastic deflection of the left wing aero-
dynamic center. The equations for the right wing are obtained
by substituting
YRWAC = -YLwAC
and hlRwA c = hlLwAC
C-3
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Velocity of Left Wing Aerodynamic Center-Chord Axes
In order to compute wing angle-of-attack the velocity components
are required relative to the wing chord line. If the wing
chord makes an angle iw with the body centerline then
ULW = uf,w cos i w - W_w sin iw
vLW = VIw (C-8)
wLW = W_w cos i w + W_W sin iw
The equations for the right wing are obtained by changing the
subscript.
Velocity of Left Rotor Hub. - Body Axes
u_, = Up + RY N - L s ([NL + Q) sin iNL + QhlL
V_L = _p + L s(R cos iNL + P sin iNL) - Phil
W_L = Wp - PYN - Ls (INL + Q) cos iNL + hlL
(C-9)
where L s is the distance from the rotor pivot point to the
rotor hu_ and hlL is the deflection of the wing tip. The equa-
tions for the right hub are obtained by changing subscripts and
substituting YN = -YN-
Velocity of Left Rotor Hub - Shaft Axes
Since the rotor aerodynamic forces and moments are functions of
the shaft angle of attack and sideslip, the velocity components
are required relative to shaft axes.
URL = U_L cos iNL - W_L sin iNL
VRL = V_L
WRL = w_ sin iNL + w_ cos iNL
The corresponding equations for the right hub are obtained by
changing the subscript.
(C-lO)
C.2 Center of Gravity and Inertia Equations
Equations are required that express the overall aircraft center
of gravity position and inertias in terms of the centers of
C-4
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gravity and inertias of the individual mass components. In
order to do this a fixed reference point is chosen in the air-
craft defined by the intersection of the line joining the
nacelle pivots and the vertical plane of symmetry of the air-
' ' is taken at thiscraft, see Figure C.I. A set of axes Px'y z
pivot reference point, parallel to the axes OXYZ at the air-
craft center of gravity. If the location of the aircraft
center of gravity with respect to the pivot reference axes is
(X'cG,. Y'CG, Z'CG) and if (£f, hf) and (£w, hw) are the x and z
coordlnates of the fuselage and wing masses measured from the
pivot, then the following relationships are obtained between
the centers of mass of the components and the aircraft center
of gravity.
Fusela@e CG Relative to Aircraft CG
Xf = £f - XCG
Xf = hf - ZCG
Wi_n_ CG _elative to Aircraft CG
(C-II)
I
XW= £W - XCG
l
Zw = h w - ZCG
(C-12)
Nacelle CG Relative to Aircraft CG
#
XNR = £ cos (iNR- _) -XCG
(C-13)
I
XNL = £ cos (iNL - _) - XCG
= i
ZNR _ sin (iNR- _) - ZCG
I
ZNL = £ sin (iNL - 4) - ZCG
where £ is the distance from the nacelle pivot point to the
nacelle c.g., and x is the angular depression of the nacelle
center *of mass below the nacelle pivot, when the nacelle is in
the down position, see Figure C.I.
C-5
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Aircraft Center of Gravit ZPOsition
By taking moments about the pivot, the aircraft center of
gravity is given by
XCG = m + £ c°s(iNL-l) + c°s(iNR-l)
(C-14)
ZCG' = m - £ in(iNL-)') + sin(iNR-I
The equations of motion (Section 3) require the first and
second time derivatives of the center of gravity position.
They are as follows:
Center of Gravity Velocity Relative to Pivot Point
XCG = -£ NRsin(iNR-X) + iNLsin (iNL-I)3
ZCG = -£ NRCOS(iNR-l) + iNLCOS(iNL-X)
Center of Gravity Acceleration Relative to Pivot Point
': " 'XCG Rsin(iNR-l) + iNLsin(iNL-l) + iNL cos
2 ](iNL-X) + iNR cos (_R-_)
(C-15)
(C-16)
ZCG = -£ _NRCOS(iNR-A) + iNLCOS(iNL-A)
(iNL-X) - iNRsin (iNR-I)
o2
- iNLsin
Pilot Station Velocities - Body Axes
The velocities at the pilot's station are required in order
to drive the visual display. From Equations (C-3) and (C-4)
the components of velocity of the pilot's station in body
axes are :
C-6
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: upA = Up + QZpA - RYpA
vpA = Vp + R£pA - PZpA
wpA = Wp + PYPA - Q£PA
C-3 Pilot Station Acceleration - Body Axes
The pilot station acceleration is also required to drive the
visual display. These accelerations are derived here.
The velocity at the pilot's station is
_A
V_2A= VCG + __X _A +
where r_pA is the vector from the aircraft CG to the pilot's
station and 6r--pA is the rate of change of the pilot's station
with respect to the aircraft CG.
The pilot's station acceleration is
dt dt dt dt 6t !
2
6 _2A 6 r_2A
_CG + -- (__ X _PA) + --2 X (__ X _pA ) + -------i + --DX
_t _t 6t
a
--CG
_n _£PA 2 _2
+ --X _PA + 2_ X --+ n (_A 2) - _ r + _2A
_t - _t -- "-- --PA 6t Z
with_- P_ ÷ Q9 ÷ a_
6t - - -
_A- C_a- XCG)_-÷ (YPa-YCG) _ ÷ (zpA - ZCG)
6r_PA
6t - CXpA -
C-7
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and noting that YCG and the time derivatives of XpA, YPA,
ZpA are always zero, the above equation yields the pilot's
station accelerations as:
XAERO+ (Q + PR)(ZpA -ZcG) + (Q2 + R 2) (XcG £PA)
axpA = m
+ YPA (PQ - _) - _QZcG - _ CG
aypA = YAERO+ (P - QR) (ZcG - ZpA ) + (R 4- pQ) (£PA - XCG)
m
p2
- YPA (2 + ) + 2 (PZCG -  CG)
ZAERO
azp A - ! (Q- PR) (XcG- %pA ) + (p2 + Q2) (ZcG _ ZpA%
m
+ YPA (_ + QR) + ZQXcG - ZCG
ZAERO etc.
where axcG = m
and
C.4
XpA = £PA, the distance from the pivot to the pilot's
station
Aircraft Inertias
The aircraft roll inertia about the aircraft center of gravity
is, from the parallel axis theorem,
f w NL NR 2 2 2 2 2
Ixx Ixx + + + + mfZ +
= Ixx Ixx Ixx f mwZw + 2mNY N + mNZNL + mNZNR (C-i7)
where I_x,_ etc., are the inertias of the various components
about their individual centers of gravity.
C-8
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NR
In the case of the nacelles the inertias I NL, Ixx are dependent
on the nacelle tilt angle, iN- These inertias are related to
the inertias of the nacelle with respect to a set of nacelle-
fixed axes O"xyz placed as shown in Figure 3.1. The relation-
ships are
N
Ixx
N + (iN
= Ixx O zz O
2
N sin - sin 2i N
_ iXXo } i_ Ixz o
N = I_y OIyy
N N N N 2
Iz z = iZZo + (Ixx ° - Izz o) sin iN + Ixz o sin 2i N
(C-18)
1 (ixx ° -IZZo ) sin 2i N
_Nxz: iNxzocos 2i_ +
Using equations (C-18) together with (C-13) , (C-ll) , and (C-12) ,
in equation (C-17), the roll inertia becomes
= ÷ ÷ + ÷
2
N (sin 2iNL + sin 2iNR) + 2 mNY N + mfhfZf
- Ixz °
÷ _2_Zw - mfzfz_G- _ZwZ%G
I _ I
-- mNZNLZ CG mNZNRZCG
_ _mN[ZNRsin(iNR - _) + ZNLsin(iNL - k_ 2 2
= if + lw + 21N + (iN - iN ) (sin " + sin iNR)
xx xx xxo z z o x_o i_ L
2
N (sin 2iNL_'_2iNR ) + 2 toNY N + mfhfZf
- Ixz °
+ mwhwZw - _mN [ZNR sin (iNR - I) + ZNL sin (iNL - _)I
f
since the terms containing ZCG sum to zero.
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Similarly
= If + Iw + IN (cos + cos 2iNR)Ixz xz xz xz 2iNL
1 (iN - IN ) (sin 2i + sin 2i + m Z Z
+ 2 xx o zz O NL NR ) f f f
+ mwZw_ w +
(Izz- lyy) = Ifz- Ify + IWz
£m N [ZNR cos (iNR- l)+ Z_L cos (iNL- I)3
- I_y + 2(INzz - I_y o)0
+ (INxxo
N 2 2 IN (sin
- Izz O) (sin iNL + sin iNR)+ xz ° 2iNL
+ sin ZiN R) -(mfhfZf + mwhwZ w) + mN_ [ZNL sin (iNL - l)
] '+ ZNR sin (iNN- X) + 2toNYN
Similar expressions are obtained for Iyy and Izz and these are
presented in Appendix E.
C-10
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APPENDIX D - CALCULATION OF SLIPSTREAM-IMMERSED WING AREAS
The wing areas washed by the rotor slipstreams are required in
the calculation of wing lift and drag. These immersed areas
depend on rotor shaft inclination, wing angle of attack and side-
slip, and rotor thrust. The equations presented in Appendix E
for the immersed areas SiL and Si R were obtained as follows.
;6o .,. ..-0%"
V.
The above sketch shows a rotor under conditions of combined
angle of attack (_T.L.) and sideslip (S). The resultant angle
of attack of the shaft is given by
o R = cos-l(cos aT.L. cos 8) (D-I)
If the rotor shaft is inclined to the fuselage centerline at
angle iN and the fuselage is at angle of attack _f then
_T.L. = _f + iN (D-2)
The rotor "sideslip" angle, _, is defined by
= Tan- 1 Tan 8 (D-3)
Sin _T.L.
and is the angle shown in the sketch.
Figure D.I presents four views of the geometry of rotor slip-
stream/wing planform interaction.
Figure D.l[a] is a view of the plane taken through the rotor
shaft parallel to the aircraft vertical plane of symmetry. The
D-I
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line PT is the wing chord, the distances PC and h D are the hori-
zontal and vertical coordinates of the pivot measured from the
wing leading edge, and £ is the spinner-to-pivot shaft length.
Figure D.l[b] is a view taken normal to the rotor disc plane.
In this view, the traces of the slipstream on planes taken
through the wing leading and trailing edges parallel to the
disc plane appear as circles. This assumes that the slipstream
is a sheared circular cylinder.
Figure D.l[c] is a section taken in the plane containing the
rotor shaft and the freestream velocity vector V®. The angle
is the deflection of the slipstream relative to the freestream
direction. Planes are taken through the wing leading and trail-
ing edges parallel to the rotor disc. These intersect the rotor
shaftline at the points O and T, and intersect the slipstream
centerline at the points O' and O". These points enable the
slipstream traces shown in (b) to be constructed.
Figure D.l[d] is a view taken perpendicular to the wing surface
showing the areas washed by the slipstream. For convenience,
this view combines the immersed areas of both left and right
wings. In general, the imprint of the slipstream on the wing
will be bounded in the chordwise direction by curves lines;
however, the approximation is made that these lines are straight.
The inAm.ersed area of the right wing panel is (assuming that the
tip is immersed) ,
= "I(PM + TN)c
Si R
l(pR + RM + TS + SN)c
- _ (D-4)
From Figure
From Figure
From Figure
From Figure
From Figure
From Figure
D.ZIb]
D.l[c]
D.l[a]
D.l[b]
D.l[b]
D.l[a]
PR - 00' sin _ (D-5)
00' = (_-OD) Tan (aR-C) (D-6)
OD = PC cos (iN-iw)-hpsin(iN-iW) (D-7)
RM = R'M' = /D__ O,R,2 (D-8)
44
O'R' - 00' COS _ ÷ OP (D-9)
OP = PC sin (i N - i W) + hpCOS (iN-i W) (D-10)
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These equations define the leading edge intersection PM. If
RM is zero or negative, the slipstream does not intersect the
leading edge and the wing is considered to be unaffected by the
slipstream.
For the trailing edge intersection, TN:
TS = OO" sin (D-II)
OO"= (£ + c cos (iN-iw)-OD) Tan (=R-¢) (D-12)
SN J S'N' = Ds2 - O"S '2
-_ (D-13)
O"S' _ O0" cos { + TT' (D-14)
TT' " OP - c sin (iN-i w) (D-15)
If we write
_i _ PR, _2 = RM, _3 = TS, and _4 _ SN
then, using the above equations,
_I = [_-PC cos (iN-iw)+ hp sin(iN-iw)] Tan(_R-¢)sin _ (D-16)
and
JD
= s
-{ [£-PC cos(il_-iw)+hpsin(iN-iw)]Tan(:R-¢)cos
÷ PC sin (iN-i W) + hpcoS (iN-iw) }! (D-17)
The corresponding equations for _3 and _4 are obtained by re-
placing PC in (D-16) and (D-17) and (PC-c)
Thus the immersed area of the right wing panel is given by
1 c (_i + _2 + _3 + _4)SiR = (D-18)
From the symmetry of Figure D.l[d], SN=BS and RM-AR.
immersed area of both wing panels is
The total
Si T = _i c (AM + BN) = _i c (2_2+2_4)=c(_2+_4) (D-19)
and therefore the immersed area of the left wing is obtained
from
Si L = Si T - Si R (D-20)
The above equations correspond to those presented in Appendix
E for calculating immersed wing area.
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Appendix E
The equations and control diagrams that form the mathematical
model of the hingeless rotor XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft are
presented in the following pages. Input data for the model is
provided in Appendix F. The simulation block diagram is shown
on page E-6. Each element of the diagram is numbered. The
reference table on page E-2 lists the block diagram element
number, the function of the element, and the starting number
of the pages containing the equations for the element.
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DENSITY CAICUIATIONS
i
°1!
I T(OF)=59.-.003561 h
I T (°F)=89"8-" 003869h "I
T(°F)=103 - .003803h
r-
5.2561
6 = (1-.000006875 h)
_ T(°F) + 459.69
- J 518.69
_h = _/8
a = 1116 /8
M =V/a
p = .0023769 _h
INPUT: h
ATMIND 0 STD AT_DS
1 HOT ATM3S
2 TROPICAL AIq_DS
OUTPUT: 6, 8, _h, a, M, 0
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LEFT
ROTOR CONTROL COORDINATE AXIS TRANSFORM
tt t t
AIc L = AIc L cos _p + BIc L
It ! I
BIc L =-AIc L sin _p + BIc L
sin
cos
N n
AIcL = AICL cos _HL - BICL Ksin _HL
f! It
BIcL = AlcL_Sin _ + B1 cosHL CL HL
NOTE:
RIGHT
%p is the control phase angle. %p is positive
for the control axis moved opposite to rotor
rotation.
It I I
AIc R = AIc R cos 0p +BIcR sin
l! ! f
BIcR =-AIc R sin _p + BIc R cos _p
It tt
AIc R = AIc R cos _HR+ BicR_Sin _HR
II 11
BIc K =-AicR_Sin _HR + BIc R cos _HR
E-17
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CENTER OF GRAVITY CALCULATION
C.G. LOCATION RELATIVE TO PIVOT
mf£f + mw£w + £ (_)[cos (iNL-X)+ cos (iNR-X) 1XCG = m
ZCG = m
C.G. VELOCITY RELATIVE TO PIVOT
XCG = - £ L sin -'I) + iNR
ZCG = - £ NL cos -X) + iNR
sin (iNR-X) ]
cos (iNR-l) ]
C.G. ACCELERATION RELATIVE TO PIVOT
XCG = - £ INL sin (iNL -X) + [_L cos (iNL-X)
.o
+ iNR sin (iNR-X)
+ i_R COS (iNR-X)]
ZCG = - _ ( INL cos (iNL -X) - iNL sin (iNL-X)
+ INR cos (iNR-X) - INR sin (iNR-X
E-18
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FUSELAGE PIVOT VELOCITY
Up = U - ZCGq - XCG
=V + - X r
Vp ZcGP CG
Wp = W + XcGq - Z CG
E-19
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VELOCITIES OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS
LEFT WING A.C. VELOCITY - BODY AXES
!
ULW = Up + ZWACq + YWAC r + q hlLwAC
VLW = Vp
WLW = Wp
+ XWACr - ZwAcP - p hlLWAC
- YwAcP - XWACq + hlLwAC
ROTOR WING A.C. VELOCITY - BODY AXES
!
URW = Up + ZWACq - YWAC r + q hlRwAC
!
VRW = Vp + XWACr - ZwAcP - p hlRWA C
WRW = Wp + YWAC p - XWACq + hlRWAC
LEFT ROTOR HUB VELOCITY - BODY AXES
URL = Up + r YN - L s sin iNL (iNL + q) + q hlL
I o
VRL = Vp + L s (r cos INL + p sin iNL) - phlL
WRL = Wp - p YN - L s (iNL + q) cos iNL + hlL
RIGHT ROTOR HUB VELOCITY - BODY AXES
URR = Up - r YN - LS sin iNR (iNR + q) + q hl R
|
VRR = Vp + L s (r cos iNR + p sin INR) - p hl R
WRR = Wp + p YN - LS (iNR + q) cos iNR + hl R
E-20
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LEFT ROTOR HUB VELOCITY - SHAFT AXES
! !
URL = URL cos iNL - WRL sin iNL
VRL = VRL
! !
WRL = URL sin iNL + WRL cos iNL
RIGHT ROTOR HUB VELOCITY - SHAFT AXES
! T
URR = URR cos iNR - WRR sin iNR
VRR = VRR
! !
WRR = URR sin iNR + WRR cos iNR
LEFT WING A.C. VELOCITY - CHORD AXES
! !
ULW = ULW cos iW - WLW sin iW
!
VLW = VLW
! !
WLW = ULW sin iW + WLW cos iW
RIGHT WING A.C. VELOCITY - CHORD AXES
| !
URW = URW cos iW - WRW sin i W
I
VRW = VRW
t
WRW = URW sin i W + WRW cos i W
E-2!
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HORIZONTAL STABILIZER A.C. VELOCITY - BODY AXES
UHT = Up + ZHT q
VET = Vp + XHTr - ZHT p
WET = Wp - XHT q
VERTICAL FIN A.C. VELOCITY - BODY AXES
RIGHT FIN
UVTR= Up + ZVT q - YVT r
VVT = Vp + XVTr - ZVT p
R
WVT ; Wp - XVT q + YVT p
LEFT FIN
UVT L = Up + ZVTq + YVT r
VVT L = Vp + YVT r - ZvTP
WVT L = Wp - XVT q - YVT p
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WING AERODYNAMICS
CALCULATE ROTOR INTERFERENCE TERMS:
TR R = eRR
RRR = TR
VRR
V*R = J I''RRRI+1020A
ViR = J IRRRf+I0V*R 2pA
4
+ 2 V. R v.3V*R R cos TRR+ v._R v._R = 1 (Solve for v. R)
= KS Tan-I F J_RRR + VRR
_PRR L 2ViR + URR limit 90 °
cos (TRR - eRR)
CTSRR = cos (TRR - _RR) + v2
R
4
TLR = eLR
RLR = T L
VLR
V*L = J IRLRI+I02pA
ViL = V*L J 'IRLRI+I02_A
v,_ + 2 v, v_ cos TLR + v_. V,_
L L L L L
: .s + 1
_-PLR L 2viL + ULR
cos (rLR - eLR)
g
CTSLR cos (_LR eLR) ÷ v_*
L
4
E-23
= 1 (Solve for v. )
L
limit 90°
D210-II161-I
_HR = Tan-I [VRR/(WRR + _WRRURR)] Used in rotortransformations
_HL Tan-I= [VRL/(WRL + CWRL URL)]
m
= (_HR + _HL)/2
m
eP = (ePRR + _PLR )/2
a--R = (_RR + _LR)/2 l_N = (iNL + iNR)/2
0.25
D s = D _WRR + (URR + ViR) 2
w-F-+ + 2viR)
_RR (URR 2 ]
SRI = [Ls - PC Cos (IN - iw) + hp Sin (IN - iw)] Tan rp Sin
_R2 = I_ - ERI Cot _ + PC Sin (IN- iw)+ hp Cos (_N- iwJ 2
If ER2 _ 0 or imaginary, set _R2 = 0 and SRI = 0
If I pl > s9° = DSset = 89 = and $R2 _--
Form $R3, $R4 by setting PC = PC -c w
If $R4 ! 0 or imaginary, set $R4 = 0 and _R3 = 0
R S = DS/2
cw = cw - PC + RS Cos _P - (Ls Sin _P + hp Cos l_N - iw - _P)
Sin (IN- iw- [P)
If c_ >_ c set c_ = c
w = 0
' < o set cwIf cw
E-24
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l
SiRW = Cw/2 [_RI + $R2 + _R3
(Si/S)Rw = 2 (SiR/S w)
l
Si T = Cw [$R2 + $R4 ]
SiLW = SiT - SiR = SiL
(Si/S)Lw = 2 (SiL/S w)
(ARi)LW = (SiL/C _ )
+ _R4]= Si R
(ARi)RW = (SiR/C2)
A% = Sw/Cw_ (FROM PREPROCESSOR)
(CLai/CLa)LW =
(CLai/CLe)RW =
_iL = -v_
_R = v_
+ CLaw [I/(ARi)LW - I/ARw]
+ CLa w [I/(ARi)RW
+ (CLai/CLa)L W v*L
v£ ÷ _
+ (CLai/CLe)RW v_
V* + v*
R R
- I/AR ]
w
E-25
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qSLW = 0.5 p [[WLw- 2v i Sin (i N - iw)]2L L
+ [ULw + 2vi Cos (i N - iw)]21
L L J
F
qSR W = 0.5 p I[WRw - 2ViR Sin ('INR -
+ [URw + 2ViR Cos (iNR - iw) ]
iw ) ]2
qs = (qSRw + qSLw)/2
qF = p (U2 + v2 + W2 )/2
L = qF ; _ = qF
qSRW qSRW qSLW qSLW
qs SRW qSLW
Wing height for ground effect:
hWc/4 = -ZDowN + (XwA c - XCG) Sin e + (ZcG - ZWAC) Cos 8
E-26
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WING ANGLE OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP
4 ]eLWO = sin-I 'UZ +"WLw +
LW
L _ _w _w_ WRW I= 2 + 2sin -I |._ +
_RWO
@tLWAC
8tRWAC
VLW 1
8LW O = sin-I
J U + V 2 + W 2LW LW LW
[ JBRWO = sin-I VRW
_2RW + V--RW + W_W
eW (eLWO + aRWO )/2
_' = _ - i
LWO LWO W - 8 tLWAC
!
a RWO = e RWO -
eLWSSO = tan-I
iW - 8tRWAC
WLw- 2ViL Sin (iNL iw)
ULW _ 2ViL Cos (iNL - iw) J
+ _tLWAC
eRWSSO = tan-I
WRw - 2vi R sin (iNR- iw) 1URW + 2vi R cos (iNR - iW) + 0tRWA C
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CALCULATION OF INCREMENTAL LIFT, DRAG AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
CALCULATE :
CLLWo = C L @ _ = SLWss 0, _ =
CDLWo = CD @ e = aLWss , _ = 6
0
+LW f
LW + 6f
C =C @a=s , 6 =6RW +6
LRW 0 L RWss 0 f
CDRW0 = CD @ _ = URWss O, 6 = 6RW + 6f,
C* = C @ _ = a , 6 = _LW + 6
LL_;0 L LW 0 f
C*DLWo = C D @ _ = aLW 0 , _ = 6 LW + 6f
C* = C @ a = s , 6 = 6 + 6
LRW 0 L RW 0 RW f
C* =C @ s = a 6 = _ +6
DRW 0 D EW 0 , RW f
CLo = C L @ _ = aF+i W , 6 = 6_
USING THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS:
AC L = a76 (0°< 6 < 52 )
= a 8 + a96 + ai062 (62< 6 _ 63)
= all + a126 + a1362 (6 > 63 )
- a 2 181 + a 3 62ACDo 6- 9 0 (o < 6 < 65)
= a31 + a326 (6 > 65 )
*DO for iN = 90 ° and 0°; interpolate linearly for iN
E-28
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eNL+ = a0 + a16
= a 2
m
eNL = a3 + a46
= a 5
- + calculate:
If _NL _ _ _ _NL
C L = a 6 + C_ W e + ACL6
(0 ° < 6 < 6 1)
(6 > 61)
(0 ° <_ 6 _< 6 1)
(6 > 6 1)
CLW 1 = C L
CLW 2 = CLW 1 - ACL6
2
C D = CDO W + a26 CLW 2
+ ACDo 6
+ a27 C{W I + a28 (CLW 1 _ CLW2 ) 2
E-29
+ + a18If _NL < a < aNL
calculate:
C' = a6 + C' a_L + _CL6
LNL LaW
aDUM
+ + a0
= a - _NL
we_
ACLN L a20 + a21 aDUM
, + AC L
C L = CLNL NL
+ a22 a_UM
CLW 1 = a 6 + CLaW _ + ACL_
a
CLW 2 a6 + CLa W
C D = CDO W + a26 C_W 2 + a27 C_W 1 + a28 (CLw I - CLW2 )2
+
+ ACDo 6 ACDsp
+
If aNL
+ al8 < e < 90 ° calculate:
+
+ + AC L )(90 ° - a)/( 90° - aNL
C L = (a 6 + CL_ W aNL 6
= + +
a 2 aNL a18
!
CLWI a 6 + CLa W _2 + ACL6
- a18)
!
CLW2 a 6 + CLa W _2
E-30
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CD = CDO + a26 C_W
1 W 2
+ ACDo6
C2+ a27 LW + a281 (CLwI _ CLW2)2
CD = CD + (i. 2 - CD )
1 1
m B
If aNL - a19 <_ a < _NL
(a - a2)/(90° - a2)
calculate:
C' = a 6 + C'
LNL L
w
_N--L + ACL_
aDUM = _ - aNL + a3
ACLNL = a23 + a24 aDUM + a25 _UM
C L = C_ + AC L
NL NL
CLw I = a 6 + C'La W e + AC L
= CLawCLw 2 a 6 + a
C 2 + a 2 C 2 +
CD = CDWo + a26 LW2 7 LWI a28 (CLwl CLw2)2
+ ACDo _
If -90 ° _ a _ eNL - a19 calculate:
u
a i = aNL al9
= a 6 + C_ a_L + ACL6CLNL
w
E-31
_DUM = _ - eNL + a3
_CL = a23 + a24 aDUM + a25 _6UMNL
= + _C L (_!_l)CL CLNL NL
= C'LN L (90 ° + a)/(90 o + _i )
CLw I = a 6 + C'La W _i + aCL 6
CLw 2 = a 6 + C'Law _I
2 2
CDI = CDw ° + a26 CLw2 + a27 CLwI + a28
D210-II161-I
(CLw I - CLW2 ) 2
+ _CDo _
C D - (I 2 - ) (e - a3 + + a3 _ a19)= CDI • CDI a19)/(90 °
Stall warning logic:
_+ = 14 + _ ( 000122 i N 058)Stall " - • 0 < _ < 122 °
= 9.42 + .0150 i N
+
= -21
Stall
Actuate warning if
either +
_stall < _RWSSO < astall
or _+
stall < eRWO < Ustall
> 122 °
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CALCULATE :
CML W = CM @ s = SLWss0, _ = 6f + _aL W
CMR W = C M @ _ = =RWss O, _ = _f + _aR W
CMLw0 = C M @ a = =LW 0
.!
CMRw 0 = CM @ _ = _RW 0
AS FOLLOWS:
If s < s < _
1 -- -- 2
Calculate
If
C'M = b2 + b3 a
ACM_ = b4 + b5 _ + b6 _2 + b 7 i N
= , + _CM_C M C M
> _2
C_ = b 2 + b 3 =2 + ACM6
= C' (90 - _)/(90 - a 2)CM M
If _ < a I
C'M = b2 + b3 _i + ACM 6
C M = C M (90 + _)/(90 + _i )
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CALCULATE:
ItV tl
;
= CLLwo CDLw = CDL W CMLw = CML W
IVt
CLR W = C L
v1! _v
RWO; CDRw = CDRw; CMRw = CMRw
d t
LLWMA x = CLMAx + ACL6 + ACLs P
CVg
LRWMA x = CLMA x + _CL6 + _CLs P
c_._
C*'
LLW
C£LWMA x = C_'.LWMA x
C*
LRWMA X = C[RWMAX
:c{_o,c_ :c_o;c._:c_o
= C*
_o; c_ :c_o,c_ =_o
; PGFW = 2 + gAR_ '+'4
2 + /AR_ (i - M 2) + 4
CL = CL6 (ag/a)w X PGFW
; (ag/a)w = fl (hwc/4)
C,,IGE ,,,
LLW = CLLw (ag/a)w X PGFW
IGE ,,
LLW = CLLW(ag/a)w X PGFW
._"IGE ' ''
; ULRw = CLRw (ag/a)w X PGFW
c*IGE ,,
; LRW = CLR w (ag/a)w X PGFW
E-34 ..
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IGEAC"DLW
IGE
AC*DLW
,,, IGE '''
= = K9 (C,LRW _ CLRW ) 2/TAR ;K99 (C _sg - C )2/_AR ; AC 'I'ogLLW LLW w DRW 9 w
IGE IGE IGE
K99 (C_L W - C*'LLW)2/_ARw; _C*DRW = K99 (C_R w - C*'LRW)2/_ARw
IGE
IF: C_L W > C"
_ LLW MAX
IGE IGE
" = . " = C_; SET ACDL W 0 0 & CLL W LW MAX
IGE
IF: C" > C"
LRW -- LRW MAX
IGE
; SET AC_R W
IGE
I! _ I!
= 0.0 & CLR W CLRW MAX
IGE IGE IGE
IF: C* > C* ; SET AC* = 0.0 & C* = C*
LLW -- LLW MAX DLW LLW LLW MAX
IGE IGE IGE
IF: C* > C* ; SET AC* = 0.0 & C* = C*
LRW -- LRW MAX DRW LRW LRW MAX
IF: (ag/a) > 1.0 ; SET K99 = -i.0
(ag/a) ! ].0 ; SET K99 = +i.0
CALCULATE
IGE
C" = C"
LLW LLW
,,, IGE
C" = C + AC"
DLW DLW DLW
IGE
C" = C"
LRW LRW
I I !
C" = C
DRW DRW
IGE
C* = C*
LLW LLW
C* = C *°
DLW DLW
IGE
C* = C*
LRW LRW
C* = C *_
DRW DRW
IGE
+ AC"
DRW
IGE
+ AC*
DLW
IGE
+ AC*
DRW
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XL = _LWO - _LWSSO
XR = _RWO- _RWSSO
L LW
+ C* q/qSLWLLW
CLS RW A R RW
+ * q/qsRwCLRW
CDSLW = K_L I_-_il LW
+ q/qsLw
(C{L W cos x L - C6L W sin x L)
n _ v!
(CLR w cos x R CDR w sin x R)
I! I!
(CLL W sin x L + CDL W cos x L)
CDSRW = K_ (CLR W sin x R + C"DRW cos x R)
R RW
CMSLW A L " MLW + C_LW q/qsLw -
LW L
CMS RW KA R
RW RW
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FORCE AND MOMENT TRANSFORMATIONS
FROM WING A. C. TO ELASTIC AXIS
PITCHING MOMENT
!
qSRW = qSRW cos 8F ; qSLW qSLW cos 8F
MRW S W RW
AERO = CMSRW qSRW _- Cw - XWAC ZAERO
RW
+ ZWAC XAERO
M LW , SW
AERO = CMSLW qSLW _-
LW
+ ZWA C XAERO
LW
cw - XWA C ZAERO
VERTICAL FORCES
zRW'
AERO [-CLSRW cos _WO - CDSR W sin eRWO] qSRW S__WW2
NOTE :
= SWzLW' ' - sin '
-AERO [-CLsLW cos _LWO CDsL W eRWO ] qSLW 2--
zRW' and _LW'
AERO ZAERO ARE USED IN VERTICAL BENDING EQUATIONS.
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WING FORCE AND MOMENT RESOLUTION - BODY AXES AT C.G.
X LW = [ cos ' + sin ' q_LW _--AERO -CDsLW _LWO CLSLW eLWO] SW
XRWAERO = [-CDSRW cos eRWO + CLSRW sin _WO] qSRW_-' SW
yLW
AERO
= -CDSLW qSLW sin 8F cos l_N SW
2
yRW --
AERO = -CDsRW qSRW sin 8 F cos l N SWy-
zLW = zLW'
AERO AERO
zRW = zRW'
AERO AERO
zRW _ zLW i--
_W AERO = (K20 + K21 _L ) qF SW bW Sin BF + K_ ( AERo AERo)YAc
W LW RW LW RW
MAERO = MAERO + MAERO + XCG (ZAERO + ZAERO)
LW RW
- ZCG (XAERO + XAERO)
N W LW _ xRW --
AERO = (XAERO AERO ) YAC + qF SW bw (K22 + K23 C_) sin 8F
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HORIZONTAL TAIL AERODYNAMICS
TAIL ALTITUDE FOR GROUND EFFECT
hTc/4 = -ZDOWN + (XHT - XCG) sin @ + (ZcG - ZHT) cos 8
IAC = XWAC - XHT
GEF = [bw2 + 4 (hTc/4 - hwc/4)2]/[bw2 + 4 (hTc/4 + hTc/4)2]
ROTOR-ON-TAIL INTERFERENCE
vi = (ViL + ViR )/2
v± T = Cvi T) %i i
V i KH_ (TS + I)
WHERE T = (L S cos iN - XHT)/Up
ViHT r
- f2 (aF' iN' VF)
AND KHB = f3 (IBFI, iN )
U I = + cos lNHT UHT ViHT
"T
W'HT = WHT - ViH T sin lN
1 2]
qHT = _ D [U'HT 2 + VHT 2 + W'HT
DOWNWASH ANGLE
de (_ W/U 2) ] (I-GEF)/I/_-M 2
e = [e o + _ - IAC
WHERE _o = f4 (IN'6)=2"55 -.0303 iN+4.56x10-4i _ +.0673_ -3-609xI0-462
dE _ f5(iN,6)=0 317+.00078iN +l.008x10-31_l_5.567x10-662d_
FOR _W > 16°' e = e@l 6 (i-(_-16)/12)
eW <-16°' e = e@_16(l+(e+16)/12)
leWl > 28 ° _ = o
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HORIZONTAL TAIL LIFT AND DRAG
*_HT = iHT + Tan-i (W'HT/U'HT)-E U>0
= iHT + Tan-i (W'HT/U'HT) U<0
= (eHTsTAL L o_HT+ - 2 ) + THT 6e
_HT- =-(eHTSTAL L - 2°) + THT 6e
CL_ = CLeHT (ag/a) HT X PGFHT
WHERE (ag/a) HT = f6 (hTc/4) ' PGFHT =
2 ÷ /AR_T ÷ 4
2 + CA_T (l_M_)+4
IF:
_HT_ ! _eH T ! _HT+
CLHT = CL a _eHT + C 18FI ; e = aHT + THT _eLH8 eHT
CDH T = CDOHT + C 2LHT/zARHTEHT
IF. _HT+ < < 90°• _eHT --
CLHT = CL_ _HT+ (90° - eeHT ) /(90° - _HT+ )
CLHTsTAL L = CLe _HT+
= + 2 /_ARHTEH T
CDHTsTALL CDOHT CLHTsTAL L
CDHT = C D +
HTsTALL
(eeHT - _HT_(I.I - CDHTsTALL )
90° - _HT+
*This form to be used for resolution of forces and moments
only. If IeHTI>I80 °, _HT = -(sign _HT) 360° + eHT and
use this value to obtain forces and moments.
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HORIZONTAL TAIL LIFT AND DRAG (CONTINUED)
^
IF: 90 ° < <(180 ° - .5 =HT_)
_eHT --
^
= 5
CLHT " CLe eHT_ (_eH T - 90o)/(90 ° - .5 C*HT _)
^
C L = .5 CL= C_HT
HTSTAL L
2
CLHT S TALL/_ARHTE HT
CD = +
HT ST ALL CDOHT
CDH T = CD + + .5 eHT - 180 ° I.I-CDH T
• HTsTAL L eeHT
(.5 =HT_ - 90°)
STALL )
IF:
IF:
^
(180 ° - 5 =HT_) _< < 180 °
• eeHT --
CLHT = CLa (eeHT - 180 ° )
CDH T = CDOHT +
2
CL HT/_ ARH T EHT
-90 £ <
=eHT _HT_
CLHT = CL_ SliT- [-90° - aeHT)/(-90° - _HT_ )
CLHTsTAL L
CDHTsTALL
= C D
CDHT HT S
^
= CL_ eHT
2
= CDOHT + CLH T /_ARHTEHT
STALL
TALL + (_eHT - _HT )[i'I - CDHTsTALL)
(-90° - SliT )
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VERTICAL TAIL AERODYNAMICS
ROTOR ON TAIL INTERFERENCE
ViHT _i 1
Viv T = _ (TS+Ii"
= V i cos iN 1
UiVT L VT
• =--Viv T sin INWIVT L
= 0
Ui = v i cos lNVTR VT
= 0
WivT R =-Viv T sin IN j
for 5 ° < S F < 28°
and for IBFIL 60o
for -28 ° < SF < -5°
and for 18 F] _ 60°
UVT L = UVT L +' UiVTL
U_TR UVTR +
= UiVT R
V_L = VVT L
V_R = VVT R
W_T L = WVT L + WiVT L
W_T R = WVT R + WiVT R
,2 ÷ ÷ W RI
qVTR = 1/2 _ (UvT R
w2 v 2 t 2
qVTL = 1/2 p (UvT L + VVTL + WVTL)
d_
- dE SF
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FIN SIDESLIP ANGLES
BVT R = Tan-i IV' _.,2 W,2• VTR / UVTR + VTR p
J
B_L = Tan-1rV_L/_O_L + WVTLL
FIN ANGLES OF ATTACK
eVTR = -SVTR + a
UVTL = -BVTL + _
These values to be used in
resolution of fin forces
and moments.
FIN LIFT AND DRAG
For _VT = eVTR and _VTL obtain C D , CDvTL, Cy , CyVTR VTR VTL
as follows
, = TVT/<TVT 8 B - f8 (I_rl, vF)
IF: IaVTI>IS00;eVT = _VT -(sign eVT) (360 °) NOTE: This value
of _VT only used
a = (_VT + ' _ in calculation of
eVT TVT RUD ) force and moment
coefficients•
_VT+ = (_VT - 2°) + 'STALL YVT _RUD
dVT_ (eVTsTAL L - 2°) + '= TVT dRUD
Cye = CY_vT X PGVT, PGVT -
/2
2 + _ARvT + 4
2 + /AR 2 (I-M 2) + 4"
VT
VERTICAL TAIL LIFT AND DRAG
• < a < SVT+IF. _VT_ -- eVT
CYv T = Cye _eVT
CDVT= Coo_ ÷ C_VT/_AP_TEvT
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VERTICAL TAIL LIFT AND DRAG (CONTINUED)
^
IF: _VT+ < _ < 90°
eVT --
IF:
IF:
^ ^
CYvT = CYa mVT+ (90° - a )/(90° - aVT )eVT
CYv T = Cys aVT+
STALL
2
CYVTsTAL LCDVTsTAL L = CDOvT + /_ARvTEvT
CDv T = CDVTsTAL L + (aev T - &VT+ ) (I.I - C D )VTSTALL
(90° - _VT+)
^
90° < ae <(180 ° - .5 _VT )
VT
^
CYv T = .5 Cy¢, eVT_ (_eVT - 90°)/(90° --.5 _VT_)
^
Cy = .5 Cya _VT
VTsTAL L
2
= CDOvT /=ARvTEvT
CYVTsTAL L + CYVTsTAL L
^
= CDVTsTALL + (e + .5 _VT - 180°) (1-1 -CDvT eVT -
(.5 _VT_ - 90°)
^
(180 ° - .5 SVT_) <_-eeVT < 180°
CYv T = Cye (eev T - 180 °)
2
CDv T = CDOvT + CYvT/nARvTEvT
CDVTsTAL L
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VERTICAL TAIL LIFT AND DRAG (CONTINUED)
<
IF: -90 ° < a e aVT -
VT
^
CYvT = CYa _VT_ (-90° - _ )/(-90oeVT - _VT_ )
Cy = Cya aVT
VTSTAL L
= CD0v T + 2 /_ARvTEv T
CDVTsTALL CYvT STALL
A
CDv T = C D + (aav T - arT_) (i.i - C D )
VTSTALL VTSTAL L
^
(-90" - aVT _)
IF:
IF:
(-180 ° + 5 _VT+) < < -90 °
• aev T
CYv T = .5 Cya _VT+ (aeVT + 90")/(-90" + .5 _VT+)
^
CYvT = .5 Cys _VT+
STALL
= C D +
CDVTsTAL L OVT
2 /zARvTEv T
CYVTsTAL L
CDv T = CDVTsTAL L
A
- (aev T + 180" - .5 aVT +) (1.1 -
CDVTsTALL )
(.5 arT + - 90")
180°I
- aeV T
^
< (-180 ° + .5 _VT+)
CYv T = Cy_ ( + 180 °)aeVT
2
CDvT = CDOvT+ CYvT/nARvT EVT
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TAIL FORCE AND MOMENT RESOLUTION TO C.G.
HORIZONTAL TAIL
nHT = nVT = f9 (VF' °F' iN); _HT = nVT = I-(I-DHT) cos BF
HT
X
AE RO = [-CDH T cos (eHT - iHT) cos (BVT - _) + CLH T sin
(_HT - iHT) qHT SHT qHT
HT
YAERO = -CDH T sin (BVT - _) qHT SHT qHT
HT
ZAERO = _CLH T cos (_HT - iHT) - CDH T cos (BVT - _) sin
(_HT - iHT)] qHT SHT _HT
_AE HTRO = -YAERO (ZHT - ZCG)
HT HT HT
MAERO = ZAERO (XcG - XHT) + XAERO (ZHT - ZCG)
HT HT
NAERO = -YAERO (XcG - XHT)
VERTICAL TAIL - RIGHT FIN
VTR F- - _) cos ( - ) sinXAER O = CDVTR cos (BVT R _HT iHT -CyvTR
L
-(BVT R - _) cos (_HT - iHT qVTR SVT nVT _B
YAERO = YVTR cos (6VTR - _) -CDVTR sin (6VT R -_
P
qVTR SVT qVT K6
ZAER 0 = CDVTR cos (6VT R - _) sin (_HT - iHT) - CyVTR sin
] - ,(BVT R - a) sin (_HT - iHT) qVTR SVT nVT <B
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VERTICAL TAIL - RIGHT FIN (CONTINUED)
Repeat, with subscripts changed, for left fin.
VT VTR VTL VTR VTL
AERO = -(ZvT - ZCG) (YAERO + YAERO ) + (ZAERO - ZAERO) YVT
VT VTL VTL VTR VTL
MAERo = (ZAERO + ZAERO) (XcG - XVT) + (XAERO + XAERO) (ZvT - ZCG)
VT VTL VTR _ XVT) + VTR VTLNAERO = -(YAERO + YAERO ) (XcG (X_Ro - XAERO) YVT
TOTAL TAIL CONTRIBUTION
T VTR HT VTL
XAERO = XAERO + X_R O + XAERO
T VTR HT VTL
ZAERO = ZAERO + ZAERO + ZAERO
T VT HT
MAERO = MAERO + MAERO
T VTR HT VTL
Y.I_RO = YAERO + Y_ERO + YAERO
T VT HT
= +I RO
T VT HT
NAERO = N/_ER O + NAERO
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NACELLE AERODYNAMICS
NACELLE ANGLE OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP
SRN = Tan- i [WRR/URR] '
_LN = Tan-i [WRL/URL ] '
8RN = Tan-I[VRR / /U_R + W_R ]
8LN = Tan-I[VRL / JU_L + W_L_
qRN = 1/2 p V 2RR
qLN = 1/2 _ V 2LR
NACELLE WIND AXIS FORCE & MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
CDRN = _ON + K301_RNI+ K311_N I NOTE:
+ K301=LNI+ _K311_NICDL N = CDO N
CHECK RANGE OF
SRN & eLN TO
DETERMINE VALUES
FOR CONSTANTS.
CLR N = K32 Sin =RN cos URN
CLL N = K32 Sin SLN cos _LN
CMR N = CM0 N
CMLN
+ K34 Sin eRN cos =RN + K35 (sin eRN
sin aRN cos eRN 1
CMO N + K34 sin eLN cos eLN + K35
sin _LN cos _LN I
s in eLN
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
cos eRN ) I'
COS SLN){
Io
e
IF: V_R <I(FT/SEC)2
IF: VL2 R !l (FT/SEC) 2
; RIGHT NACELLE AERO E 0.0 &
HOLD VALUE OF =RN & BRN
; LEFT NACELLE AERO E 0.0 &
HOLD VALUE OF =LN & 8LN
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CyEN = K36 Sin BEN Cos 8RN + K37(Sin 8RN Cos 8RN)ISin 8RN Cos 8RN I
CyL N = K_6 Sin 8LN Cos 8LN + K'37 (Sin BLN Cos 8LN) ISin 8LN Cos SLN I
CNR N = CNORN + K38Sin 8RNCOS 8RN + K39(Sin BRNCOSSRN) ISinSRN Cos 8RN I
CNL N = CNOLN + K40Sin 8LNCOS 8LN + K41(Sin BLNCOSSLN) ISinBLN Cos 8LN I
_RN = _I/q = 0.0
NACELLE FORCES & MOMENTS - NACELLE AXES
AX_N = qRNSw[-CDRNCOS_RN + CLRNsin=RN - CyRNsinSRNCOS_RN]I/2
!
AYRN = qRNSw[CyRN cOSSRN - CDRNSinBRN]I/2
RN
= qRNSw[-CLRNCOS=RN - CDRNCOSBRN sin_RN - CyRNsinSRNsin=RN]I/2
c--W-W sinSRN cos sinuRN]i/2
= qRNSwbw [- _9 CMRN URN - CNR N
!
AMRN = qRNSwCw [CMR N cos 8RN ]1/2
Cw
_N_N = qRNSwbw [CNR N cos =RN - __ CMR N sin 8RN cossRN]I/2
bw
_XLN = qLNSw [-_LN cos eLN + CLLN sin ULN - CyLN sin 8LN cosaLN]i/2 --
AYiN
= qLNSw [CyL N cos SLN - CHL N sin 8LN]l/2
!
AMLN
= qLNSw[-CLLNCOS=LN-CDLNCOSSLNsinuLN-CyLNsinSLNsinsLN]I/2
Cw
= qLNSwbw [- -- CML N sin 8LN cos aLN - CNL N sin =LN]I/2
bw
= qLNSwCw[CMLNCOS BLN]I/2
CW
ANON = qLNSwbw [CNL N cos ULN - -- CML N sin 8LN cOSULN]I/2
bw
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LANDING GEAR EQUATIONS
PERFO_4 THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS FOR EACH WHEEL OF THE
LANDING GEAR WHERE - n = 1 LEFT MAIN GEAR
n = 2 RIGHT MAIN GEAR
n = 3 NOSE GEAR
LANDING GEAR - A/C LOCATION
X n = - XCG + XGn
Yn = YGn
Zn = - ZCG + ZGn
STRUT DEFLECTION
hG8 n = X n sin @ - Zn cos @ - rn
hG_n = [Yn sin _ + (Zn + rn)
hTn = (-ZDowN + hGe n - hG# n
RATE OF STRUT DEFLECTION
hTn = -ZDOWN / (cos _ cos 8) + Xnq - Yn p
l
(cos _- i)] cos
8
)/(cos _ cos 0)
VERTICAL FORCE
FGZ n = KST n hTn + DST n hTn
NOTE: COMPUTE FGZ n ONLY IF hTn < 0;
IF hTn > 0; FGZ n = 0.0 &
REMAINING CALCULATIONS MAY BE SET
TO ZERO.
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LONGITUDINAL FORCE:
Fun = (u 0 + Ul BGn) FGZ n Sign U
NOTE: BGn is percent brake pedal deflection.
SIDE FORCE:
FS n = US FGZn Sign V
FORCE AND MOMENT CONTRIBUTION OF EACH WHEEL
AX n = Fu n - FGZ n 8 (n = 1,2);
• w
AX3 = _ 3 cos 6STEER FS3 sin 6STEE R
Ay n = Fsn + FGZ n _ (n = 1,2);
Ay 3 = FS3 cos _STEER + Fu3 sin _STEER
- FGZ 3 8
+ FGZ 3 _
AZ n = Fun 8 - FSn # + FGZ n
= + )
AM n - AZ n X n + AX n (Z n + r n hTn
- AY (Z n + r + hTn)A_n = AZn Yn n n
ANn = - AXn Yn + Xn AYn
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3
AXLG = _AXI n
3
AYLG = _ AYni
3
AZLG = I AZni
___LG= I A_I
3
AMLG= I AMnI
3
ANLG = I ANni
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FUSELAGE AERODYNAMICS
FUSELAGE INPUT EQUATIONS
_F = Tan-I (W/U)
' = sin eF cos e F
_F
V F = /U 2 + V 2 + W 2
qF- i/2_v_
VFUS = VF /_h
FUSELAGE WIND AXIS COEFFICIENTS
CDF - (CDOF÷ KII_FI+ K2_) cos2 B_ ÷ _O CDOFII-COS(.18B_)I
+ (i -£-t/tG)
_CDLG
CLF = (K42 + K 3 _) cos2SF -K 4 sin 3 I_FI
cyF --K7 _ ÷ K8 _ l_I
---- - - ! I ÷CMF [-.ii + .36 sin (6 6 + 3 3 eF ) ] cos28 F + K 5 IS F
ACML G (i - £-t/tG)
CN_ : CNO_ ÷ _9 B_ ÷ KI0 _I_I
NOTE: IF GEAR IS UP_ _CDL G & _CMLG - 0.0
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
i. If V_ <_ 1 (ft/sec)2 FUSELAGE AERO = 0.0 & HOLD VALUE OF
_F & 8F
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FUSELAGE FORCES AND MOMENT ABOUT A/C C.G.
F !
XAERO _ [-CDF cos _F cos 8F + CLF sin uF - CyF sin BF cos UF] qFSw
F'
YAERO = [CyF cos 8F - CDF sin _] qF SW
F'
ZAERO = [-CLF cos _F - CDF cos B F sin u F
-CyF sin B F sin a ] qF SF W
FV
_AERO [- (Cw/bw)CMF sin B F cos =F - CNF sin =F ] qF SW bw +_GEF
+ YFIR O [ZcG - ZFAC] + C_F cos eF COS 8F qF SW bw
F' F'
MAERO = [CMF cos 8F] qF SW Cw + ZAERO [XcG - XFAC]
-X F' [ZcG - ZFAC] + C sin 8F qF SW bw
AERO _F
F $
NAERO = [CNF cos SF - (Cw/bw) CMF sin 8F sin eF ] qF SW bW
m !
-YAERO [XcG - XFAC] + C_F sin oF cos 8F qF SW bw
F F'
XAERO = XAERO + AXLG
* _ = [-8270 + 26186 (h/D) -23369(h/D) 2
GEF
F F'
YAERO = YAER0 + dYLG + 6336 (h/D) 3] _o EXP(_.IVF )
F F'
ZAER0 = ZAERO + AZLG
F F'
_AERO =_AERO + A_LG
for .5 < h/D < 1.4
q
else _GEF = 0
F F'
MAERO = MAERO + AMLG
F F'
NAER0 = NAERO + ANLG
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WING ON ROTOR INTERFERENCE
AVERAGE NACELLE INCIDENCE
l"-N = 0.5 (iNL + iNR)
AVERAGE LIFT COEFFICIENT
D210-II161-I
CLW = 0.5 (CLSRW + CLSLW) / (q/qs)
WING ON ROTOR UPWASH
cWR R and SWRL = f7 (IN , CLW)
i
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ROTOR/ROTOR INTERFERENCE
POSITIVE SIDESLIP, I.E., V > 0.0
X = _PRR
_--_; V_r V 2o_R2
-i
¢iRL = -tan
VLR + i. 0
(.40528 iNL) _VRL_iRL = (IBFI)
ZiLR = 0.0
NEGATIVE SIDESLIP, I.E., V < 0.0
X = epL R
LrJ
: final/ _r/ 2_R2
LV)_ _ 1.o
¢iLR -- (IBFl) (.40528 iNR) _VRL
¢iRL = O. 0
NOTE: v, R & v, L FROM WING EQUATIONS.
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ROTOR EQUATIONS
RIGHT ROTOR
F
tan_ 1 _V_ R + (WRR + UR R _WRR )z
_RR
L URR + .CiLR
= +VRR+WRR ; URR =VR R /U RR+ _i_LR )z 2 z
VRR
m
I_R_ R
LEFT ROTOR
URL + e iRL
= 2 -2 2
VLR /(URR + EiL R) +VRR+WRR ; ULR = VLR
I LIR
ROTOR ANGULAR RATE TRANSFORMS
RIGHT-NACELLE AXES LEFT-NACELLE AXES
pN = ' + r sin i
NR -p cos INR NR
pN = " - r sin "
NL p cos INL INL
N • 0
QNR = q + INR QNNL = q + INL
_R = - r cos iNR - p sin iNR _L = r cos iNL + p sin iNL
RIGHT WIND AXES LEFT WIND AXES
pR = pN pR = pN
NR NR NL NL
QR = QN cos _ +R N sin _ QR = QN cos _ - RN sin
NR NR HR NR HR NL NL HL NL HL
R R = RN cos _ N sin RR = RN cos + N sin
NR NR _HR QNR _HR NL NL _HL QNL _HL
NOTE: USE WIND AXIS RATES IN ROTOR ROUTINE.
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RIGHT ROTOR
THRUST
rrlS+l]r c
=L Tn_jL TORRCos Cos B ]A IC R IC R
WHERE: CT O = 0.000679 _ + 0.000015 _2
+ 0.0022 _@ + 0.000211 u2_
and F
tan-I
cos
= e° - /
75 L 0.75 _ - 6.3015u + 5.5816u 2
- 8 U sin a + 1.8
GROUND EFFECT
hRR = -ZDowN + (L S Cos iNK - XCG) Sin 8
+ QL s Sin iNK + ZCG) Cos % - YN Sin % ] Cos 8
hRR
ER 2R[ISin(8 + iNR) Cos @I + .0174]
TOGEJ EFF
RR RR
(.1741- .6216 UKR)
CTRR
SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
EFF
RR
+ 1.2479 - .8806 URR_
TOGE;
RR
or IF [h) >_ 1.3;
EFF
RR
(1.4779 URR - ,4143)
= 1.0
RR
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POWER
= Cp
CPRR ORR
= .00015 + .795 CT3/2 + U (.00005 + .000843 U + .910 C T)
+ U [.00674- .0146U- (3.4- 8_)C T] l_I
180
' - 00043488] _ sin
+ [(.08756- 2.18_) C T •
NORMAL FORCE
CNFRR CNFORR +
dCNFRR +
dAIc R AICR
WHERE:
CNFo = CNF 1 = 0.089U 3 sin 2_ + [0.172753uC T]
+ 73.444 _CT2 (1-u)]K 0 < u < 0.6
where K = sin _ for _ > 20 °
and K = sin _(10-0.45_ °) for 0 < a < 20
For 0.6 < u
CNF = (CNFI) (i-0.8(_-0.6))
dCNFRR = DNF 1 CTRR + DNF 2 uRR + DNF 3 URR + DNF 4
dAIc R •
+ DNF 5 URR sin 2 _RR
dCNFRR
= ENF 1 + ENFdBlcR CTRR 2
2
URR + ENF
3
RR + ENF
4
+ ENF5 URR sin aRR
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SIDE FORCE
CSFRR = CSFoR R
dC
__ + SFRR B
+ dCSFKR AIC R _ 1CR
_ICR
WHERE : CSFo = _ sin _ (.00566 + 2.830 u2C T + .016 CT¢) --0037249u_2
if _ > _/2 use _-e
where
and
_o = tan -I _-Bi c°s _ 1i sin
If Iui = (U4 + CT2) I/2 - B2 /2 0 5
dC SF RR
-_ICR
DSFI CTR R + DSF2 URR + DSF3 _RI% + DSF4
+ DSF _RR sin _RR
5
dCSFRR
dBic R
ESF 1 CTRR
+ ESF 2 _RR + ESF 3 URR + ESF
sin 2 aRR
+ ESF 5 _RR
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HUB PITCHING MOMENT
CpMRR CpMOR R
dCPMRR dCPMRR dCPMpR R
+ AICR + BICR + " QNR
dAic R dBlc R dQ
WHERE:
CpM O = 0.012857 u sin s -0.014163u2 sin s
ooo  oooo _CpM+ CT
_C T
-I000 dCPM = 1.5 +
dQ
0 < u < .2
= 0.25 + 7.26 .2 <u < .39
= 4.1681-2.79 U U > .39
_CpM =
_C T
U (-.393141 x 10-2+ .201377 X i0-2_ -.220903 X i0-_ 2)
+ B2 (.120036 + .634542 x i0--2_ + .799823 X 10 -3 _2)
+ U3 (-.141322 --.170706 X 10-1u - .61104 X 10 -3 _2)
dCpMRR
dAIc R
= + U_R + +DpM 1 CTRR DpM 2 DpM 3 URR DpM 4
+ DpM 5 URR sin 2 eRR + DpM 6 PRR (l_Rl-_o)
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HUB PITCHING MOMENT (CONTINUED)
dCpMR R
dB
ICR
= EpM 1 CTRR + EpM 2 URR + EpM3 U + EpM4
+ EpM 5 URR sineRR + EpM 6
_RR (laRI - %)
HUB YAWING MOMENT
CyM = CyM + dCyMRR
RR ORR dAIc R AIC R
+ dCyMRR + dCyMRR R
dBIc R BICR dR RNR fYM
Whe re :
For 0 < u < 0.37
CyM = (0.023736 u -0.0010)usine -1.6 _2 CT sin
+ .00816 - 0.003366_ -0.006303 38-"ff'ff - \386 -
and for u > 0.37
CyM = (0.02476 - 0.19798 (u -0.7024) 2 ) sin
-1.6 _2 CT sin _ + _[.00816L -.003366_-.006303 RPM(_I)I_ ----\_vvjRP(]--_-_
dCyM = _ dCpM
d--5-
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HUB YAWING MOMENT (CONTINUED)
dCyM
__._____ = DyM1 CTRR 2 DyM4
RR + DyM _RR + DyM URR +
dAIcR 2 3
+ DyM 5 URR sin eRR + EyM 6 URR (IHR I - _o )
dCyMRR
2
- +
dB1c R EyM 1 CTRR EyM 2 URR + EyM 3 URR + EyM 4
+ EyM 5 URR sin 2_RR + EyM 6
ENGINE TAIL PIPE THRUST AND MOMENT
RR (l RI - no)
_TER = 26 + .080 SHP R -350M
_TEL - 26 + .080 SHP L -350M
_MEL = 1.92 _TEL cos _HL
_MER 1.92 _TER cos _HR
_NEL = 1.92 ATEL sin _HL
_NER = 1.92 AT sinE R _HR
SPINNER DRAG AND NORMAL FORCE
_CTsPINR = _ u2S W2A
_CTsPIN L = _ u2Sw2A
(.001866 + .019039 sin eRR ) cos _RR
(.001866 + .019039 sin _LR ) cos _LR
= _ _2S W
_CNFsPINR 2---A-- (.001866 + .019039 sin _RR) sin _RR
_2S W
&CNFsPINL - 2A
(.001866 + .019039 sin
eLR ) sin eLR
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ROTOR FORCE & MOMENT CALCULATION
' 2 + ATER
T R = fTR CTRR P=R4_ R
, = + ACTsPIN R; CTRR CTRR
NF R = fNF R C'NFRR p_R4n_ ;
C' = C N + ACNF
NFRR FRR SPINR
SF R
MR
= fSF R CSFRR P_R4_
= fpM R CpMRR p=R5_ + AMER
N R
= fyM R CyMRR p_R5_ + ANER
QRREQ
= fQR CpRR p_R5_
RHPRR = QRREQ _RI
s5o I
LEFT ROTOR FOLLOWS SIMILAR FORMAT WITH SUBSCRIPTS CHANGED.
THE LEFT ROTOR ALTITUDE EQUATION IS AS FOLLOWS:
hLR =-ZDowN + (L S cos iNL - XCG) sin e
or;
+ Z cos _ + Y
+ [ (L S sin iNL CG ) N
hLR = hRR + 2 YN sin _ cos O
sin _] cos 0
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ROTOR FORCE & MOMENT RESOLUTION
HUB MOMENTS - NACELLE AXES
LEFT
• Q
_LRH = - QLREQ - Ip flL
MLR H = M L cos _HL - NL sin _HL
-'(p sin iNL + r cos iNL) ( KIp_ L + NEL K 1 IE _EL)
NLR H = -N L cos _HL - ML sin _HL + (KIpflL + NEL KIIE_EL) (q+[NL)
RIGHT
R_ = QRREQ + Ip fir
K
MRR H = M R cos _HR + NR sin _R
+ (p sin iNR'+ r cos iNR)(KIpfl R - NER KIIEflER )
NRR H = N R cos _HR - MR sin _HR - (KIpnR - NERKIIE_ER)(q + iNR)
NOTE: NACELLE AXES ARE RIGHT HANDED SYSTEMS
K 1 = 0 if non-tilting engines
= 1 if tilting engines
E-66
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RESOLUTION OF ROTOR/NACELLE FORCES TO BODY AXES AT PIVOTS
LEFT ROTOR
1NL 1{i L + 8tLW
xNLAERO = (TL + AX'LN) cos i_L- sin i_L (NF L cos _HL
+ SF L sin _HL - AZLN)
NL = SF L cos - NF L sin + AY_NYAERO _HL _HL
zNL' AX_N) s ' - •AERO = -(TL + in l_L cos l_L (NF L cos
sin EHL - AZLN)
NL' = (_L + _AE RO RH N )
M NL = M
AERO LRH
EHL + SFL
cos i' + sin '' + ' + _ yNL )
NL INL (NLRH ANLN Us AERO
+ AM'LN + NFL Ls cos gHL + SF L L s sin _HL
- Ls AZLN - IE _EL r NEL K 2
= , yNL • - sin '' (_RH + 'N NL cos i' (NLR H + ANLN + L s AERO ) _LN )AERO NL INL
+ IE _EL q NEL K2
K 2 = 0 if tilting engines
= 1 if non-tilting
"r
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RIGHT ROTOR
i_R = iNR + etRW
X NR = (T R + AX'RN) cos i_R + sin i_R (-NF R cos _HR
AERO
+ SF R sin _HR + AZ'RN)
yNRAERO = -SFRC°S _HR - NF R sin _HR + AYRN
zNR' = -(T R + ' sin "' + cos '' (-NF R cosAERO AXRN) INR INR _HR
+ SF R sin _HR + AZ_N)
MNRAERO = MRRH + AMRN' + NF R L s cos _HR - SFR Ls sin _HR
NNR
AE RO
- Ls AZRN - IE _ER r NER K 2
= COS i'NR (NRRH + _NRN' + Ls yNRAERO.) - sin i'NR (_RRH + _)
+ IE hER q NER K 2
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WING VERTICAL BENDING
LEFT WING TIP DEFLECTION: -
= _W (FL - hl ) - 2_W _W
hlL L hlI,
_NL' _LW' NL'
FL = -KwI _AERO -Kw2 _AERO -Kw3 _AERO +Kw4 ZAERO
m
h I = KW6 h 1
LWAC L
deflection at left wing a.c.
RIGHT WING TIP DEFLECTION: -
_4
hlR = _ (FR- hlR ) - 2_W _W hlR
-Kw5 P
F R = -K W ZNR' _K W
1 2
h I = KW
RWA C 6 hlR
Left wing twist at tip:
8 = M N
K% t tLW LACT
zRW' +K W _ NR' +K W ZAERO +K W
AE RO 3 AE RO 4 m 5
WING TORSION
- NEL IE _EL [(r cos iN
L
+ LW _ LW
MAERO ZAERO XWA C
+ p sin INL' )K 1 + K2r]
Right wing twist at tip:
K% e = M N - NER I E hER [(r cos i N
t tRW RACT R
Left wing twist at a.c.
etLWA C = (YwAc/YN) 8tL W
+ p sin iN )K 1 + K2r]
R
Right wing twist at a.c.
etRWA C = (YwAc/YN) 8tRW
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TOTAL FORCE AND MOMENT SUMMATION ABOUT C.G.
= X NL + X NR + X F X LW + X RW + X T
XAER0 AER0 AER0 AER0 + AERO AERO AER0
D210-II161-I
= yNL + yNR + yF + yLW + yRW + yT
YAERO AERO AERO AERO AER0 AERO AER0
NL NR F LW RW T
ZAERO = ZAERO + ZAERO + ZAERO + ZAERO + ZAERO + ZAERO
NL NR
='_AER0 +/'-AERO +_FERo +_'_AERoW +.afTERo
NR NL NL NR
+ YN (ZAERO - ZAERO). + ZCG (YAERO + YAERO )
NL NR _ F T
MAERO = MAERO + MAERO + "_AERO + MWERo + MAERO
NL NR NL NR
.L XcG(ZAER O + ZAERO) _ ZC G (XAERO + XAERO)
NL- . NR F W T
NAERO = NAER0 + NAERO + NAERO + NAERO + NAER0
NL NR NL NR
+ YN (XAERO - XAERO) - ECG (YAERO + YAERO )
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BASIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION
INERTIAS:
IXX = IXX O + K I i N
1
Iyy = Iyy O + KI2 iN
IZZ = IZZ O + KI3 iN
IXZ = IXZ 0 + KI4 iN
JXX = IZZ - Iyy
Jyy = IXX - IZZ
JZZ = Iyy - IXX
E-71
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ROLL EQUATION
I p =-J
XX XX
rq + I (r + pq)
xm
li+ £mN YN NR cos (iNR -X) - iN L
AERO
COS
(iNL -X) 1
PITCH EQUATION
• 2 2
Iyy q =-Jyypr - Ixz (p - r )
' "" _I' + £mN[-Z R siniNR yy
'I- iNL I' +YY
+ MAER0
(iNR -X) + XR cos
£mN[-Z L sin (iNL -_) + X L COS
YAW EQUATION
Izz r =-Jzz Pq- (rq- p) Ixz
I 1- £mN YN NR sin (iNR -I) - iNL sin (iNL -X)
+ NA E RO
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RIGHT NACELLE ACTUATOR PITCHING MOMENT EQUATION
MNRAC T = - iNK I' + £2 mN (i )YY
mN [ . "
- £2m N (i - m--) L- pr cos 2 (INR -I) + q
l
+ (r 2 - p2) sin (iNR-I) cos (iNR-I)_
d
_ (r 2 _ p2) I' sin " cos - I' q
zz INR yy
+ £ mN [XAEROsin_ (iNR - I) + ZAER0 cos (iNR - I)]
- (p + rq) _cos (iNR'- I
+ MNRAER0
LEFT NACELLE PITCHING MOMENT EQUATION OBTAINED BY CHANGING
SIGN OF YN AND CHANGING SUBSCRIPT FROM R TO L.
NOTE: THE ABOVE EQUATION MUST BE CALCULATED FOR WING TORSION
CALCULATION ONLY.
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MOTION OF A.C. MASS CENTER
• XAE RO
U =
m
g sin 8 - qW + rV
" YAERO
V=
m
+ g cos % sin % - rU + pW
• ZAERO
W-
m
+ g cos 8 cos _ + qU - pV
EULER ANGLE CALCULATION
= (r cos _ + q sin %)/cos 8
8 = q cos _ - r sin
_ = p + _ sin 8
E-74
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AIRCRAFT CONDITION CALCULATIONS
GROUND TRACK
NORTHWARD VELOCITY
XNORT H = U cos 8 cos _ + V (sin _ sin 8 cos
- cos _ sin _)
+ W (cos _ sin 8 cos _ + sin _ sin _)
EASTWARD VELOCITY
YEAST = U cos 8 sin _ + V (sin % sin e sin _ + cos
cos _)
+ W (cos % sin 8 sin _ - sin % cos _)
DOWNWARD VELOCITY
= - U sin 8 + V sin # cos 8 + W cos # cos 8
ZDOWN
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PILOT STATION ACCELERATIONS (BODY AXES)
XAERO
+ (q + pr)
aXPA = m (ZpA - ZCG)
+ (q2 + r 2) (XcG - £PA ) + YPA (pq - r)
- 2 q ZCG - XCG
YAERO + (p _ qr) (ZcG - ZpA) + (r + pq)(£PA - XCG)ayPA = m
- YPA (r2 + p2) + 2 (PZcG - rXcG)
azp A = ZAERO + (q - pr) (XcG _ £pA) + (p2 + q2) (ZcG _ ZpA)
m
+ YPA (p + qr) + 2qXcG - ZCG '
PILOT STATION VELOCITIES (BODY AXES)
UpA = Up + qZpA - rYpA
VpA = Vp + rZpA - pZpA
WpA = Wp + PYPA - q£PA
GUST MODEL
The gust model will be that represented by NASA-AMES program
NAPS-80. The output of this program, in the form of gust velo-
city components Ug, Vg, Wg, q@, rg will be added to the
aircraft velocity componentsP_n c±ear air as follows:
U=U' +Ug P=P' +Pg
V =V' +Vg q = q' + qg
W= W t + Wg r = r' + rg
E-76
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Appendix F
This appendix contains the numerical constants and functions
required by the equations presented in Appendix E.
The data is listed by reference to the page number in Appendix
E where the numerical constant or function first appears.
F-I
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PAGE
NO. QUANTITY
E-7
K_STEER
K_RU D
K6 r
_A
K_ s
E-8
K_ B
s
K6 e
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
Schedule D
Schedule E
Schedule H
Schedule I
Schedule J
Schedule K
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
E-9 Schedule FPR
E-13 Engine data
INPUT DATA
VALUE
0.0
-3.15 (-8.0)
1.0
20.0
1.0
1.0
35.5
0.18
1.0
0.0
-1.638(-4.16)
Figure F-I
set to zero
Figure F-I
Figure F-I
Figure F-2
Figure F-2
Figure F-2a
Figure F-2a
Flgure F-2b
Figure F-3
Figure F-4
Figure F-4
Figure F-5
Tables F-I
through F-4,
Figures F-6
through F-9
F-2
UNITS
deg/cm (deg/in)
W!
rad/sec
D
rad/sec
m
deg/cm (deg/in)
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PAGE
NO.
E-15
E-16
QUANTITY
WDTIND
SHP*
NIIND
NIMAx/N{
NISIND
QIND
QMAX/Q*
N /N*
• IIMAX II
N I
(NII/NIIMA X)
nREF
G 1
G 2
G 3
I
P
<
ntr
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
Schedule D
Schedule G
Schedule K
MAX
REF
INPUT DATA
VALUE
1.0
1156.3 (1550.0)
i.ii
1.0
1.04
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.446
1.128
2662.5 (25425.0)
0.8865
57.6923
2.5
2.66
0.0
764.8 (564.0)
-i.0
0.97
Figure F-10
Figure F-II
Figure F-II
Figure F-II
Figure F-12
set to zero
UNITS
D
kw (SHP)
m
m
D
D
rad/sec (RPM)
rad/sec
deg/sec/rad/sec
deg/rad/sec
deg/sec/deg
kg m2(slugs ft 2)
F-3
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PAGE
NO.
E-17
E-20
E-21
E-22
QUANT I TY
dpp
mf
£f
£w
Ill
£
;t
hf
hw
ZWAC
YWAC
XWAC
YN
LS
iw
ZHT
XHT
ZVT
XvT
YvT
INPUT DATA
VALUE
-30.0
-1443.28(-125.947)
0.304(1.0)
0
0
5895.94(404)
0.502(1.65)
903.95(61.94)
24.75
-1.943(-6.376)
0.0
.105(0.346)
3.048(10.0)
0.224(0.736)
4. 902 (16. 083)
1.423 (4. 667)
0.0
-0.076 (-0.25)
-6. 605 (-21.67)
-0.399 (-1.308)
-6. 858 (-22.5)
1.956 (6. 417)
UNITS
deg
kg (slugs)
m (ft)
kg (slugs)
m (ft)
kg (slugs)
m (ft)
kg (slugs)
deg
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
deg
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
w
F-4
PAGE
NO.
E-23
E-24
E-25
E-28
(1)
(2)
QUANTITY
Solutions to
Quartic
A
Ks
eWRR
eWLR
PC
hp
D
cw
Sw
CL_w
a7
_2
a8
a9
al0
6 3
all
@ i N = 0 °
@ i N = 90 °
INPUT DATA
VALUE
Table F-5
49.325 (530.93)
1.6
set to zero
set to zero
0.884 (2.9)
0.0
7.925 (26.0)
i. 6 (5.25)
16. 815 (181.0)
4.393(i) 3.281 (2)
0.010845 .00869
65.0 65.0
0.397 0.3366
0.00474 0.00351
0.0 0.0
180. 180.
0.0 0.0
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UNITS
m 2 (ft 2 )
rad
rad
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m z (ft 2)
rad -I
deg -1
deg
-i
deg
deg -2
deg
F-5
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PAGE
NO.
E-29
QUANTITY
a12
a13
a29
a30
85
a31
a32
a0
al
81
a 2
a 3
a4
a 5
a 6
C'
L
eW
CDO w
a26
a27
a28
INPUT DATA
VALUE
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
-0. 7648xi0 -3-0. 7648xi0 -3
0.2135xi0 -4 0.2135xi0 -4
180.0 180.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
16.5 16.5
-.058 -.047
122.0 122.0
9.42 10.766
-21.0 -21.0
0.0 0.0
-21.0 -21.0
0.255 0.180
4.4192 3.3015
0.0175 0.212
0.0 0.0
0.057 0.1175
0.0 0.0
UNITS
deg-i
deg -2
deg -I
deg -2
deg
deg -I
deg
deg
deg
deg
D
deg
rad-i
F-6
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PAGE
NO. QUANTITY
E-30 a18
a20
a21
a22
E-31 a19
E-33 b 2
b 3
iN < 60 ° b 4
iN > 60 ° b 4
b 5
b 6
iN < 60 ° b 7
iN > 60 ° b 7
E- 34 CLMAx
fl
E-38 K20
K21
bW
KX
YAC
K22
INPUT DATA
VALUE
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
-0.025 -0.025
0.21994 0.21994
-.003231 -.003231
0.154xi0 -4 0.154xi0-4
0.0019166 0.0019166
-0.002166 -0.002166
1.625
Figure F-13
0.04 0.04
-0.05 0.09
9.805 (32.17)
1.0
3.048 (10.0)
-0.0315
F-7
UNITS
deg
deg-I
deg -2
deg
deg -I
deg -I
deg -2
deg-i
deg-i
rad-i
rad-I
m (ft)
m (ft)
rad-i
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PAGE
NO.
E-39
E-40
E-44
E-47
E-49
E-50
QUANTITY
f2
f3
iHT
THT
eHTsTAL L
CL_HT
f6
SHT
fl0
nHT
SVT
CDON
K30
K31
K32
CMON
K34
K35
K36
K37
INPUT DATA
VALUE
Table F-6
Table F-7
0
0.5565
16.0
0.071
Figure F-13
4.67 (50.25)
Table F-8
Table F-9
2.35 (25.25)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
F-8
UNITS
deg
m
deg
deg
m z (ft 2)
m 2 (ft 2)
-- D210-II161-I
PAGE
NO.
E-51
QUANTITY
!
K37
CNORN
K38
K39
CNOLN
K40
K41
XG2
XG3
YGI
YG2
YG3
ZGI
ZG2
ZG3
T1
T2
T3
KSTI
KST2
INPUT DATA
VALUE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.661 (-2.17)
-0.661 (-2.17)
4.090 (13.42)
-1.301 (-4.27)
1.301 (4.27)
0.0
2.057 (6.75)
2.057 (6.75)
2.128 (6.98)
0.026 (0.855)
0.026 (0.855)
0.165 (0.54)
56040 (3840)
56040 (3840)
F-9
UNITS
m
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
N/m (ib/ft)
N/m (ib/ft)
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PAGE
NO. QUANTITY
KST3
DSTI
DST2
DST3
E-52 _o
_s
E-54 CDO F
Ko
_ 0 K 2
< 0 K 2
K1
_CDLG
K 3
K 4
K42
K 7
K 8
CMOF
K 5
K 6
INPUT DATA
56040
8756
8756
8756
VALUE
(3840)
(600)
(6oo)
(60o)
0.03
0.005
0.5
0.01219
27.89
0.28363
0.58237
0.0
0.0221
0.302
0.0
0.04
-0.46
-0.225
-O.OO455
0.0
0.0
F-10
UNITS
N/m (ib/ft)
N/m/s (ib/ft/sec )
N/m/s (ib/ft/sec)
N/m/s (ib/ft/sec)
rad -2
rad -2
rad-i
m
rad -2
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PAGE
NO.
E-55
E-56
E-57
E-59
E-60
QUANTITY
ACML G
tG
CNOF
K 9
KI0
KI3
ZPAC
XpAC
f7
T 1
T 2
T 3
T 1
T 2
DNF 1
DNF 2
DNF 3
DNF4
DNF 5
ENFI
ENF 2
INPUT DATA
set
VALUE
-0.00233
8.0
0.0
-0.2
-0.092
-0.075
0.405
0.177
to zero
0.2434
-0.483
0.5208
0.i
0.i
0.00425
0.0014483
-0.0000734
0.00002175
-0.0006
-0.0245
-0.0017028
(1.33)
(0.58)
F-II
UNITS
sec
m (ft)
m (ft)
rad-I
rad-2
rad-3
sec
sec
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
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PAGE
NO.
E-61
E-62
QUANTITY
ENF3
ENF4
ENF 5
D
SFI
D
SF2
DSF3
DSF4
DSF 5
ESFI
ESF2
ESF3
ESF4
ESF5
DpMI
DpM2
DpM3
DpM4
DpM5
DpM6
n o
INPUT DATA
VALUE
-0.0010492
-0.0000425
0.0017892
0.0245
0.0017028
0.0010492
-0.0000425
-0.001735
0.00425
0.0014483
-0.0000734
0.00002175
-0.0067758
0.002
-0.00072556
0.00111967
0.0002094
0.00036524
-0.00007296
40.422
UNITS
deg -I
-i
deg
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg-i
deg-i
deg-i
deg-i
deg-i
deg-i
deg-i
deg-I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg-i/rad/sec
rad/sec
i
w
F-12
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PAGE
NO.
E-63
E-64
E-65
QUANTITY
EpMI
EpM2
EpM 3
EpM4
EpM5
EpM6
fYM
DyMI
DyM2
DyM3
DyM4
DyM5
DyM6
EyMI
EyM2
EyM3
EyM4
EyM5
EyM6
fTR
fTL
fNFR
INPUT DATA
VALUE
-0.0025
0.0004375
0.0000729
-0.000111245
0.00063045
-0.00006809
-i.0
-0.0025
0.0004375
0.0000792
-0.000111245
0.0005
-0.00007296
-0.002
0.00072556
-0.00111967
-0.0002094
-0.0004702
0.00007296
1.0
1.0
1.0
F-13
UNITS
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg-i/rad/sec
m
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg-I/rad/sec
deg -I
deg-i
deg -I
deg -I
deg -I
deg-i/rad/sec
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PAGE
NO.
E-66
E-69
QUANTITY
fNFL
fSFR
fSFL
fPMR
fPML
fYMR
fYML
fQR
fQL
IE
K
KWI
KW2
Kw3
KW4
KW5
Kw6
W
Kst
INPUT DATA
VALUE
1.0
-i.0
-i.0
1.0
1.0
-i.0
-1.0
-I.0
-i.0
0.248 (0.22)
-i.0
4.8xi0 -6 (.596xi0 -4)
1.12xlO -6 (.1637x10 -4)
4xlO -7 (.5836x10 -5)
.2599x10 -2
.1656xi0 -2
1.17x10 -6 (.1709.x10 -4)
0.5
20.0
•i096xi0 -6 (i. 6x106 )
UNITS
m
m
u
m
kg.m 2 (slug ft 2)
m/N (ft/ib)
m/N (ft/ib)
m/N(ft/ib)
sec 2
sec 2
m/N (ft/ib)
rad/sec
Nm/rad(ft ib/rad)
F-14
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PAGE
NO.
E-71
E-72
E-76
QUANTITY
Ixxo
I
yyo
Izzo
Ixzo
KII
KI2
KI3
KI4
I'
YY
!
Ixx
l
Izz
ZpA
YPA
£PA
INPUT DATA
54965
17924
68196
327.6
27.783
15.247
-12.551
2.387
584.4
110.4
515.3
1.28
0.427
2.155
VALUE
(40535)
(13218)
(50292)
(241.6)
(20.489)
(11.244)
(-9.256)
(1.76)
(431.0)
(81.4)
(38O.O)
(4.2)
(1.4)
(7.07)
F-15
UNITS
kg.m 2 (slug ft 2)
kg.m 2 (slug ft 2)
kg.m 2 (slug ft 2)
kg.m 2 (slug ft 2)
kg.m2/deg(slug ft2/deg)
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
.m2/deg(slug ft2/deg)
.m2/deg(slug ft_/deg)
.m2/deg(slug ft2/deg)
.m z (slug ft 2)
.m 2 (slug ft 2)
.m 2 [slug ft 2)
m (ft)
m (ft)
m (ft)
Z
H
<
.8
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CONTROLAXIS CYCLIC PITCH INPUT AS A FUNCTION OF
LONGITUDINAL STICK AT i N = 0o
AI' C
1.0 SCHEDULE J
J J
4-.4 0 IN. -,4 -,8 -1.2
I I * I
+l 0 Cm -1 -2 -3
AFT STICK POSITION FWD
3 ] BI'
2
C (DEG)
1
CH DULE
i I 1
+.4 0 IN. -.4 -.8 -1.2
I _ I J I
+i 0 Cm -i -2 -3
AFT STICK POSITION FWD
I
FIGURE F.2a. CYCLIC PITCH CONTROL ON THE STICK AT i N = 0O
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APPENDIX G - ROTOR LOADS AND CONTROLS PARAI_TRIC STUDY
INTRODUCTION
The key to a successful tilt rotor vehicle is in the design
compromises in the control system which nrovides trimmed sus-
tained flight conditions with low blade fatigue loads and
acceptable control variations and vehicle response character-
istics. At a given nacelle incidence, a tradeoff can be
made between elevator and rotor cyclic control to trim the
aircraft. Ideally the cyclic control used should be that value
which minimizes blade bending loads and the rest of the air-
plane trimmed on the elevator. Obviously as airspeed decreases
elevator effectiveness diminishes with dynamic pressure requir-
ing non-optimum rotor inputs to be made in order to trim. In
addition, the desirability of using a simple control system
with no primary controls driven by flight parameters (e.g.,
q' sensed) further complicates the ideal situation. The con-
trol system studies contained in this appendix are a _re-
liminary try at a good compromise.
Loads Model:
In order to perform control system parametric variations and
assess their impact on the blade fatigue loads, a fast (on-
line) method of evaluating blade bending loads is necessary.
The more rigorous analyses and manual interpretation of test
data for the many combinations of velocity, angle of attack,
cyclic pitch, collective pitch and R2M are much to cumbersome
. . . _nls problem was sur-to be used in this type of application ' "
mounted by using a simple empirical equation to define the
loads
Alternating bending moment at 12.5% R (ABM)
= . 9_ (_rad)2000 + 8753 6_ + _._.9_
_CPM) _ ? 1/2
+ 3.35066(1 +.0005 (PM" + YM -)
This equation was derived under IR&D funding during analysis
of the test Cata of Reference 4 in 1976 and was used in this
contractual work to provide a quick estimate of blade loads.
Correlation of this equation with the full scale data of
Reference 4 is shown in Fiaure G-I and the symbol key is pro-
vided as Table G-I.
The equation provides a reasonable estimate of loads for most
of the cases shown, however, in some transition cases corre-
lation becomes erratic though in general in these cases the
calculation is conservative as indicated by i N = 85, u = .iii
data. This procedure needs further refinement and should be
G-I
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expanded to include the newly acquired data from [_ASA Con-
tract _AS2-9015 as well as the rest of the available data in
Reference 4.
The basic premise of the equation is that i/rev alternating
bending loads primarily produce out-of-plane hub moments or
at least the in-plane loads will remain roughly proportional
to the out-of-plane loads. This is, of course, an approxi-
mation because the variations of the per rev frequencies of
the first two blade bending modes with collective and RPM will
change the relative magnitudes of the out-of-plane and in-
plane blade deflections.
No blade loads data were measured at 12.5% radius in the tests
of Reference 4, however, measured radial distributions of
bending moments were used to provide the data points shown in
Figure G-I.
Though the method is approximate (i.e., +20% for most cases)
it provides a means of evaluating the bla--de fatigue loads with
little or no effect on the simulation time frame.
Parametric Studies
As described in Section 12.0 of this report the control
system design commenced with setting the hover control phasing
and gains to give adequate control in hover. The cyclic pitch
gains were then washed out according to a sine law of nacelle
incidence.
Azimuthal Location:
An initial trade study was made varying the azimuthal location
at which the cyclic control inputs were made for various levels
of elevator. Figure G-2 shows the estimated rotor loads for
various azimuthal locations with the elevator fixed at 10 ° .
The definition of _o in Figure G-2 is the azimuthal location
at which the resultant cyclic vector acts, and is depicted in
Figure G-3. The data in Figure G-2 are for i_ = 90 ° and
clearly show a blade loads minimum between _p = 25 to 30 ° .
The minimum loads occur at higher _p at low speed, but this
is of little significance since the load levels are low anyway.
Figures G-4 and G-5 show similar data with elevator settings
varied. The level of the resultant loads changes, but the
azimuthal angle at which minimum loads are achieved remains
essentially the same. Since 0p = 30 ° was close to optimum
hover and near optimum for a loads reduction standpoint at
high i N and velocity it was decided to use a constant value
of _p = 30 ° for the remainder of the studies.
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Thus far the cyclic pitch inputs were defined by the hover gain
°/inch stick at _p = 30 ° and washed out as nacelle incidence
decreased by sin iN . This of course implies no cyclic pitch
in cruise.
The next step was to determine the cruise cyclic requirements.
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Cruise Flight - Cyclic Control Design
The primary area of concern in cruise flight arises at low
airspeeds where the angle of attack to trim the aircraft in
ig steady flight is high. The rotor loads, with no cyclic
pitch, approach the blade endurance limit leaving little room
for maneuver within the blade fatigue allowable. This problem
is corrected by the introduction of 2.5 ° cyclic pitch for aft
stick positions and washing this out as the stick moves for-
ward. A series of different washout schedules were tried
with varying results in terms of blade loads.
Figure G-6 shows four schedules of cyclic as functions of
longitudinal stick. The alternating blade loads calculated
by the simulation loads model are shown for the "no cyclic"
case in Figure G-7 and indicate alternating bending moments at
the blade 12.5% radial station of about 36,000 in.-ibs at 140
KTS. This load level is expected to be the infinite life
level for the blade fiberglass spar (108 cyclies, M-3_). The
design procedure adopted aimed at minimizing the bending loads
such that,at all sustained flight conditions the loads remain
less than or equal to the infinite life value.
The alternating loads corresponding to schedules I, 2 and 3
are also shown for the aft cg case at sea level standard day
conditions. Schedule 1 produced a drastic reduction in loads
at the low speed end of the spectrum, but caused an increase
at high speeds. This was due to the washout being to far for-
ward resulting in cyclic being used at high speed and agravating
the loads. Schedule 2 is the same as Schedule i, but pulled
back so that it washes out 0.2" earlier. The trims resulting
from this provided loads less than 53% of the fatigue allow-
able at all speeds. Schedule 3 provides a straight line wash-
out and results in the loads increasing in the 180 knot to
20t knot range.
Schedule 4 was finally selected and the alternating blade
loads for both forward and aft cg are shown in Figure G-8.
The aft cg case gives ig loads less than 46% of the infinite
life allowable with the aft cg case. For the forward cg case
the loads increase at high speed due to too much cyclic pitch
at these conditions. Even so the ig loads are within the
allowable and the cyclic will cause the loads to decrease when
maneuvers are pulled in coordinated turns.
At the low speed end of the cruise flight regime, it must be
possible for the pilot to select any flap setting without
causing unacceptable loads on the rotor. The alternating
loads for both forward and aft cg with flaps at 80 ° and 40 °
are shown in Figure G-9. These data show acceptable loads
from stall speed up to 200 knots. The flap q limit is at
170 knots.
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The rotor loads were also obtained in coordinated turns at
sea level with no flaps. As expected, the low speed cases
were the most critical. However, with the scheduled cyclic
on the stick a bank angle of 58 ° is possible at 140 XTS with
a forward cg. This represents a sustained load factor of
1.89g's with no fatigue damage to the blades.
At 180 KTS the load factor at which fatigue allowable loads
were achieved was 2.3g's (64 ° bank) and at 220 KTS and higher
the loads limit was in excess of 3g's, and the aircraft sus-
tained flight envelope is limited by the power train torque
limit.
The cruise cyclic is obviously not required or useful when
iN = 90 ° and must be washed out as i[_ increases. Initially
a cosine i_ law was used such that the cruise cyclic
y = f(_B ) cos iN°
where f(6B) is the Schedule 4 shown in Figure G-6. It should
be pointed out that this cyclic is independant of SAS inputs
and is totally separate from the cyclic pitch resulting from
the stick travel times the cyclic gain.
The estimated rotor loads were investigated back into transi-
tion using the hover cyclic control washed out as sin i N and
the cruise cyclic washed in as cos i_. These cases are
labelled (Bias = 0) in Figures G-10 through G-15 and shows
that the loads are reasonable with respect to the sustained
flight allowable (406A Nm, 36000 in.-ibs) except near the
middle of the iN range (see iN = 45 ° , Figure G-II).
A study was performed to determine the effect of a stick bias
on the cyclic input. This bias is only applied to the cyclic
gain and is defined by
cyclic = G (_B - Bias) sin i_ °
Bias = 0
_B
Figures G-10 through G-15 show estimated blade loads in tran-
sition for forward and aft cg cases with varying amounts of
bias. The effect of cyclic stick bias was to reduce the
rotor loads and widen the fatigue envelope at all conditions.
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Clearly zero bias is necessary in hover (i:_ = 90 ° ) since any
other value would produce assymetry in available control power
whereas any value of bias is acceptable in cruise (il_ = 0 °)
since the gain multiplier is reduced to zero at this condition.
At iN = 85 ° the forward cg case is the most critical and a
bias of at least -ftis desirable to maintain alternating
bending loads less than 4064 [_m (36000 in.-ibs). At i N = 75 °
a value of -2"is required for acceptable loads. At 60 ° a bias
of -2" is needed. At 40 ° a bias of -2" provides adequate
loads and -3" provides about the same loads picture. At 30 °
and 15" i[_ a bias of -2" is acceptable and -4" pushes the loads
boundary to a little higher speed.
These findings are summarized in Figure G-16 and Schedule K used
in the control system is shown superimposed.
The preceeding study was performed with an elevator offset
of 5 ° held between i[_ = 90 ° and i_ = 45 ° and then reduced
linearly to zero as iN--_ O °. The cruise cyclic was also
washed out as a cosine law during this work.
During final assessment of the transition trims these two
schedules were modified in an attempt to smooth the control
travel variations and resulted in an elevator offset defined
by Schedule H and the cruise cyclic washout changed to a
(i - iN/90 °) function instead of a cosine law. The parametrics
were not rerun, however, the final loads were computed and
found to be acceptable. The loads with this system are in-
cluded with the simulation results in Section ii of this
report.
The syste_ will provide a reasonably wide transition corridor
with room to maneuver within it in most cases. This first
examination of the problem for the hingeless rotor _-15 is
not, however, necessarily the optimal answer or necessarily
the simplest useable system.
This work needs to be continued with the updated rotor force
and moment and loads model and should examine the effects of
azimuthal input variation at low values of i_] and the practi-
cality of separating trim and control cyclic inputs to provide
minimum loads at trim and maximum available control power.
The cyclic schedule used to provide load alleviation in cruise
brings with it some attendant difficulties from a handling
qualities point of view since the introduction of a cyclic
pitch step in the longitudinal stick travel produces a dis-
continuity in the control power available. This is discussed
in Section 12 and currently handled by rate limiting the
G-15
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cruise cyclic input. Another way of achieving good handling
qualities is to tailor the elevator schedule in cruise to
match the moment-producing capability of the cruise cyclic.
This provides a further avenue of exploration which should be
examined as the development of the control system continues.
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APPENDIX H - IN-HOUSE REAL TIME DIGITAL SIMULATION
Simulation Facilities
The math model described in this report was mechanized as a
real-time digital simulation using a subset of the total re-
sources that form the digital computer facility called the
STAR system (Simulation and _Test A_nalysis in R_eal Time). The
STAR system supports either real time flight test or real
time simulation while concurrently providing batch and Termi-
nal Job Entry (TJE) operation.
The STAR Lab resources required to provide real time simulation
are:
Xerox Sigma 9 computer
160K words core
CP-R Operating System
2 - 800 bpi tapes
2 - 1600 bpi
86 - megabyte disks
1 - line printer
1 - card reader
1 - BC-100 scope device/software
1 - console typewriter
6 - 8 channel brush strip chart recorders
1 - DMS-12 direct memory system for D/A and A/D operation
128 channels digital to analog (D/A) converters
60 channels analog to digital (A/D) converters
In addition to the hardware, the software used to provide real
time simulation consists of the following elements:
Xerox CP-R operation system and utilities
Xerox BC-100 slope software
Xerox assembly language
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Xerox Extended Fortran IV
An in-house software package for control system
implementation called VECEX (VE___CtorEX___ecution)
Other special simulation oriented programs
Simulation Architecture
The real time digital simulation used to provide data for this
report was generated by extensively modifying an existing tilt
rotor digital simulation.
The real time simulation model provides capability to analyze
the tilt rotor aircraft in three simulation modes:
i. Basic aircraft - non-piloted
2. Basic aircraft - piloted
• Basic aircraft with rotor perturbation dynamic
model - non-piloted
The non-piloted simulation is used to take static trim and
stability derivative data, via the line printer and dynamic
data, stick pulses and steps, via the strip chart recorders.
The math model is separated into two groups, those equations
(fast) that require a small time increment, and those equa-
tions (slow) that can be calculated at a slower rate. An
external clock is used to schedule the execution of the math
model such that the fast equations are executed every time
the timer requests, but only half the slow equations are
executed. The fast equations are updated every 45 ms. and
the slow equations every 90 ms.
The piloted simulation is used to evaluate the flying quali-
ties of the aircraft. To provide this, the normal simulation
is interfaced with the nudge-base simulator lab through a
trunking station. In addition to the normal model, additional
signals must be input on digital to analog convertors (DAC's)
and signals must be received from analog to digital convert-
ors (ADC's). Due to the increase in processing of the addi-
tional inputs and outputs, the piloted simulation cycle time
is 55 ms. using the same fast/slow approach. Strip chart
printout and pilot comment is the primary form of output.
Subroutine Outline
The content of the main program subroutines is described
below.
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Subroutine RTFAST
o
o
o
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Simulator tie-in analog to digital signal processing
Stick input section controlled via secondary task
Execute fast portion of math model via calls to routines
for
Equations of Motion
Control System
Velocity Equations
Rotor Equations
Wing Equations
Tail Equations
- Subroutine EOM
- Entry VELOC
- Subroutine VELOC
- Entry Rotor
- Subroutine Wing
- Entry Tail
o Execute slow portion of math model via calls to
o
o
o
o
Slow Equations Part 1 - Entry RTSLOWI)) in Sub. RTSLOW
Slow Equations Part 2 - Entry RTSLOW2)
Execute final portion of simulation via call to Subroutine
Final
Execute digital to analog real outputs via Subroutine
SIMDAC
Discrete output processing section
Function keyboard lights
Subroutine EOM
o Basic Equations of Motion
o Trim Loops
o Trim Check Section
o EOM Integrations
o Simulator Tie-in Section for correction of Visual/Motion
System
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Subroutine EOM (continued)
o Gust Model Section
Test Section for W Gust Forcing Functions
o Final Summation of A/C Velocities/Rates
o Fuselage Angles and Total Velocity
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Entry VEXSUB
o Real Inputs to VECEX Defined
o Logical Inputs to VECEX Defined
o Execute Control System Portion via call to VECEX
o Mechanical Controls
o SCAS
o Thrust Management System
o Real Outputs from VECEX Defined
o Stall Flasher for Function Keyboard
o Logical Qutputs from VECEX Defined
Subroutine VELOC
o Velocity and acceleration of left and right nacelle inci-
dence angles with rate limit
o CG velocity and acceleration w.r.t, pivot
o Pilot station accelerations - body axes
o Fuselage pivot velocities/rates
For normal A/C treatment
For rotor dynamic model
o Pilot station velocities
H-4
Subroutine VELOC
o
o
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(continued)
Rotor velocity calculations - left and right rotor
Hub body axes
Hub shaft axes
Free stream
Left and right wing velocity calculations
Body axes
Chord axes
Free stream
Entry ROTOR
Left and Ri@ht
o Rotor angle of attack and sideslip calculations -
bypassed when rotor dynamic option chosen and simulation
in fly
o Rotor angular rate transforms
Nacelle axes
Wind axes
o Rotor speed, tip speed, advance r_tio
o Rotor control coordinate axis transform
o Rotor equations for power, thrust, normal force, side
force, pitching moment, yawing moment coefficients, the
forces and moments from the coefficients; bypassed when
rotor dynamic option chosen and simulation in fly.
o Execute rotor dynamic perturbation model if selected
o Rotor force and moment resolution to body axes
Subroutine WING
o Aero equations for left and right wing
Angle of attack and sideslip
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Subroutine WING (continued)
Contribution due to totally downwashed wing
Contributions due to totally unwashed wing
Total CL, CD, CM coefficients
Aero forces calculations in body axes
Aero moment calculations in body axes
Wing/rotor interference section
Entry TAIL
o Horizontal tail
Horizontal tail downwash equations
Rotor-on-horizontal tail interference effects
Horizontal tail velocities
Angle of attack
CL, CD calc.
Dynamic pressure
Horizontal tail efficiency function
Forces and moments in body axes
o Vertical tail
Velocity calcs, dynamic pressure
Angle of attack and sideslip
Rotor sidewash effect
CY, CD calculation
Force and moment resolution
H-6
Subroutine RTSLOW
Entry RTSLOWI
o
o
o
o
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Nacelle Velocity - Resultant
CG Location w.r.t, pivot
Air Density Model
Engine Model (minus thrust management system) provision
for failures
o Wing Stall Calculation
o Fuselage Aerodynamics
Wind axes coefficients
Body Axes Forces and Moments
o Ground effect section for wing, tail, rotor-if selected
o Nacelle Aerodynamics
Angle of attack and sideslip
Wind axes coefficients
Body axes forces and moments
o Unstable rolling moment induced by ground effect
Entry RTSLOW2
o Wing Aerodynamic Section for Submersed Surface Area Calcs.
o Variable Inertia Calculations
o Steady Wind Model
o Wind Ramp Model
o Integration Logic Control Calculation
H-7
Subroutine FINAL
o
o
o
o
o
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Landing gear executed via subroutine gear, if selected
Final summation of A/C forces and moments
Wing vertical bending equations
Wing twist equations
Stability derivative section
Entry SIMDAC
o DACS for 6 brush recorders
o DACS for simulator tie-in
o DACS for rotor dynamic option, plus
RMS calculations
Phase angle calculation
Rotor blade modes
Program Listin@
A listing of the program is available on request.
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